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P A R T  O N E

T I { t r  } { I S T O R I C A L  A N D

C E O G R A P  I { I C A L  t s A C I ( G R O U  N D  i l F

T 1 1 E  M A Y A  C I V I L T Z A T I O N

g. Of ,*an, E-History and Fable

Maya was, naturally, not their name, No one knows what
they called themselves or what the name of their language
was. Nor do s,* kaow, with any degree of certitude, the
names of their stone cities, which are no\il entrvined with
tree and vine much as l-aeootjn was enveioped by the ten-
tacles of serpents. The Maya are as little known as the other
side of the moon once was, despite the fact ttrat their civili-
zation has been subjected to an unusuallv intense study.

AII this is very disturbing. For the Mava ra'ere the only
people of America's high cuitures who developed a glyph-
writ language capable of recording events, yet so far as is
known they have left us little or nothing of thernselves be-
yond certain calendric dates. No other culture in the A.neri-
cas, perhaps in the world, in so confined a space, has had so
much attention paid to it from every possible angle of ap-
proach. Few lost civilizations have had so distinguished a
list of investigators. From the time of Christopher Colum-
bus,1 the first white man to see them (1502), down to the
present turbulent times, when the Russian Dr. Yuri Knoro-
sow 2 claims to have a. "key" to Ma-ya glyphs, there has been
a veritable parade of people drawn .by ttre air of mystery that
hangs over Maya. Conquistadors, priests, historians. e;<nin:r-
ers, adventurers, geographers, astronomers, engineer.q,, hota-
nists, epigraphers, not to mention a generous sprinkling o:i
picaros, have walked the Maya earth and left their impres-
sions.

A preliterate people can only be seen through their art"
1 1I

& _
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for they are othenlise inarticulate. From the vague l,4aya be-
ginnings, somewhere around 2000 e.c" down to a.n. 987, there
are no tangible record:, and no traditions nothrng else
except (anci this in an overwhelming degree) the evjdenle of
their existence contained in the remains of buildings, sculp-
ture, .murals, and pottery. All ihat which the Maya really
were is known onlv throush inferenee.

This is why the iiterutuie gives Maya art so mucli attention.
It is easier to describe a rnonument or photograph a ruin
than to fud the intimate details of a people's existence, that
soft of thing which really breathes life into the skeletal re-
mains of a past people's handiwork. This is why this has been
a hard liook to write, and rvhy it n-ray be even rnore difiicult
to read. The Maya as peopie remain unreai. One firreis oneself
because of this almost as exasperated as Prescoit v;hen he
was writing The Conquest af Peru: ". , imagir-re inaiilig a
hero out of Franeisec Fizamo, a mar rvbo coukin't. even retd.
his own name. . , ."

It is not that there is any lack of literature on the subject. Cln
the contrary, there is wonderfr-rlly much and of wide variet,v.
It is often written with so much profunditv that ciiscussions
tend to go far into the empvrean" The simpie Indian, creator
of it all, sometimes wholly disappears.

The Maya have breen characterized as the "Intellectuais of
the New World" because of their highiy develc;ped calendrics,
their glyph-writing, and the ornamental complexity r-.f their
architecture. For long theirs was considered. to be the peer
of American civilizations. They rvere unique in their culiure:
pacific, they fought few wr.rsl they viewed life tron: their
jungle fastness with Otympian detachment, working .:ut ccm-
plicated calendric inscriptions that could push their history
back to 23,040,000,000 days.

This archaeological daydream has been shattered by the
new discoveries. The Maya were a feudal theocracy. They
were, apart from being "intellectuals," just as cruel anC ruttr.
less-that is, human-ns any of the other tribes about rhem.
The murals of Bonampak, discovered in 1946} h:rve pro-
vided data for an analyiis of Maya character, for here gripir-
ically is the full interplay of Maya life forces rhar most of
their sculptured monuments have oniy hrnred ar. Thev ,vere,
may we thank Itzamna, tiuman. all to,r hu:lan.

Moreover, the Maya .;'ere rrot the larrd-bouiid people as:
pictured, living in the spiendid isolaiion of their stone-buili
ceremonial centers. They were seafarers; setting out in large
canoes that held as many as forty people, they cruised for
thousands of miles along the Gulf coasts around the Carib-
bean, one of the most dangerous of sea$. They and they
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alone of the great theocracies-Inca, Aztec, Chimu, Mochica
-regularly used the sea for maritime trafffic.

This book is an attempt to portray the Maya as culture
and as people. The Maya will be treated here neither as "In-
tellectuals of the New World" nor as fossilized archaeologi-
cal specimens. Instead they will be shown as they depicted
themselves or else told of themselves to others: feeling, mov-
ing human beings, as contradictory in thought and action as
we ourselves are.

Maya history began with Columbus. On his fourth and last
voyage, Christopher Columbus landed in 1502 at Guanaja,
one of the Bay Islands ofi the coast of Honduras. There the
Admiral of the Oeean Sea met an Indian trading party in an
immense dugout canoe. When asked wherefrom they came,
the Indians replied: ". . . from a certaine province called Ma-
iam."

Some years later another Spanish navigator skirted the
coast and saw the well-constructed buildings. When he landed
and inquired in Spanish as to who had built the buildings
and who they themseives were, the reply came back: "Ci-
u-than." It actually meant, "We don't understand you," but
the Spaniards took it for an answer to their questions, and
with time's alchemy the land became "Yucat6n." However, a
conquistador who wished to preserve the "true history of
things" wrote that the Maya "now say their country is cailed
'Yucat5n,' and so it keeps that name, but in their own lan-
guage they do not call it by that name."

In 1511 Captain Valdivia, sailing his ship from Panama to
' Santo Domingo with 20,000 golden ducats aboard, ran cnto

the reefs of the Jamaica shallows. Escaping ia an open boat
without sails, oars, or food, he and his twenty men drifteci

. thirteen days until they came upon Cozumel Islano. f',!is was' 
within sight of Yucat6n. The natives, who were lv{a-va,
promptly put to death all the survivors except tr"'a and these
were traded as slaves to the Lord of Xamanzan6 on the Yu-
cat6n mainland.

Ger6nimo de Aguilar a of Ecija, Spain, was one of the two
first white men to live in Yucat6n, and the first to learn
Maya. He kept a breviary which he continued to read in order

, to keep track of Christian feast days. When rescued in 1519
by Hernando Cortes he became with the Indian woman M;-
Inche ("the Tongue") one of those who helped to Ceftai. ri.t,g
Aztecs.

, After the fall of the Aztecs it was the .+url:" of the L{a]i..
The Spanish conquest of the Maya 5 had neither the terribie
fierceness nor the dramatic impact of the conquest of the

, 
Aztecs. It went on for nineteen years in Yucat6n, ftom 152'i
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to 1546, and was not completed until tr697 when the ltz5s,
who carried on the lr1aya way of life in the area of Lake
Pet6n, were finallv engulfed by time and man.6

Unlike the Aztec campaigns, these wars of extermination
did not inspire the writing of first impressions by the Spanish
captains who took part in it, but Hernando Cortes ? gives in
his fifth letter a general narrative of his almost unbelievable
march through Mayadom; and the invaluable Bernal Diaz,
who accompanied him in L524, penned in considerable de-
tail some wonderful factual accounts of Maya life that picture
this as a stillliving and functioning community.8

Once Yucat6n settled down under the yoke of peace the
priests took over. It was under the priests, who were at once
destined to be the destroyers and conseryers of Maya cul-
ture. that history was written. Ali or almost all we know of
the liring lfay'a-and so, by inference, of those who lived a

Fig. 1. La Malinche (Dofra Marina), "the Tongue,'
gf Cortes' conquest of the Aztec and the Maya, spoke
both Nahuatl and Maya. She was given to Corres ar
Xicalanco, the geat trading center in Tabasco, in 1519.
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thousand years bc-fore-comes from the writings of these
God-inspired frailes. \.{uch of their written material was in
the form of relcci<lnes, a sort of informal history intended
to instruct and guide the Spanish court. Like so many of the
accounts of Spain in the New World, these were not published
until 300 I'ears had passed, and then under the title Rela-
ci6nes de Yucatdn.e There was an occasional padre, such
as Antonio de Ciudad Real, who could rise above the preju-
dices of his cloth and deal objectively with what he saw. The
brief relaci6n in which he describes his discovery "of the
very renowned edifices of Uxmal" is a classic.lo

But of all these creator-destroyers the most notable was
Fray Diego de Landa. His small book R.elaci6n de las Cosas
de Yucatdn (On the Things of Yucat6n), written before 1566,
is the principal source of late Maya history. The details l-anda
gives of their lives, the description of food, history, and
tribai mores, the deiineation of the katuns of Maya history
(which made possible ihe mo<iern reduetion of Maya dates),
and his irrsistenee that ihe Maya in hie time rvere the very
same people who built the stone cities found in the jungies
(which even then were ascribed to Roman, Greeks, and Jews)
have given hirn a r:nique place in h{aya history. Landa was
bort at Cifuentes, Spain, of nobie parents. ln 1524, he joined
the Franciscans, at tb* age of sixteen lle set off ior Yucat5n
in i549. In tirne hc beeame adepi at the Maya language.

Landa had prirne informants, and his interests were broad.
Considering what he had to do. he was arnazingly objective.
He is our one source of the hatrirs and foibles of the lo{aya,
and his immensc hi.storieal ,ralue is a;iested by ;-lie num'.ler of
editions of his iittle baok.li

From the laie sixteenth to the beginniog of the nineteenth
century the Ma-va -arere the soecilic charge$ cf t}:e padres"
The earth during this tinie rvent about its *ppointed ror:nds
and the great stone ciiies of thre n{:"'ya we::e graciually arorvn
over with jungle verdure; ie tirne tirey rvere triotted out of
human memory. There was, tc be sure, an occasionar chanee
discovery of a Maya city. In 1576 Diego Garcia de Palacic
on his way to Guatemala discovered the city-state of Copin.
He sent a report to Philip II, "I have tried to fnd out . . "
what people lived here. . . ," The report made no irnpress.lz
The Spaniards were making their own history.

If the final conquest of the Itz6 tribe, which oceurred is
1697, had been deliyed until a half century later, the ki:,r'r"'s
history of the Maya might have been somewhat ,:iine.r:i-;. -r i,:
interest in the antique which occurred i;, Euri';e ;i:{rtrrrd the
middle of the eighteenth clni.tr'',' l,'e. :ir :ne trei:iloo. As king

Naples, Carlos III cat:ilri::rd rr:.: excarrtions of Pompeii,
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and later as ruler of Spain he continued his roval interest.
When Palenque was disiovered in 1773 and a report sent to
him, Carlos III ordered a royal commission sent to the ruins
with artists and engineers, specifying that artifacts be gathered
there so as to illustrate an Ancient History of America.tt

Maya archaeological history began at Palenque. These
ruins, buried in the jungles of Chiapas, would seem the least
likely place for it to begin. No roads led to it. This city,
once one of the great centers of the Maya, had been de-
serted since the ninth century and promptly reclaimed by the
jungle. Palenque was discovered in 1773 by Indians who
carried their information to a priest, who, upon visiting the
ruins, promptly prepared a memoria. This excited interest
and drew numerous expeditions. The account of one of
these, that of Captain Antonio rtel R.io, was translated in
1822 into English and its inaccurate drawings were redrawn
by one "J.F.W.," none other than Jean Frederic Waldeck, who
later himself went to ttre ruins. The bibliography of Palen-
que is immense.la

The drawings of Waldeck set the Maya on the road to
Rome , for he stated thai Palenque was either Roman or Phoe-
nician and even altered his drawines of the monumerits to
give proof to the theory. At the same tirrre he gave aid to
Edu'ard King, Viscount Kingsfrc;:ough. This gently mad lrish
aristccrat was then compiiirg ',^.hat was tc be the monu-
mentai Antiquities of Mexic6.r-, Ii was published in nine
h.uge folio volumes at $1-E0 tire copry" Otre might read therein,
in a uotpourri of Englistr. Greek. I-atin. Hebrew, and San-
skrit, that the Aniericas had been peopled by the Losr Tribes
of Israel. One shuciders tc thirr].: what might have been the
fate of the Maya had John Lloyd Stephens, a weli-traveled
New York lawyer who had seen ltonian :rnd Egyptian ruins,
not rediscovered the Maya ruins in 1840. Stephens hsd an
excellent historical sense and, moreover, a facile pen. Cather-
wood, his English-born companion, had limned many cf the
known ruins in the Near East and had made detailed arch-
itectural drawings of the Mosque of Omar, where to effect
entry he had submitted himself to circumcision. Although ieis
illustrations have overtones of Piranesi. thev are so accurate
that scholars can read his renderings of the-Maya glyphs. So
the one with critical judgment and good clear writing and the
other with superbly accurate ,lrav'ingc laid cor'"'n th., ba:.e ,.,;
American archaeolcgv. l-hev es'"abtrsne<l thar the \tar': '-vere

of indigenous Ar"rericai crjqin. ard tha-t tb* brrild; rl rc";nd
were built by thern. So tirneiess are rh-,;se booit: thel are sttii
being reissued today.16 They were published at the same
time as Prescott's famous accounts of the conquests of Mex-
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ico and Peru. And they had a marked effect on the literature
of American archaeology, ittspiring an interest among the
Mexicans in their own past. Histories of Yucat6n began to
appear, and in Spain scholars were shamed into publishing
manuscripts which lay moldering in the archives. In the fol-
lowing years this filled something of the void. In the first
decades of the twentieth century the Mexican archaeologists
worked mainly in the immediate Mexican milieu, but now
much work is being done by Mexican archaeological explor-
ers, who are well equipped with the intellectual tools to solve
the Maya Problem.l?

The French have sustained an interest in the Maya for
centuries. Their contributions have been mainly in scholar-
ship, deduction, and literature, rather than in systematic
archaeological excavations. From the time of Jacques de
Testera, who came to Yucat6n in 1539 and invented the
"Testerian HieroglyphicS,"* to Waldeck, to Brasseur who dis-
covered Landa's History moldering in Spanish archives and
frst published it, down to the present-day, controversial
Jacques Soustelle (who is perhaps better known as L'Aztec,
the "executor" of do-nothing French cabinets), an ethnog-
rapher known for the lucidity of his texts, the French have
maintained a creative interest in things Maya.18

The English have been on these native grounds ever since
the early seventeenth century when Thomas Gage, the Eng-
lish-American, flrst gave them insight and interest in the
Maya. He was followed by Juan Galindo and then by Cap-
tain Herbert Caddy, who anticipated the famous trek of
Catherwood to Palenque. Alfred Maudslay combined ex-
cavating with exploration and published well and effectively.
He is in all respects the first Maya archaeologist. English in-
terest has continued unabated; British museums contain some
of the choicest documentation on the history of the Maya.le

Interest in the Maya has not remained the exclusive con-
cern of any one nationality. The truly great figure among
the German contingent was Alexander von Humboldt. Ar-
riving in Mexico in 1803 after four years in South America,
he spent a year there preparing what is now a classic and
encyclopedic work on Mexico. He also gave much attention
to American archaeology. His critical judgment stands as a
landmark in this field, and although he himself did not enter
Maya territory, he did reproduce and comment for the first
time on several pages of the now celebrated Dresden Codex.

* Testera, a brother of the chamberlain to Francis I, on the king,s
order came to America n 1529.. he and four others were the first to
arrive. In Mexico hc devised a method of putting the Catholic cate-
chism into a picture writing simila to thai used by the Mexicans.
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While French interest in the Maya was literary and specula-
tive, the German was geographical and exploratory.

Captain Teobert Maler, who escaped the debacle of the
Ernperor Maximilian in Mexico in 1867, went down to Guate-
mala and became enmeshed in the mystery of the Maya.
Alone except for native carriers, Maler plunged into new
archaeological grounds, photographed, described, and pub-
lished accounts of them for Harvard University. Then, un'
settled by his privations aad convinced that money was being
made on his reports, he filled his letters with insults and
execrations, and bitterly withdrew into himself. His con-
temporary Eduard Seler, as thorough as Maler, made out-
standing contributions, as did Sapper the geographer, Walter
Lehmann the linguist, and Forstemann, a librarian who
evolved a way to decipher the Maya "dates." 20

The dominant names in Maya archaeology, however, have
been the North Americans. Ever since Stephens initiated the
Maya interest in 1840, the largest amount of field work, the
restoration of Maya ruins, and especially excellent and
solid publications have resulted from the American contribu-
tion. A list of the important work done and published is
loog and impressive.2l Most of all it has been the Carnegie
Institution of Washington. Ever since that institution entered.
the Maya field in 1915, scarcely a year has gone by when they
did not have a dozen men representing various fields of research
somewhere in Mayadom. However, with the expanding atom
and the expanding universe, its interest has been stifled.

So out of this two centuries of frenzied activity has come
a bewildering mass of literature; it would be difficult to en-
compass all unless one gave it a lifetime. Much of it is
highly technical-specialist talking to specialist-so that the
general reader, unless he is as tough-fibered as General
Grant ("I propose to fight it out on this line if it takes all sum-
mer") may, out of sheer bewilderment, leave the Maya theater
all too early and never really come to see the drama of a people
crawling out of the primeval clay and by sheer will-to-cul-
ture finally conquering nature, raising tall stone towers over
the jungle.

Eric Thompson, one of our finest Mayaists and a grace-
ful writer, said that his impression is that "travelers as well
as most readers of books on Mava civilization return from
their journeys, physical or mental, curiously unsatisfied. . . ." 22

The monuments remain, the people have disappeared. The
whole human business is so inextricably bound up with pre-
history, conquest, epigraphy, astronomy, that the Maya story
by its very nature is disconnected. Thompson feels that he
and his fellow archaeologists are partly to blame for the
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frequent failure of the nonprofessional to get a coherent
impression of past civilizations: ". . . the very nature of the
material that an archaeologist handles, exacting excavations,
the shapes of cooking pots, the reduction of Maya dates, the
abstract speculations of time and space," the minutiae out of
which archaeological history is fashioned, is not meant for
inspiring reading.

As the author of The World ol the Maya I depend heav-
ily, 

"r 
will be seen, on this mass of technical literature; f

would be the last to denigrate it or the privations and diffi-
culties that were its birth pains.

My attempt here is to tell of the Maya as human beings.
Speculations have been held to an absolute minimum; I have
used my own experience as ethnographic explorer to test if
what I culled from the literature had the weather tints of
reality.

And so if out of this the Maya emerge from their fossil-
ized archaeological limbo as sentient and living people, per-
haps then the reader will not go "curiously unsatisfled." It
has been said that the pleasure that art gives ought not to
cost the slightest fatigue. Can this also be said for archaeol-
ogy?

I hope so.

2. The Country

"Projecting northward into the Gulf of Mexico like a giant
thumb between North and South America lies the Peninsula
of Yucatdn. . . ." The words are those of the late, great
Dr. Morley. We might expand the simile to note that the
Yucat6n thumb broadens out to form a land something like
the shape of a hand. This includes most of Mayadom.*

* Meso-America is the hybrid word now used by many to desig-
nate that portion of the world wherein the Maya kingdom lay. It
lacks as much meaning as that other hybrid "Amerindian." Middle
America is designated as that land that lies roughly between the
Rocky Mountain system of Mexico and the Andean Mountain system
of South A.merica. This also has little meaning, since Panama, reach-
ing to the border of Costa Rica, is historically, linguistically, and
biologicaily South American. But if the specialists wish to speak of
"Meso-America"" this terminology must then be extended. North
America would be "Proto-America" and South America, "Meta-
America," T}l;is reductio ad absurdarn is enough to show how un-
descriptive the term "Meso-America" really is.
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Tirwering ranges of volcanic origin (Mount Tajamulco, at
13,809 feet, is the highest) lie along the Pacific slopesn and
the climate here is variegated. The soil is cultivated from sea
level to 10,00q feet. The whole area is characterized bv
deep valleys and pine-fringed mountains; there is an ei-
cessive dryness on the western slopes and excessive wetness
on the eastern. In this high zone tbe Maya fouod volcanic
stone to make the metdte for braying corn: Ttrey also found
obsidian, volcanic glass, which made mirrors, knives, and
razors; from the streams came jade, as important to the Maya
as life itself; in the high cloud forests there were the red.
green parrot and the far-famed quetzal bird that yielded the
jade-green .tail feathers which decked the headgear and
cloaks of the chieftains.

In the lowland il'sas-rvfus1s the great temple cities were
located-such as Tikal, IJaxactun, Yaxchilan, Calakmul-
is El Pet6n. Here rain forests alternate with depressed areas,
which are seasonal swamps called skalches, and high bush
wirh alternating savannahs of tall grass. It is the least likely
place one would choose for developing a culture, yet it is
precisely here that the earliest-known Maya cities are found.
The lowland jungles are set upon plateaus of limestone and
a1s amazingly fertile, yielding valuable trees and plants which
were of great use to the Maya economy, Giant cedars were
fashioned into outsized canoes eighty feet long for navigation
on the Caribbean. Copal, an odoriferous resin, as essential to
the Maya as amber was to the Greek, was a commodity of
'aery great business for them"; it was burned on all priestly
occasions. There was the brazilwood, used for dyeing Maya
cloth (*for when thrown into the water it turns to red"); and
the chewing-gum tree, which yielded a fine-tasting fruit as
well as the chicle sap. Lignum vitae, as hard as iron, was "a
specifc against syphilis and buboes."

These jungles were rich in birds and animals: quails,
woodpeckers, pheasants, and the ocellated turkey with feath-
ers "as beautiful as the peacocks in Spain"; pumas, jaguars,
aud "wonderful many deer"; brockets (red deer) and tapirs
were common and killed whenever possible.

The tropical jungles graduate into the "thumb" proper. In
Yucat6n this low, tortilla-flat limestone zone characterizes
the whole northern part of the peninsula. "It is a country," re-
members Diego de Landa, "with the least amount of earth I
have ever seen . . . it all seems to be one living rock . . . this be-
cause there is only a small cap of earth over the limestone and
ii many places it is less than six inches in depth." Despite its
apparent flatness, the land is broken up into limestone outcrops
and depressions with a profusion of loose stones-dzekel, the
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Mava called it-hilocks of limestone rubble. It was undoubt-
edf a good source of rock for the inner core of their buildings,
yel most difficult for traffic. It is because of this that the Maya
6uilt their famed sacbeob, or causeways, in order to make
trade and travel easier.

As slight as is the earthcap covering the porous limestone
base, the land is amazingly fertile. Now only a high bush
grows in most of Yucat6n, yet there is evidence, botanical
and traditional, that trees, and even jungles, once flourished
there. There is a Maya folk tale-which might well be pure
history-that n 1467 after the fall of Mayap6n, the capital
of coastal Maya, ". during a winter's night about six
o'clock there arose a wind, a hurricane. , . . There followed
a great devastation-villages, temples, game, trees, were all
destroyed . and it lasted until noon next day . . there
were thousands killed." Another Spanish chronicler remem'
bers that "Yucat6n is heavily wooded but of so uniform a
height it seems that the trees were all cut with scissors. . . ."

"So much was lost [on that night] and so much changed,"
said Diego de Landa, "that even the name of the land dis-
appeared, that land which was once called The Land of the
Turkey and the Deer."

Turkey and deer and much other game besides; here were
rubbits "large and good to eat"; the agouti, "a little animal,
sad by nature"; and opossums and coatimundis (these last
the women suckled at their breasts and deloused as they did
their own children). Along the coast there was an abundance
of birds: frigate birds, cormorants, herons and egrets. The
Muscovy ducks, a source of plumes, were raised in the house
from eggs and did not "run away." On the beaches sting
rays were killed for their tails, which had razor-sharp bone
used as saw-knives to cut and bleed the body for blood sacri-
fice; it was "the duty of priests to keep and have many of
them."

Iguanas are everywhere along the shore; they yielded
flesh that tasted like chicken. Turtles and turtle eggs were
plentiful. As for ain, crocodile tails, they were considered a
rare delicacy. In the lagoons, of which there are many along
the coast, the Maya hunted for the manatee. These they
killed with harpoons and from them had more meat "than a
yearling calf."

Fish were plentiful and an important native industry.
Chieftains of the sea towns in the Maya province, called
chikin-cheel, were the "lords of the sea," and they controlled
fishing rights. They used their slaves as flshermen. Fishing in
these lagoons, with nets, harpoons, bow and arrow, was a
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vast operation. "Their fisheries," says Landa, "are on a yery
large scale."

And salt was had in great quantity. It was one of the life-
lines of grain eaters such as the Maya. It had preservative
qualities and was used as a tonic. The salt taken from
long coastal_lagoons-about Ekab was "very white and highly
concentrated . . . the operation was simple and salt was a
great trade commodity."

In the interior the cultivated maize milpas gave other sub-
sistence crops in addition to corn. Stingless bees were bred
in tree hollows; "the land abounds in honey used for sweet-
ening and, more important, for a meadlike intoxicant called
balche." There was much cotton, "gathered in wonderful
quantity," which was spun and woven into mantas. Cacao, the
seed of which when dried, toasted, and ground is chocolate,
was the Maya elixir. It was raised in the tropical extreme
of Mayadom.

In the north of Yucatfn was Campeche, a rolling coun-
try of forests and rivers, and beyond it the lushly tropical
Tabasco, covered with swamps and quagmires, a network of
bayous, creeks, rivers. The land was made for cacao planta-
tions and the Indians planted little else, depending on the
exchange of cacao for cloth, salt, and corn. South, at the

Fig, 3. The bee god as a bee coming in to swarm
at the hive. Honey and wax played an important part in
Maya lives.
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other extreme of the Maya domain, was Hibueras-Hondu-
1ns-algs possessed of rivers. On the banks of these rivers
there were "wide roads bordered with cacao trees."

Such was the geography and such the environment of
natural riches of the Maya. The entire area was equivalent in
size to the state of New Mexico.*

Water, however, was the one element the Yucatdn Mava
could not command. Although water was everywhere, theie
was often not a drop to drink. Great quantitiei of rain fell,
varying from 39 inches a year in the driest parts of Yucat6n
to over 150 inches in the wetter zones. During January and
February there were light rains. June through August were
heavy rain months, and even September brought light rainfall.
The temperature varied with the seasons, as low as 45 degrees
ia Decernber, as high as 105 degrees in April. Still, there
was no way to hold the rain. There are no rivers on the
Yucat6n peninsula.

To meet the water problem the Maya constructed reservoirs
and cisterns. At their greatest city, Tikal, they hollowed out
an irtrmense reservoir between two temples, cementing the
porous limestone so it would hold water. In northern Yuca-
t6n, where all the rain water percolates underground, Maya
cities developed around natural wells.t At Chich6n Itz6
there were two, of these one for drinking, the other for watery
sacrifices. Where the natural cenote (Maya, dzonot) did not
occur and they wished to build ,a city, the Maya in Roman
fashion made underground cisterns. These were cilIed chul-
tunes.

Water, or the lack of it, was the curse of the Maya paradise
(it was equally so to the Aztec), and drought and its disas-
trous consequences play an important role in native Maya
literature.

Aside from their periodic plagues with drought, the Maya
lived in a land which might be characterized by the Biblieal
phrase "flowing with milk and honey." No other tribe in the
Americas had so balanced a wealth of natural resources. Al-
though the Maya were a neolithic society (they had neither
metals nor the wheel nor dray animals, and needed none),
they had a soil and climate that gave them maize in such
awesome quantities that it allowed them leisure. A rich and

* Tho lands occupied by Mayadom totaled about 125,000 square
miles and included Guatemala, Yucatim, Campeche, Tabasco, the
eastern half of Chiapas, Quintana Roo, British Honduras, and the
western section of the Republic of Honduras.

f These wells were formed by the collapsing of the ftiabls limer
stone shelf, which exposed iho subterranean water table. Some of
these natural cenotes axe 200 feet in diameter. with the water I00
feet below the surface.
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varied flora and fauna yielded all they needed for food,
clothing, and medicine. Limestone rock for temples and dwell-
ings was easily quarried, even without metal tools. The same
$tone was burned and easily reduced to lime. The material
for a durable stone-mortar masonry was everywhere available.

Some time, circa 2000 n.c., these who were to be the
"Maya" filtered slowly into this land. Once in possession, they
were to hold it for 3,7O0 years, in continuous cultural sequence.

3. The Coming and the Rise
The Maya, as culture, developed within the Americas; nothing
came from without.

As man, the Maya developed out of the various peoples
whose common ancestors were those neolithic wanderers that
cenfury upon century poured across the Aleutian land bridge
once connecting Outer Asia to Alaska. It is perhaps one sup-
position that finds support in geography and paleontology,
and considerable inJerential proof in anthropology. It has a
closer relation to fact than those will-o'-the-wisp theories of
the "diffusionists," who to explain the origins of such civiliza-
tions as the Maya, Aztec, and Inca would have whole peoples,
with cultures already full-born, being wafted across the sea
on rafts or canoes.

The author has elsewhere entered into the controversv
over the origin of American Man that has raged since the dis-
covery of the Western Hemisphere.23 It is sufficiently di-
verting, but one must be on guard against seeing the obvious
and missing the significant. And the significant thing is that
Maya culture was an attenuated and in some ways a rarefied
variation of a culture that was basicallv Middle-American-
Mexican. Its characteristic elements are to be found in
every culture which bordered it.

This one must insist upon, for since the beginning the Maya
have been described as everything-Romln, Jew, Egyp-
tian, Phoenician-but what thdy really are: Uaya, a liibal
group as "American" as the Sioux or the Pawnee, as ,.Ameri-
can" as the Inca or the Fuegian. Maya society is an American
sgciety. It was organized on a kinship basii. Like the other
tribes that developed from the prlmitive hunting-fishing
stage and turned farmers, the Maya became temple builders
and myth makers.
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In the beginning there were "other people" who lived: in
the lands that later became Maya. Around 2000 B.c. there

. lived a "longheaded" people in thinly scattered tribes over'l 
most of the land which became the Maya area. We know
little more. They were rudimentary farmers and were perhaps
the proto^Maya. Tribes using Mayance speech were widely

. scattered along the hotlands of the Moxican Gulf coast from
Yucai6n to Tampico and doubtlessly inland into the low,
flat Tehuantepec isthmus; and certainly in the high hinterland,
since they followed the Rio Usumacinta along the fringe of
the tropical highlands of Chiapas.

At &is theoretical date, 2000 r.c., the intellectual equip-
ment of the Maya was certainly no better than that of any
of the other tribes about them. Their agricultural traits were
the same. Society was primitive and agricultural techniques
w€re on the same level. Their society depended on the benef-
icent gods. They counted the stars in their balance, watched
tle seasonal rising of planets, noting the portents in the
sky for rain or sun, and in this way gradually roughed out

. their primitive calendrics.
There is no tradition that can be taken as history, even in

the Maya chronicles, about their place of origin. The
latter-day interpretation ol tbe Popol Vuh is concerned only
with the coming of the Toltec-Mexicans in the ninth century.
The theory-inspired by missionary zpal-Ihrt the Maya came
from the eastern sea and expected for centuries greater gods
and men to follow, is a part of the Maya mythos. The
general reliability of tr:adition can be trusted if corroborated
by archaeology. It is missing here.

There is linguistic evidence, however, that sometime early
in Maya history-the date 2000 B.c. may, for convenience,
be assumed to be it-a non-Maya-speaking group drove a
wedge between the tribes, thus isolating the Huasteca (who
speak a language defiaitely Maya) from the bulk of the others.
It is presumed that by this time the Maya were scattered
throughout the lands which became Mayadom in small tribes,
various kinship groups which formed self-contained social
units. They were corn-growing, pottery-making peoples. In ap-
pearance, although there is little skeletal evidence, they were
not much other than they appeared a thousand years later.

What these people did, said, and wore can only be inferred.
At the moment ,all we have of early Maya man is a collection
of potsherds. These are fragments of a utilitarian pottery
which is called "Mamom," * Their houses, circular and

* Mamom: "Grandnother." The term was suggested by the Popol
Yuh, the sacred book of the ancient Quich6 Maya. (See Chap. 14, on
pottery.)
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tbatched with palm leaf, were of wood. A crude flat stone
braised tbre maize for making unleavened corncakes. Open
woven bags held beaas and squash. Their crude beds, over
which rush mats were thrown, rested on stilts. Until cotton
was developed and the loom perfected, clothes were beaten
from the bast of wild-fig fibers. The fire-hardened planting
stick (never improved upon in 3,700 years by the Maya) they
already possessed, and their weapons were spears and arrows
tipped with flinl s1 obsidian. For hunting they had the bark-
less dog.

To infer more about these "before-people" would involve
fiction. It would be pleasing to be able to embroider around
these minor facts a wealth of the incident that gives history
its sparkle. But the cultural sequence is missing, as is the
archaeological evidence that shows the slow evolution of the
primitive into the sophisticated. Strange, and yet not surpris-
ing. Even with exhaustive records, there are wide gaps in
such histories. Suddenly, it seems, archaeology reveals
mounds and small pyramids; there is a developed pottery
and much other evidence that the Maya type of social organi-
zation is formed.

These Maya are revealed as people with wit, passion, and
interest. Superbly painted polychromic pottery shows that
the upper classes are already formed; society is stratifed
and inequality stressed. Man has set bounds to his fields, and
he wars, hopes, fears. All this is Maya, but also it is essentially
as old as man in the Americas. Similar communities are spread
from the Pacific to the Caribbean. Trade is already advanced.
Tribes are in touch not only with each other, but also with
foreign ones in Mexico,. principally through the great tr,ading
center of Xicalanco. Glyph-writing is known and used by
all tribes, and each also has its calendrics based on the
twenty-day lunar calendar.

Archaeology reveals that population centers, small, com-
pact, and self-contained, were springing up over all these
areas during the long formative period, that is, between
1000-300 B.c. Trade, language; and common culture, rather
than political ties, hold them together as "Maya."

El Pet6n is the name given to a region which is composed
of vast swamps, jungles, and savannahs, with a medial chain
of lakes and grassland surrounded by tall tropical forests.
It is here that the people begin to show the characteristics of
their culture which define "Maya." The potters depict rep-
resentational human forms on their bowls, painting and
coloring are rich, imaginative, and polychromic. Much of the
pottery is dated with glyphs. Thus far no one has traced
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the evolution of utilitarian pottery into aesthetis ware. It
appears suddenly, full-born.- 

By e.o. 200 Uxactun* is already on its cultural wayi the
oldest stela there is dated n.p. 328. Eleven miles beyond, the
temple city of Tikal is being built. After this there is a
quickening of building throughout the entire length and
breadth of the land. The cities can be listed bv their dated
stelae in the order of their appearance in Maya history.

Still, this is not a unique performance. There was a fluores-
cence of cultures throughout Mexico and Middle America-
The perfection of the calendax, the progress of glyph-writing,
the perfection and use of paper, the ritualistic calendar, and
dated monuments were common to all advanced peoples.
Cultual exchange of ideas and techniques through trade had
gone on since the beginning. So far as is known now-al-
though this concept is subject to revaluation at any time
owing to new and continuing discoveries in the Maya area-
the early Maya city-states had a common trade, a common
language, and similar cultural traits. There was a cultural
union but not a political one. There is no known center or
capital. These cities endured between the extreme dates of
500 n.c. and e.o. 100O.

It is believed through inference that they ceased to functiori
after the year 1O0O. The archaeological evidence gained
tlrough the superb deductions of the epigraphers would in-
dicate that after this date the Maya tribes within the area
of the "Old Empire" no longer raised dated monuments,
and so far as is known now, the cities ceased to function.
This does not imply that the temple cities disintegrated at
once; it was perhaps a long, slow process. The explanations
for the decline and fall have been many; all explanations have
been examined and none can withstand the catapult of
criticism.

To us it seems illogical that a people numbering no less
tlan three million would abandon stone cities which took
them centuries to build. Yet the archaeological evidence
shows that city-states as widely separated as Cop6n and Tikal
*ceased to erect monuments at the end of successive periods-
one of the fundamentals of Maya life,",and gadually melted
away.

These Maya temple cities (they number in the hundreds)
were not in most cases abandoned because of conquest. The
temples, the priestly houses, the pyramids, ,and the dated
stone monoliths stand as they were lefl There is no evidence

* Maya epigraphy suggests that the Tikal.Uaxactum region was thc
i!'-ediate birthplace of Maya civilization; the art, architecture,
and ceramics of the two cities are also indicative.
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of any cataclysmal climatic change or of diseases that had not
appeared elsewhere in the Americas. nor is there evidence of
large-scale wars. The cities, some-of the most impressive
monum-ents- built by man anywhere, were just left to be en-
follgd -by the rentacles of the jungle flora. 

-

_.The.Maya themselves have comfounded their own mystery.
Their. involved glyph-writing, even^ though capable of eipresi-
SB the abstract ,quality of numbers, tells nothing about
themselves beyond such facts as that a certain buil-ding or
stela was completed on such and such a date. Of themse-lves-nothing. They have not left a name, even of a chieftain or
a-ci-ty. Until formulas are found to decipher the remainder
oj the glyphs-which are not concerned with calendrics-we
shall be^a little longer in the dark. Even the Incas, who had no
-writing 

2a and who have never been championed as the ..intel-
lectuals of the New World,,' left an oral'history which, con_
FT.q.UV archaeology, has at least given us the names of
tllelr tflngs and the epochs in their historv.

Whatever the causes, the cities within a"wide range of the
humid forest were abandoned. What happened- to the
people? Where did three, million people gd? O, OiO tt.y
go at all? We know only that after e.n. tOOb the bulk of thl
population was concenirated in the Guatemalan highlands
and in the northeastern part of yucat6n.

Once upon- a_time,.in the langqage of archaeology, the
centering of the Maya in the yucat6nlrea was knowri as the
"New Empire." But it was neither new nor an empire. Some
of the stone-built cities here are as old as those-in the in_
terior. Tulum, high on the cliffs facing the Caribbean Sea, has
a date of e.o. 564. Cob6, inland fiom the sea. was con_
nected by load with Xelha, a walled coastal city a few miles
north of Tulum. This causeway runs inland for sixty_seven
miles, connecting Cob6 with Vaxun6. A stone steli there
gives the date of a.o. 361. These and many other'temple cities
were existing in full panoply during the iast four and a half
centuries of the interior ..Old Empire."

After e.p. 900 there was a concentration of the Maya tribes,
for. reasons unknown, in the northern part of yucat6n.
This brought the Maya in direct contacf with the Toltec
Mexicans. From 200 B.c. to e.n. 900, the Toltecs, who even to
their enemies were the "classic', people, maintained their
capital at_Teotihrracdn, northeast of-Mexico City. They prac-
ticed crafts such as weaving, had a calendar, used-ribus-
writjng, and made paper. From .c.o. 300 onward, the Toltecs
carried on trade with the highland Maya. After the decline of
Teotihuac6n, the Toltecs concentrated-about Tula (e.o. 90G-
1106) which lies sixty miles north of Mexico iity. Tula,
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the capital of that strange and haunting man-god euetzalcoatl.
is bound up with the latter-day history of tle Maya_

Quetzalcoatl, in various guises, was the cultural hero of
the land. His motif, a plumed snake's head-an exacr 13ans-
lation of his name-existed. long-before Quetzalcoatl as per-
son took on flesh at Tula. There as priest, ruler, ind
demiurge he ruled for twenty-two years. Civil war forced
him into exile. After various vicissitudes, which have been re-
counted elsewhere,2s Quetzalcoatl himselt, or another leader

Fig. 5. Kukulcan, the Plumed Serpent god of the
Maya, who is identified with the Mexican Quetzalcoatl.
Various symbols are included in the snake's body and
in the god's head.

who had taken his patronymic, arrived at the-place-where-
the-language-changes, that is, Xicalanco, the ancient trading
center in Tabasco. This was the edge of Maya territory. The
date was about 987.

Early in the tenth century a small army of Maya-speaking
Itz6s* had begun to move as a conquering horde across Yuca-

* Historically a Nahuatl-speaking people, Toltecs had been in
Tabasco long before this date. The original inhabitants were of Maya
stock and spoke Chontal, a Maya variant. The Mexican intruding
peoples spoke Zoque and Nahuatl, and were c4lled, at least by the
Maya, "Itz6s."
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t6n in a northeast direction. The leader was called Kukul-
can, the exact Maya translation for Quetzalcoatl. They had

' lived in the area about Chakanputfn (now Champot5n, in
Campeche) and were Maya-speaking. After wandering and

- waging occasional battles, tley came upon Chich6n ltz6,
which had been abandoned in 692, Tbey rebuilt it and it be-
came their capital. ". . the Itz6s who occupied Chich6n
Itz6 . .. had a great lord who reigned there, named Kukul-
can. They say he arrived from the west [i.e., Mexico] but
they differ among themselves as to whetler he arrived before
or after the Itz6s-or with them." 26

The Toltec-Itz6s were exceedingly active. Under the aegis
of the Tirtul Xiu dynasty they formed a league of Maya
states, erected a capital, and called it Mayapan. It became
the first known capital of the Maya.

It is at this point that the actual documentary sources of
Maya history begin. The Books of Chilam Balam 27 lay down
the katuns of Maya history. The sotirces of it are many and
widespread. Several chronicles, taken from Maya glyph-pic-
fure histories and written in Spanish characters, such as the
Tizimin manuscripts, give historically verified accounts.

The highland Maya were also subject to the Toltec inva-
sion and clearly remembered it in their Popol Vuh, a chron-
icle set down in Spanish script in 1550.28 The Toltecs followed
the course of the Usumacinta River inland and upward into
what was the heartland of the Old Maya, and then on into the
Guatemalan highlands, where the Quich6 tribes were estab-
lished. The "priests," says the Popol Vuh, "as they journeyed
toward [Yucat6n] took all their paintings [books] in which
they recorded all the things of ancient times [i.e., of crafts
and calendar and magicl and [Quetzalcoatl] gave to the
Quich6 Lords among other things u tzibal Tuldn . . . the
paintings of Ttrla, the paintings as those were called, in which
they put their chronicles."

This was the time of the Maya Renaissance: art and arch-
itecture flourished anew. There was an introduction of Toltec
motifs throughout the region of the Puuc and about Chich6n
ItzS-the plumed-serpent caryatids, the prancing jaguar; the
eagle with unfurled wings, talismaa of the warrior-knights'
cult of Toltec origin. A new architecture introduced wooden
beams, instead of the self-limitins corbeled arch. and build-
ings took on new graces. During-this time Uxmal, the most
beautiful city of the entire region, was built. New or extended
rituals came into religion, including human sacrifice with its
bloody bath. New weapons made war more fearful, and the
Spartan principle for warriors stiffened the flaccid spines of
the old Maya. The old causeways were rebuilt and extended,
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__Fig._6. The walled city of Mayap6n, capital of the
Yucat6n (987-1441). The wall is hvb aiA i half mites
around. More than 3,500 buildings have been located
wirhin it. From a survey of Morris Jones.
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and cities were walled along the coast. Seafaring Maya moved
as far as Panama and up into the Nicaraguan lakes. Trading
posts were gpread along the coasts, and contact was even
made with the Caribs from the isles of Cuba and Jamaica.
Maya learning was revived and extended, painted books were
multiplied, and the Dresden Codex, a beautiful example of
Maya draftsmanship, was made into a "new edition" in
about the twelfth century.

The League of Mayapdn endured, according to Maya
cbronicles, from 987 to 1194. In the latter year occurred a
civil war, the origias of which are obscure, between Maya-
p6n the capital and Chich6n ltz6, the larger and most famed
city of Yucat6n. Mayap6n emerged as the leading city-state.
Centuries later, in 1441, war again broke out between the
"natural lords of the Maya" and the Itz6s, who were the de-
scendants of the Toltec invaders. A mass attack was made
on Mayap6n; the inhabitants were killed and the city sacked
and destroyed. ". . . in this city . . . after it had been estab-
lished for more than five hundred years [987-144L1 they
abandoned it and left it desolate."

These are the bare katuns of Maya history. They mark
the rise of a people from, technically, the neolithic age to
one of the highest cultures of the ancient Americas. Thus,
from 2000 B.c. to the fall of Mayap6n in e.p. 7441, the
World of the Maya was forged.
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4. The "Lower Men": Appearance

and Reality

Like all theocratic societies, in which god-men rule the roost,
Maya society was a pyramid with the common man at the
botiom. The precise generic name for him is not known, but
early Maya-Spanish dictionaries interpreted yalba uinicob to
mean the "lower men."

The common men were maize farmers. When war was upon
them they were soldiers, acting as an agrarian militia. Their
labor erected the soari:rg temples. They built the immense
ball courts and terraces. They felled tle trees, dressed and
then transported the limestone blocks, carved the glyphs, ald
sculptured the Maya art. They built the raised causeways, the
sacbeob, that bound city to city.

Like all Americans, the Maya belonged to a soil community.
It is presumed, although we have no precise knowledge of
it, thtt the Maya were a clan society. The prevalence of an
exogamous surname marriage taboo (Landa says: ". . .-they
alwiys called their sons and daughters by the name of the
father and mother") suggests that there was a clan system
and that each bore a totem name.

Each member of such a clan was part of an earth cell.
The lower and higher man botl were wedded to the soil.
One's taxes were paid out of it; either a portion of the cro,ps
went to tbe batab (tax collector) or else the cultivation of the
fields was in the form of work service tax. Agricultural sur-
plus provided time that was used in the building of temples,
palaces, and roads.- 

Around e.o. 800 there were more than three million people
in Mayadom.*

* Since no one really knows, the estimates of Maya populatio-n
vary; the lowest given is 1,250,000, the higfrest 13,000'000. I am in
accord with Eric ihompson, who gives the figure of 3,000'000.

37
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Although- Landa called him 'tall,' the Maya's average
height was five feet, one inc!, Still, he was robust and strong.
The Maya were brachycephalic, one of the most broad-headed
peoples in the world. Even today their features closely re-
semble the faces on the ancient monuments. As soon as a
baby was born his head was artificially flattened by being
placed within two tied boards. This custom, as it was ex-
plained to Landa, "was given to our Maya ancestors by the
gods. It gives us a noble air . . . and besides our heads are
then better adapted to carry loads. . . ."

Earlobes were pierced for pendants and so was the septum
of the nose. The left side of the nose was also pierced-as
is.-'!e practice of certain peoples of India-and, the gods
willing, a topaz was set into it. The hair was long, black,-and
lustrous, wrapped around the head, and "braided tike a
wreath, leaving the queue to hang down behind like tassels."
Tied to the hair was at obsidian mirror disc. "All of the men
wore mirrors,?' but the women wore none, and for one man
to call another a cuckold, "he need only say that his wife
put mirrors in her hair."

th9 hair on top of the head was cropped short, singed in fact,
so it looked like a monk's tonsure. Facial hair wal disliked.
Mothers stunted the hair follicles of the young, and therefore
beards were scant. Such hair that appeared was pulled out with
co_lper tweezers. Despite this, old men had straggly beards,
which are often represented in Maya sculpture.

"They tattooed their bodies . ." (which has been con-
lrmed by archaeology, since quite a few sculptured stone
heads show tattooing) i'the design being pricked in the skin
with a sharp bone into which pigment was rubbed, accom-
panied with great suffering." For this reason, the more tattoo-
ing one had the more one was thought brave and valiant.

|t[aya eyes, dark and lustrous, ap-pear to be more Mon-
golian than those of most "Americani.,' because the eves be-
gg placed obliquely in the face emphas2es the epiianthic
fold that gives them the "slant." Many were cross-1yed. In
fact, to be so was considered both a mark of beautv and dis-
tinction. ltzantna, god of the heavenq is always featured as
c-roes-eyed, and so are some of the other gods and personages
that appear on the carved monuments. Bishop Landa wroie:
"Maya mothers hung a pitch-ball in front of-their children's
eyes so close that both eyes focused on it and in this way
legan to_ cross." The practice must have been widespread, foi
Bernal fraz n the early days of the conquest ..iook pris-
ongrs . . . many of them cross-eyed.,'

Maya skin varies from the color of cal6 au lait to dark
copper; the men for some unaccountable reason seem lighter
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than the women. At least such was the opinion of Landa, who
nuJm"cft occasion to see both bathing in the nude. Painting
of 1u"" and body was general among the men. Black was used
Uu nouoe unmairied men and those enduring a fast' Red was

"i"i 
tv-**tiors, and blue by priests and those about to be

ru"iin"La. Warriors painted themselves red and black "for
the sake of elegance;; and when captured, the greatest deg-

Fie. 7. The basic dress for all
breeclclout, elaborately decorated.
from sculptured monuments.

Maya men was the
These are redrawn
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radation was for a warrior to be "despoiled of his insignia and
smut." One could gauge the social condition of a Maya by
the color of his Paint.

Men dressed for the climate. The basic dress was tbe ex
(pronounced "eesh"), a woven-cotton breechclout which the

"women made with great care." This was wound around the
waist several times and passed between the legs. The ends
hung down in front and back. This is the most common arti-
cle of Maya dress and is pictured from the earliest times. Men
wearing the ex are found on painted pottery, and certain
sculptures dated e.o. 6OO show the ends of it elaborately em-
bellished and decorated.

Around their shoulders the Maya wore a covering like a
poncho (pati); it was elaborated according to one's life sta-
tion. The same piece was used as a covering for the night's
sleep. If this sounds rustically simple, it must be remembered
that the classic Greek wore no more: he also used the sheet
in which he had slept as clothing, shaping it elegantly around
himself in the mornins when he set out to face the world.
Sandals were the final-item in the attire of the lower men.
Almost all wore them (especially in Yucat5n, because of
the roughness of the terrain). These xanabkeuel were made
of either tapir or deer hide and tied to the feet by two thongs.

The women were comely. Diego de Landa, that observant
bishop, thought them better-looking "generally than
Spanish women, larger and better made." Maya women were
small, in fact, dainty. Their average four feet, eight inches in
height is not much taller than a fair-sized nymphet. They
pierced their ears, as did the men, and tattooed their bodies
"but not their breasts." They had their teeth filed to points
by old women using pumice stone as an abrasive. They
thought this dental style very elegant. The hair was worn
long and intricately braided. The outsized necklaces and
richly woven dress that one sees modeled on the clay stat-
uettes from Jaina indicate the high position of women in
Maya society.

They bathed often, using the same cenote wells as the men.
The bishop also noted, and it has been since his time con-
firmed, that the women have an irregularly shaped bluish-
purplish mark near the base of the spine, just above the but-
tocks-the "Mongolian spot." This is prevalent throughout
Asia and the Americas, but is especially marked in Yucat6n.

The women painted their faces. Red, obtained from the
seed of the achiote, was a blood symbol. It was mixed with
the highly perfumed ix tahte, the liquid amber resin that was
"odoriferous and very sticky," It was supposed to be a pro-
phylactic against sun and insects. In reality, it was a blood
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surrogate. Women were fond of perfumes and they "anointed
their breasts, arms, and shoulders" with it. In addition they
walked abroad with nosegays of flowers, "arranged with great
care," which they smelled from time to time.

Dress was tJLe kub, a single piece of decorated woven cloth
with holes for the arms and a square-cut opening for the head
(the original chemise). The style, which one sees on the fa-
mous murals of Bonampak, has survived for 2,000 years;
it is still worn throughout Yucat6n. Underneath, tle women
wore a lighter white petticoat, decorated and fringed. About
their shoulders they draped a stole (booch). They walked
barefoot.

Women'married young. They bore from seven to nine
children, of which unfortunately only half survived. "They
had children early and many," Landa comments, "but they
were excellent nurses because the continued grinding of tor-
tillas constantly agitated their breasts, and they do not bind
their breasts as we do in Spain and so they have large ones
that have a good deal of milk."

Bishop Landa found the women "marvelously chaste" and
correctly estimated them the "soul" of the household. Good
housekeepers, tley worted to pay the tribute tax. Good man-
agers, they worked at night at their weaving and raised ducks
to obtain plumes for feather weaving. They reared deer"
monkeys, and coatis, which they suckled at their ample
breasts. Thev worked in the fields and when needed were

Fig. 8. Women wore lhe kub, and their hair was
elaborately dressed, The woman's husband sits next to
her. Late Maya flgures from tle island of Jaila,
Campeche.
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the transport animals; they educated their children and in
leisure time spun and wove cotton in the company of other
women. They had a robust sense of humor. They danced
only among themselves, and they got properly drunk with
other guests, but not so much as to be unable to carry
home their drunken husbands. They were "prudent, polite
and sociable and not given to any erotic practices and
they had no gods of love."

The women's goddess, Ixchel, which some scholan had
hopefully thought was the goddess of desire, was in reality
only the patroness of pregnancy.

5. Maya Speech
'. . , in this country there is but one language,,' Landa, who
first studied it, stated this as bald fact, ind-time has 6orne
him out. The Maya did not always fully understand one an-
other, but a lowland Maya generally could understand a
highlander, just as a peasant from Naples can understand a
peasant from Milan. Since there was common trade between
the diverse areas-coast, highland, jungle-and common
communications, and the same glyph-written language was
used in cities that might be 500 miles apart, it is presumed
that there must have been a basic common tongue. Although
more than fifteen dialects were spoken (such as yucatec;
Chontal, which extended across the humid center of Maya-
dom; and the dialects in Guatemala, Tzeltal, Ixil, euicir6,
etc.), languages must have been, as Eric Thompson suggested,
closely related to one another as are the Romance languages.
The modern conclusion is that one can properly speak of at
best only two Maya languages, highland-and lowlind Maya,
the dialects being only variants of these.
- Although- Maya speech is not closely related to any other
Ilngqag.e of Central America or Mexico, this does noi imply
that it is derived from "something" outside of America. Wal-
.ter Lrchmann, the German linguist,2s believed from his study
of all the known Maya vocabularies that the language is re-
lated to Mixtec-Zoque-Huave speech, which in turn was de-
rived from some common parent language.

There were linguistic links between Maya and Mexican
9q tqe north coast, especially at the great irading center of
Xicalanco, and archaeology in the Guatemalan highlands

8.€
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has shown the close contact that the Maya there had with
the cultures of Teotihuac6n. When the Toltecs rnade large-
scale penetrations into Mayadom in the tenth century, they
were Maya-speaking.

Upsetting this neat linguistic package, however, are the
Huasteca. All Maya-speaking peoples lived contiguous to
one another, vrith the exception of the Huasteca. This
tribe dwelt 300 miles northeast of the nearest Maya and was
separated from them by five distinct tribes-Nahuafl, Popo-
loco, Totonac, etc.-and they spoke, and still speak, a lan-
guage which is definitely Maya. Yet their cultural sequerrce
(archaeologists have found ceramic sequence of more than
2,000 years) has no Maya characteristics at all (in dress,
hieroglyphics, architecture, etc.). This suggests that before
the formative period of Maya culture a "cultural wedge" of
people of another linguistic stock split the primitive Maya
who once, by this implication, occupied a large area along
the Gulf coast. It is the only way to explain the linguistic
schism.

The precise name of the Maya speech is unknown.
"Mayathan" was that language used by the Maya of the
League of Maya-P6n in the area controlled by them in
Yucat6n. There was undoubtedly a certain unlty of speech
among the lowland Maya as there was among the highland
Maya; that the name-glyphs were uniform tbroughout Maya-
dom did not mean that the language itself was without var-
iants. In the eighteenth century one who spoke Low German
could read Schiller, but in verbal contact with a Hoch
Deutscher, he could have hardly understood him. We know
that in the seventeenth century a priest in. Yucat6n, when
talking to Cholti-speaking Itz6 Maya peoples gathered about
Lake Pet6n, needed Indian interpreters who understood
both dialects. This shows the great divergent linguistic evolu-
tion which had taken place within Yucat6n in 200 years.
Despite his statement that 'in this country the language is
lut one," Diego de Landa admitted that there were some
differences in usage between the speech of the coastal inhabi-
tants and that of the inlanders, and that "along the coast
they are most polished in their language and behavior."

It is not possible here to give more than an idea'of Maya
speech. Maya is spoken today by most Indians and many white
people tlroughout Yucat6n and Guatemala (just as Quechua
is spoken by both whites and Indians in the Peruvian Andes).
The bibliography on Maya speech is most voluminous. Most
authorities have found it "musical and pleasant." Several let-
ters and sounds used in our speech are absent, that is, d, f, and
r. The speech, which is low-pitched, has many glottal stops
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and fricatives, and its pronunciation is not easy to learn unless
one has been reared in Yucat6n. The Maya wrote simple
sentences. It is doubtful, even after scholarj have translaied
6p per cent_of^the corp_us of the still-untranslated Maya glyphs,
that we will find the Maya had glyph-affixes to expreJs-ierb
tenses and pronouns. The Maya were weak in verbs,-and made
much use of the verbal noun. Thompson has given us an ex_
ample of it.30 A literal translation of the glyphs would read
like this: "His influencing the maize, the death god heaped up
death."

Transposed into our literary forms thus fractured Mava
would read: "Much death will be the result, for the deatL_
god now rules the growing maize."

Maya
(Figurative Pronunciation)
Bdax a kati? Baaxi?
Tilux cahanech?
Bix u kaba le dzul67
Yan in bin ta ueteleex.
Yan c-bin.
Ten dzictech.

English

What do you want? What is it?
Where do vou live?
What is th-e name of that man?
I must so with vou.
We hav:e to so.
I give it to y-ou.

ixim
nok
ceh
xanab
balam
pek
citam

A short vocabulary:
man xib corn nal
woman chhup door hol-na
boy pal maize milpa
ghl chhupal cornfield col-
house nd roof yoc-nct
water ha skv caan
rain chaac stars ek

tortilla
manta
deer
sandals
jaguar
dog
wild pig

6. Social Organization

Maya society, like that of all other theocratic states, was com-
posed of man higher and lower. There was a noble class,
ahmehenob, from which all officeholders-and there were
many-were selected. The broad base of the social pyramid
was sustained by the yalba uinicob-the lower man-as well
as by' multitudes of slaves. This much is certain, but it is readily
admitted that "we have no direct evidence as to the type of
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government and social organization prevalent among the
Maya," The evidence gathered from art, sculptures, mutals,
and painted vases shows the nobleman in full command. Maya
lords are shown being carried in litters. Armies are led by
superbly accoutered leaders in panoplies of jade _and quetzaf
feathers. Chieftains are seen laying down laws, the captured
warriors being judged and put into slavery. Yet these vignettes
refer only to limited aspects of the social organization. The
Aztecs hid a well-known clan organization wherein the land
was communally owned and communally worked. The Incas
developed tJoLe ayllu, which was collectivistic in principle, as
their basic social unit. The Maya are thought to have had
some similar form of organization, yet its name and precise
form are unknown.

The Maya were not an empire, as the Incas were, with
one ruler controlling vast lands maintained by tribute tax.
Nor did they have a complex tribute-gathering organization
like the Aztecs, who had domination without dominion over
vast lands. There was, so far as we know, no center of
Maya organization, no capital, no Cuzco, no Tenoch-
titl6n, no central ruler.

Explanations are needed, since what we now know about
this stirs the curiosity without satisfying the reason. There
was a common Maya culture, language, and religion. There
was a system of roads, some the finest constructed in the
protohistorical Americas, binding coast and highland to'
gether. Trade was general and far-flung. Why, then, did not
someone of imperial ambitions force the whole into a single
imperial state? Perhaps because of the hazards of geography?
Yet this did not prevent the Incas, whose empire was geo:
graphically far more complex than that of the Maya, from
uniting Andean South America under one realm.

Maya society has been likened to that of the city-states
of Greece. The comparison is most apt. Although Sparta,
Athens, and Corinth had, like the Maya, a common language,
culture, and religion, they were fiercely independent and
often warred with one another, sometimes even support-
ing foreign invasions against other Greek eities.

The Greek word polis is translated "city-state." It is,
thinks a recent writer,31 a bad translation because the
polis was more state than city. Plato's ideal polis had a
population of 5,000. The largest Greek polis in his time
was Syracuse, with a population of only 20,000, ap-
proaching in numbers the smaller city-states of the Maya.
Like that of the Greeks, Maya society had a household
economy and was self-contained. Writing of the Greeks,
H. D. F. Kitto says, "the nature of their society was that
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the group is socially more important than the individual. The
individual is a member first of the family, then of his polis.
A wrong done to him is a wrong done to his family oi his
polis." This was also the case among the Maya. And it is the
oature of the clan society everywhere.

The temple-city organization is well known. The archaeo-
logical evidence of the Near East shows that farmins
peoples living in a neolithic economy brought their agricull
tural offerings to a center. It might be formed about a rock
outcrop or a lake, or a cenote as in Yucat6n. This is a
waste from an economic point of view, but if the location of
such a temple city is chosen for religious reasons it becomes
a huaca, as in Peru, and a temple is built on the site and
the priests make contact with the gods. The first fruits of the
harvest are brought to the temple. The people knew, of
go-urse, that the produce did not go directly to the gods.
They were aware that it was eaten by the priests. All of the
early peoples, who were farmers, believed that they were
dependent on the favor of the gods and that they needed
the hierarchic priesthood to secure it for them. The priests
maintained the temples and were themselves maintained by
the products and the work service of the farmers. As the
local shrine grew into a temple and the temple into a city
or a ceremonial center, houses were grouped about it.

Because a high culture must originate with an aristo-
cratic class, for only such a class has the time and energy
to create it, there developed a corporation of priests who
acted as god-contacts. They saw to it that all rituals were fol-
Iowed. In this way the lower man, whose tribute and work
service help to build the temple city and maintain it, finds the
temple-ceremonial center to be useful. His maize grows bet-
ter. He is told the time to plant and harvest (the priest is
also the astrologist-astronomer), and the nature of mysteries
is explained to him. Generations repeat this performarice
and, since useful habits, when repeated, finally become in-
vincible, this type of life becomes in time virtually instinctive.

Out of this develops the clan organization. The lower
man is convinced that the gods are the owners of the land
and that the priests in parceling it out are acting on behalf of
the gods. The various clans are allotted areas of land by the
temple-city councilors (among the Aztecs actual maps drawn
on amatl-paper gave the rebus names of the owners), and
the councilors presumably officiate at the division of the
land. Among the Maya, each family was assigned a piece of
land of 400 square feet, a hun uinic, measured with a 20-
foot measuring tape. We are ignorant of further details.
Whether the land was held in trust by the ruler, as among the
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Incas, and was returned to the elan on the decease of the

*"i-i" U" reallotted, or whether it belonged to th.e calpulli
ur 

"-one 
the Aztecs, we just do not know' At least no more

th; Di.;o ae Landa sayi: ". . . e-ach married man with his

wife . . . sow a space 400 square feet .' ' yhich they call a

iin uinic, measuied with a rod of twenty feet'"' 
Td land was worked communally: ", '-' th" Indians have

tn" nuUii of helping each other in all their labors ' ' ' they

ioinJogetttet in groups of twenty and do not leave the com-

inunal 
-property -until 

everyone's own is done'" This would

iJt;t"'tG 
"ii*t"o"" 

of a clan organization' Clans are the

"fo.".t 
Uo"O, the most inteligible -relationship' T!" Yuy?

;;;;-l"lt ;;glttter ty supernatural ponds, that is, blood

U""at, "for ti be of the sime blood is to possess the same

vital principle and in this sense all who are of like blood

;;k";"t iingle living being. It is in this that the clan re-

lationship reallY consists." 32- 
iuut in" Uiyu were organized into- clans can also be in-

feo"O fiom tanau's remarks on the prevalence of an

exogamous surname marriage taboo: ". ' 
-' 

they ulryuYt 
"3il

il;fi-;;;; ;d their daughtirs bv the same name of the fa-

ifr"i u"O the mother . . I and this is the reason why th: In-

ei;;r ;;u ihut thot" bearing the same name are all of one

familv.'. . and on this account when an Indian comes to a

oi"""'i" which he is not known and he is in need ' ' ' he at

5*" -ut.* use of his name and they receive him with kind-

ness. . . ."

7. Marriage

"There are no monogamous animals save those who love

oo""-i" their lifetime.itt The Maya were well aware of this

*O-tti"A, as do all other civilizations, to make rules so that

o"r-u"""t marriage could be rnaintained. Yet mating, the
ilosi natural of fulnctions, has never been treated by human
U"i"gt, civilized or primitive, as either, natural or normal'
Marilageatle ages wire considered to be eighteen for- the
M"vu fi.o, fouieen for the girls. One of the- stringent taboos
** thut a man could not marry a woman having the same
surname as himself. But he could marry any woman stem-
ming from his mother's line, even a first cousin'

8.€
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The Maya had a professional matchmaker; she was called
ah atanzahoD. To the Maya it would have been "mean-
spirited" for men to seek wives for themselves. Sometimes
fithers arranged marriages between sons and daughters in
infancy and treated each other even before formal marriage
as "in-laws."

For this reason, among others, Diego de Landa thought
that the Maya married without love. But, despite the bishop,
the Maya were fully aware o{ the force of romantic love,
though perhaps like the Greeks they believed passion to be
a destructive thing. Besides, primitives are always super-
stitious about marriage; go-betweens acted, they believed,
as the first barrier to defilement. Still, it is amply true that
the ancient Maya were not lascivious.

Aldous Huxley, after viewing Maya sculpture in situ,
concluded with a certain amount of irritability: "There is no
sex in the art of the Maya!" He reasoned that perhaps it was
because the native's nervous exlitability was less than ours
and their sexual imagination very sluggish.sa He also
noted the infrequency with which the female form appears
in Maya art.

Had Huxley traveled in that region of Yucat6n called
the Puuc, where lies the superb stone city of Uxmal,
among others, he could have seen enough evidence of "ithy-
phallic traditions." On the fagade of the building called, ironi-
cally, the "Nunnery" there are sculptured naked male figures
with full emphasis on the ithyphallic. In front of the Gover-
nor's Palace, at the same site, are the remains of a gigantic
phallus in full and glorious beatitude. Throughout the Puuc
and extending to the ruins of Chich6n Itz6, tbe phallic
symbols stand about like toadstools to shock or amuse the
visitor. There is enough evidence that the Maya had, in some
yesterday of his tribal life, a full share of libidinousness.

There was sexual liberty-whatever that means-among
the Maya. Young men, who lived apart from the old, had in
each village "a large house, whitened with lime, open on all
sides," where they met for amusements, dice, ball and bean
games. Their bodies were painted black as was the custom
for a man before marriage. They slept together, but, says
Biqhop Landa in a quick aside, they did not practice tle
"abominable sin," that is, sodomy.* We do not knbw whether
they, like .the Greeks, regarded homosexual love as a

* Bernal Diaz said, however, that he saw on the island of Cozumel
in 1516 murals in which Indians were shown in the act of sodomy. He
is contradicted by Landa's contemporary Padre Ciudad Real.- who
wrote that there were three things for which the Maya should be
commended: "The writing of books, absence of cannibaliim, and their
lack of interest in the abominable vice of sodomy."
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norrnal thing and treated it as frankly as heterosexual love,
but we do 

-know 
the young men brought public women

(guatepol) into their quarter,s. *Although the women rer
cEiveA'pay for it [a handful of cacao beans] they were
besieeed bv such a great number of men-one after the
otherl-thai they were harassed almost to death"'

Monogamy was the rule among the.-lower men. "The
Yucatecins never took more than one wife." When a young
man thought of marriage and his father ptt the thought into
action, ne toot good care, writes the bislop, to seek a wife
in good time and of good quality. 4+ "h 

atanzahob match-
maler was engaged, a dowry (muhul) and marriage settle-
ments were wortea out. To ward off the evil spirit that hung
over marriage they consulted a priest, an ah kin nec chilan,
who read the astiologic book-of-days to determine whether
their birthdays, their names, and the date of the contemplated
union fell on unlucky days. The mothers-in-law then wove
new garments for bride and groom, and the bride's father
prepared the house for ceremony and feast.- 

Marriage customs here are not as detailed as among- the
Aztecs, nor is there any data on the Maya practice of jzs
primae noctis in which the father-in-traw or other male rela-
iives partake of the bride during 16" 61s1 ,nights of the mar-
riage 

-to 
prevent the bridegroom from being _me_naced by

matign influences. Many tribes do not allow hrrsband and
wife to live together until several months have passed, so as

Fig. 9. The Maya married early-women at four-
teen, men at twenty. The marriage broker stands at the
left, while the priest 'purifies" the couple with copal
vapor.
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to avoid the evil influence that marriage brings-since to all
ppimitives new experiences, and marriage is certainly that,
are regarded as dangerous. In primitive society virginity is
not generally highly valued. A Maya girl could not be
overzealous about a mere hymen, a thing which she shared
in common with a rabbit. But the evil thing that might come
from improper consummation of marriage was something
else again, and she and the whole cl:rn could be menaced by
it.

Marriage for the Maya was matrilocal: that is, the son
went to the father-in-law's house and worked for him, as part
of his family, for about five years. It was called "marriage
in service." As such, Maya marriage was.fundamentally
permanent and women played an important part in society.
This much can be seen without the help of Bishop Landa, for
the murals found at Bonampak show women taking part in
important affairs, and the grace that the sculptors gave to
women in the statuettes found at Jaina, Yucat6n, show the
respect in which they were held.

Women were jealous. Fights often occured among them
over m€n, yet Landa found them "marvelously chaste" be-
cause they turned their backs on men whom they met on the
1oap, o1 stepped aside to let them pass. They-had a great
desire for c_hil{rgn, nlaying to their o'wn goddess for many
and asking lxchel, goddess of pregnancy, to ease their painj.
And with reasorl A man could repudiate marriage if there
were no children. Just as among the Greeks, a ..childless
u.rion could be dissolved at the instance of the wife's rela-
tives." 35

Although Maya women were "marvelously chaste," adul-
tery was common. This is evident from the place it holds
in theh code of crime and punishment.

Woman could not hold public office. That she had some
property rights is evident, but she was not allowed within
the precincts of a temple. But then Greek women, too, were
lot enfranchised, nor could they hold property; and
from birth to death they were, so to speak, the warO bt tneir
nearest male relative.

The best reputation a Maya woman could have was not
to be spoken of among men for either good or evil. If women
we,re accused of adultery they had to be found flagrante
delicto; then they were disgraced. They seem to have under-
ggge n9 other punishment, except that the husband could,
if he wished, repudiate the erring wife. The aberrations of
mar-riag9 are understandable. In 

- 
all societies, primitive or

civil!9d, the couple i* natural, but the pe.maoe-nt couple is
not. Man the world over and at all times-has become monog-
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amous with difrculty. In all human societies there is a radial
polygamy that is concealed behind a fagade of monogamy,
and "nothing," says R6my de Gourmont, "so favours mar.
riage and consequenfly social stability as the de lacto in'
dulgence of temporary polygamy; the Romans well under-
stood this and legalized polygamy."

But the Maya were not Romans. A Maya of the lower or-
ders found engaged in "temporary polygamy" with another
man's wife had his arms bound behind him and was brought
before the husband, who had the right "to kill him by
tbrowing a large stone upon his head frorn a great height."

Divorce was by repudiation. If the wornan was barren,
or if she did not properly prepare the husband's daily steam
bath, she could be repudiated. She might also take similar
action against the man; though that was not as easy. When a
couple was divorced the younger children stayed with the
mother. If older, the sons went to the father, but the daugh-
ters always remained with the mother. Divorce was common
in Diego de Landa's time (155G-1570), though the elders of
the tribes did not countenance it and "those of better
habits condemned it." Men left wives and wives left hus-
bands, and there seemed to be no proscription against re-
marrying, flowever, when death put an end to marriage, it
was something else again. The widowed husband could not
remarry for a year after his wife's death. He was not sup-
posed to have any women during this time, and the M,aya
community had little regard for him if he did. A widow was
bound with taboo; remarriage for her was complex and
problematical.

Death, like sex, complicated everything.

8. Ne, the Maya House

The house of the lower man was like that of the eternal
peasant everywhere, simple and practical.

After marriage a Maya built first a sm,all house opposite
the dwelling of his father or father-in-law. Later, his larger
house was built with the aid of the community. The house
could be constructed round, square, rectangular, or, as it is
best known in Yucatdn, apsidal, rounded at both ends. Its
frame was made of withes and rested on a stone foundation.
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The withes were then covered with adobe. Later the house
was colorfully painted. The high-pitched roof was made of
trunks and saplings. and -wonderfully thatched, then as now,
with _palm - (Suanol "of very good quality and in greai
abundance." In ancient times (e.o. 500) the Maya housJwas
ysually sqqge and,mounted on a low substructure. Maya
houses, while not always the same, tended to resemble one
another in specific areas.

. Fig. 10. The Maya house, past and present: above,
t}Le nd of the common Indian immortalized in a stone
ftiezp at Uxmal, and, below, the present-day Maya house,

The interior of the house was divided by a wall. One part
became the kitchen, and the other contained the sleeping
racks. "They had beds made of small saplings"* says Landa,
"laced together by withes which . . . gave way to the move-
ment of the body like a mattress." This was covered with a
woven grass mat. They used their cotton mantas as blankets.

There was one entrance, and it had no door. Across the
entranceway was placed a light string from which hung small
copper bells. One brushed against these to give the owner

*.Whether the hammock later used by the Maya was known to
lhem before the arrival of the Spaniards, who brought examples of it
from the island of Hispaniola, is doubtful.
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notice of arrival. People seldom entered a house without
permission. for "they considered it a grave crime to harm the
houses of others."

This functional house has varied little in 2,000 years. The
terms for various parts of the structure are the same in var-
ious Mava dialectJ and may be thought of, writes hn archae-
oloeist. 

'as 
"linguistic paleontologY." s6 The roof purlin is

call-ed i'the road of the rat," the entrance "the mouth of the
houss," and the main roofpost "the leg of the house."

The common man built the houses of the nobles, which
were larger and more spacio-us than the- others' Some were
made of-sculptured stone. "The slope.of the roof comes down
verv low in 

-front 
on account of their love of sun and rain"

(i.e.. as protection against the sun and the rain). The walls of
their horises "were painted with great elegance," which obser-
vation has been confirmed by archaeological excavation. The
single entrance, also without a door, could be closed with a
dralpery, usually a woven hanging -of great- elegance. Certain
struiturbs that are now found in the temple cities may have
been nobles'homes, although no buildings have been found
which can be definitely associated with the ruling class'

A house endured for little more than a generation. The
excavations of the house mounds reveal a "complete ceramic
oeriod." As the inhabitants of a house died they were buried
beneath the hard mud floor ("they bury their dead inside or
in the rear of their houses"). After several burials the house
was abandoned and was then treated as a sacred burial plot.
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9. The Round of the Maya DaY

The woman rose first, between 3 and 4.n.M., rousing the flames
from the smoldering ash in the koben, the tbree-stone hearth;
if a household hadl slave, he or she carried out this task.

"Theit principal food is rnaue lchfunl, frorn which they
make varibus f6ods, also drink . . . in the morning all they
ate was maize-water fpozolef'" The evening before, the
woman, with the aid of daughters or slaves, had prepared
the dried maize. It was boiled with ash until softened and
then husked, after which it was brayed on a stone grinder until
reduced to a thick paste. From the ground corn' or zacan, the
women prepared tortillas, or as the Maya called them, uah.
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When the Maya farmer departed in the early dawn for the
fields, he took with him several apple-sized balls of ground
maize wrapped in leaves. Steeped in water and flavored with
burning-hot shili peppers, these became his lunch, to which he
added pgrhaps a piece of dried venison. His diet, mainly
carbohydrate, _was less than 2,500 calories per diem, yet
many waxed fat on it, as Maya wall paintings and ceramics
reveal. But then, gluttons ar! many on this terraqueous globe.

The farmer returned early in the afternoon. The women.
by custom, had a hot bath ready for him. In the large centeri
such as Tikal and Chich6n ltz6, there were Communal
steam baths. Where these were not available. the common
man contented himself with a crudely made steam bath or hot
water in an improvised tub, with a dip later in the locat well.

The evening meal was the only elaborate one of the day.
The menfolk sat in a circle, some on low wooden stools. tde

Fig. 11. Thedeercaughtinasnare
shows the hunting methods of the
Maya. From page 45 of the Codex
Tro-Cortesianus.

others on woven-grass
mats, and were seryed
by the women. Stews
were prepared of deer-
meal wild or tame
fowl, or fish, fresh or
sun-dried; sometimes
this was supplemented
by the flesh of a tapir,
tzimin. Deer were plen-
tiful, as were rabbits
and agoutis. Armadillos
(zub) werc considered
a great delicacy. There
were also iguanas, tur-
tles (ac), and on e-
casions flesh of the
baclam, the manatee'or
sea cow, which "yielded
m u c h m e a t . . . m o r e

than a yearling calf." Fowl was varied and many. yucat6n
had been called by the Maya "The Land of the 'iurkey and
the Deer." Foremoat was the wild ocellated turkev. famed
for its gamey flavor. Its feathers were used for makine cloaks
and headdresses, "as beautifully feathered as the peaJocks of
Spain." The domesticated turkey shared the hotrse and the
land with young ducks (axix), 'hhich when home-raised
do not fly away." The muscovy was raised more for its
feathers than for food, "and as well a certain white mallard-
duck." Doves were reared in cages. Almost as abundant as
the turkey was the yellow-crested curassow.
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All tlese found their way into the Maya olla podrida. Yet
eating was disciplined; they ate well when there was food
and could endure hunger when there was none. Washing
preceded and followed meals. A natural detergent was used,
the roots of the soapberry tree (Sapindus saponaria), "from
which they washed their bodies and clothes like soap."

Maize, the "principal sustenance," was supplemented by
several varieties of beans (buul), squash, and pumpkins.
The chayote, a vine bearing a squashlike fruit, was found
everywhere. The pale sweet potato appeared on the warm
coasts. Fruits were many. The avocado was cultivated, as
were the papaya and sapote. Mulberries and melons were
gathered, and the vanilla bean of the orchid was found in
the jungle. Maya boys ate the fruit of the "chewing-gum tree"
(cha), and chewed its gum.

"The land," said Bishop Landa, "abounds in honey."
Then as now, it was gathered from the hollow of trees,
and easily extracted because the bees were stingless. Fer-
mented, the honey became mead, an intoxicant. Mead is one
of the world's earliest beverages. It was nectar, the mythical
drink of the gods. An illustration of an upper-paleolithic
honey collector has been found in the Cueva de la Arafla,
Valencia, Spain. Maya honey mead was fortified by the
addition of an alkaloid-yielding bark called balche.

Like the Aztecs, the Maya were enthusiastic drinkers of
chocolate. "They made it of cacao and ground maize , . a
foaming drink which is very savory." As it was grown in
the humid lands on the periphery of the Maya country, it was
expensive, so much so that the beans served as money.

Yet-turkey, chocolate, or fish notwithstanding-the prin-
cipal sustenance of the Maya (as with all of the Central
American and Mexican tribes) was-maize. Maize was eaten
on every occasion. During the main evening meal each male
would consume upward of twenty large-sized tortilla3.
Water was never drunk pure but always with the addition of
maize meal. Does the type of food suggest the civilization?
Does the bon mot of Brillat-Savarin-"Tell me what you eat
and I will tell you what you are"-correctly gauge a people?

The diet of the Greeks and the Romans was mainly farina-
ceous. Until 600 s.c. the Greek ate art6s, a coarse leaven
bread baked in ashes. When baking became a profession a
form of pomidge, groats made from emmer, was the basic
food of the Greek common man. Flavored with honey, salt,
and olive oil, it was not much different from the Maya maize
pozole.

Greeks only rarely had meat and fish, and only the well-
heeled could afford and obtain game. In general, meat was
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eaten freely only at sacrffices. The people of ancient Rome
ate mostly unleavened bread dipped in milk, relieved by
onions, peas, and turnips. Only those in close contact with
the sea had fish; and only the farmer had meat, which con-
sisted mostly of goat, pork, and lamb. While Oriental fruits-
cherries, peaches, apricots, and the like-were introduced
into the Roman diet in the first century n.c., active citricul-
ture did not develop until the fourth century of the Christian
era. It was only after the fall of the Roman Republic that
the rich lived in the Lucullan fashion; they constructed
refrigerators, kept cold with snow and ice, to preserve foods.
In the year 1000 man in Europe ate like a poor poll when
compared with the Maya of the same period. The diet of the
masses was vegetarian and frugal, and they usually ate but
two meals a day.* The impression given by medieval chron-
iclers of colossal meals washed down with quantities of wine,
mead, and beer, was true only of rare occasions in the lives
of nobles.

The classical archaeologists, seduced by the honeyed words
they have used to conjure up the classical past, still turn up
their noses at the thought that the Maya (in culture, art, or
mathematics) could be dimly compared to the early Greek
or Roman, and this is often because of their belief in the
bucolic savapiery of the Maya life and diet. As seen above,
the Maya had a list of available foodstuffs which most Euro-
peans of their time would have thought "paradise enow."

At sundown a breeze springs up from the sea, churns up
the Caribbean, and wafts across the Yucat6n flatlands and up
into the highlands. At this hour the Maya man retired to his
home and had his principal meal. Then, in Yucat6n, he sat
in semidarkness and worked wood, jade, or cotton into arti-
cles of trade, or made weapons. His wife spun cotton and
wove mantas. In the highlands they made light with pine
splinters, as bright as candles.

Time was found for love and children were born, early and
many. Seven to nine offspring from each marriage were
considered the norm, although only half survived. Women
made pilgrimages to the island of Cozumel, a hazardous
twenty-mile trip in an open dugout canoe across the wind-
whipped channel separating it from the Yucat6n mainland,
so as to worship at the shrine of Ixchel, the goddess of
pregnancy. It is an act of devotion that outstripped that of
those pregnant women of the eighteenth century in Europe
who were wont to put the printed hymns of Saint Marguerite

* A medieval bon mot had it that "angels need to feed but once a
day, mankind twice, beasts thrice or more-. . . ."
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as a poultice on their extended bellies to ease the pain, "as it
acted better than when recited."

Within five days after birth, which was attended by a
midwife, the head of the child was placed between boards
and bound so that it would become "flattened and molded
as was the custom of all." The child was bound into a rigid

Fig. 12. Above. The method of artificially flattening
the head. The cgstom is ancient. ". , it was given to
us by the gods and gives us a noble alr." Below. T\e
"squint," a Maya beauty feature, was created by hanging
a ball of wax in front of the eyes. The concept is
aocieot

-n  n?
e. \g
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cradle, over which balls of pitch were dangled to cause it
to become cross-eyed. Later, when released from the cradle.
the baby was carried hetlmek, that is, astride its mother'i
hip. This caused its legs to be bowed. Children were weaned
at four. In their first years the young Maya were ,.pretty
and plump, good and frolicsome, running about irake&
as-t\ey p-layed at hunting games." Later the boys put on a sort
of G-string, and the girls tied a shell over 

-th6 
mound of

Venus.

. flmes and naming were.of cosmic importance. Each Maya
had four_-names: (1). the given name, paal kaba; (2) a patrl
nymic; (3) a combination of his father's and his.moiher's
family name.!, naal kaba; and, like everyone everywhere, a
nickname, (4) coco &aba. Names were magical; a nime could
be worn out by excessive public use; onlyintimates knew the
real one. If a doctor wished to use the-name of his patient
to call the soul back, he chose the private name whi& pos-
sessed stirength, rather than the social one, which was hick-
neyed and woiln from use.

Influence began, they believed, as soon as the woman was
pregnant. The position of the planets, the advent of the
unlucky days played a part in the fortunes of the child-to-be.
All primitives believed that an enterprise must be begun on
an auspicious day-days exert favorable or unfavorible or
even malignant influence. Much attention was given to the
suprasensuous realities.

The M-aya were not far wrong. After long-term study of
prenatal factors, modern researchers have reported that ihere
rs some connection between seasonal conception and birth
and mental disorders, and that there is a greater possibility
of mental deficiency in children born in winter as opposei
to those born at other seasons. Children conceived in summer
reduce the protein intake of a pregnant woman.
- After birth, the priests consulted the horoscope for the
best time to name the child, taking into considerition when
it was conceived. Names were given only on lucky days; the
ceremony could be put oft until an auspicious time. Names
once given were the Maya badge. Maiculine given names
(paal kaba) began with the masculine prefix ..ah," the
feminine with "Ix."* The naal kaba name, which was taken
after marriage, was made up of the prefix ,'Nah,,, the mother's
matronymic, and the father's patronymic. Landa mentions
as example a man named Na Chan Chel-Chan was his
mother's maiden name; Chel, his father,s family name. Thus
_ 

+Some, typical names f9r .b9f1:.Ah Kukum (feather), Ah Cuy
Jt4), 4h!o! (flint knife), Ah'Balam (jaeuar). For girlii rx Crrari,
Ix Can, Ix Kukul.
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the names of the families of both father and mother were
DerDetuated.' 

As mentioned earlier, the Maya believed that all people
bearing the same surname were of the same family, which
pointslo the clan origin of the system. Each Maya of the
same name was treated as part of the clan family even
though he could not work out the precise genealogy. Name
exoeimy still holds true in Yucat6n, and there still remains
a dboo for marriage between people of the same name.

Inheritance was patrilinsal; the sons inherited and divided
what the father had accumulated, the mother acting as
cuardian. and when not the mother, then the deceased father's
6rother. When the boys were of age they received their in-
heritance before the town officials, which illustrates the
primitive's system of "legality by publicity."^ 

At the age of puberty (girls, twelve, boys, fourteen) there
was a coming-of-age ceremony. This custom, emku, was

Fig. 13. The coming-of-age ceremony (girls, twelve,
boys, fourteea). The rope is held by four chacs, who
restrain "evil" while the children are purified by a priest.
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seen by Diego de Landa, who describes it minutely-exceot
that in his unsullied innocence he thought it waj baptisrir.
Those parents who .had pubescent children banded together
to share the costs, just as today socially ambitious mothers
iotroduce their daughters to society by means of a collective
cotillion. On a lucky day, old "honorable men," chacs. vrere
chosen to help the priest, chilan, to officiate. Food and sexual
abstinence before the ceremony were required of parents and
officials._ The courtyard in front of the local 

-temple 
was

swept clean and spread with leaves. At the four corners sat
the chacs holding a cord. Within the square so formed were
the children.

The chilan purified them with copal and tobacco smoke,
and they were asked to "confess their sins." This is Dieeo de
Landa's interpretation and as there is no one elJe to
gainsay him, it must stand as given. If any present con-
fessed an "obscene act" he or she was dismissed'from the circle.
To the primitive, confession was imperative. If one was ,.un-
clean" and did not confess it could cause social misfortune.
But confession made the evil nonoperative. So before the
primitive undertook anything hazardous, he confessed and
overcame social defilement.
- Wqter is the great purifier, not only among the primitives
but also in our own "civilized" religions. At the end of the'long ceremony, after the children had been admonished
and the chacs h,ad recited age-old homilies of respect to
pqfents, society, and so on, the priests put on their feathered
robes and headdresses and anointed each child with ..virgin
water," "showing," says Landa, "exactly the same gravity_-as
the Pope shows in crowning an Emperoi."

Then the boys took off the white bead which had been
stuck to the top of their tonsured head since birth. The
mothers then knelt down and removed "from their daushter's
midsection . . . the little shell which all wore as a slymbol
of their purity." It was, Landa insisted, .'a very dishonbrable
thing for any man to take this off before the 

-ceremonv." 
It

was not less so to the Greeks-it was death to man to remove
the- aegis,.the goatskin chastity tunic worn by Libyan girls,
at least without the owner's consent (hence the prophylictic
Gorgon's mask set above the chastity belt). Aftir ih6 shell
had been removed the girls were allowed to.,,marry whenso-
gver jt pleased their. fathers." Today's matron who presents
her daughter to society is practicing an exquisite arthaism;
she is figuratively kneeling down like the Maya mother and
removing the tittle shell-but then people everywhere make
gestures-that.are explicable only on the h.ypothesis that they
once had a difterent intention.
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Young men had great respect for their elders; boas
listened to their fathers, worked with them' Companionship
was very real. Fathers helped them choose their brides and
counseled the sons in marriage. At an early age the boy fol-
lowed his father to the maize milpa. Educalion was by imita-
tion, by rote; knowledge followed by observation. The boy
hunted and learned of nature. He was told and believed that
everything had soul. To the gods of the earttl, who were ve,ry
much alive, he addressed his prayers. When hunting he
learned to whisper a prayer before killing: "I have need." And
when he killed he made an amulet of the slain animal so
that other animals in the future would allow themselves to
be killed to fill his need. Rather than eat his kill, he gave
it to others, who then returned part of it. All this so that
the animal would not feel that he was lacking in respect.
How ancient this code is can be seen in the Austrian Tyrol.
There too the hunter does not eat his kill, but takes only
the horns and head and, symbolically, the loin of the cham-
ois. Some of the hair is made into a Gamsbart and put into
the hunter's hat. The head and horns are mounted and kept
as a trophy,'whieh could be said to have the same significance
as the amulet of the primitive.

Maya morality was a group morality and co-operation of
the individual with everyone in the community was "virtue."
Custom demanded that the Maya be hospitable and provide
guests with food and drink. A boy learned through custom
that when he visited he must always bring a gift. He must
be humble and repeat over and over again a person's title,
especially if he addressed a lord. Another custom ordained
that while listening to someone he must make a soft affirma-
tive sound in his throat, as if to say: "Indeed," "you don't
say," "you do tell me."

Because everything in the Maya world was alive, sentient;
and possessed of soul, an object made by a person took on
something of the soul of its creator. Theft was an aberration
(unless decreed by tribal war, in which, as in our own
world, everything was then permitted). Maya scribes have
asserted: "Before the coming of the Spaniards there was
no robbery or violence. The Spanish invasion was the begin-
ning of tribute, the beginning of church dues, the begin-
ning of strife." *

This moral code was essentially as old as the Maya him-
* The Maya wrung tribute out of the defeated and practiced slav-

ery. Yet in the faee of the new threat from without this was for-
gotten-which reminds one of the validity of Nietzsche's apothegn:
"'I did that,' said my memory: 'I could not have done that,' says my
consciousness, and remains inexorable, Eventually the memory
yields,"
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self. Clan co-operation, respect for family, and personal dis-
cipline brought about what Eric Thompson believed to be
a living form of the Delphic motto: "Nothing in excess." This
idealized portrait of the Maya does not agree with the violence
and unrestraint shown in the murals of Bonampak. They
were no freer than other people from paroxysms of savagery.
It is much to be doubted that the Maya was any more con-
servative than was the Greek was wlote the motto and in-
vented the "mean." It did not, as a modern author stated,
"imply the absence of tension and lack of passion, but the
correct tension."

Daughters were the images of their mothers, disciplined
from the beginning and made to repeat useful actions. They
were lectured, too, pinched on the ears, and when really in-
tractable had red pepper rubbed into their eyes. They learned
to make corncakes, to spin and weave cotton, and they
learned those prayers which were concerned with their part
of the Maya world. Instinctively, when they were born they
were already old, more rooted to earth than man. Man made
history but woman is history, and Maya women knew that
the great Maya calendar had first been based on her men-
strual cycles. She was the producer, the fundament. As with
the Aztec, so with the Maya: when woman died in childbirth
she was honored among the heroes.

She was not allowed to go into the temples or to take part
in the ritual of religion; still, she was the seeress.

Like all women everywhere, her principal conquest was
man.

lO. Maya Agriculture

Corn was the epicenter of the Maya world.
The cornfield, the col, was their preoccupation; "the great-

est number of them were cultivators . . . who applied them-
selves to harvesting maize," said Diego de Landa. These
observations are confirmed by another priest in a sixteenth-
century document written in the Maya higblands: "If one
looks closely he will find everything these Indians did and
talked about had to do with maize. . . ." The grain is an-
cient-the latest dating tlrough maize finds in the Bat Caves
of New Mexico places it as a cultivated plant before 2000 s.c.
Dr. Paul Mangelsdorf, whose studies on the origin of corn
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in the Americas are classic (and never given to undue
speculation), believes that "the present-day races of maize
in Me*i"o are the product of 4,000 years or more of
evolution under domestication." 37 Its place of origin within
the Americas is still undetermined.

The Maya had corn as a developed plant. In tbeir mind
there had been, since time immemorial, something sacred
about growing corn. It was symbolized by a young,- beauti-
ful corn god, to whom prayers were offered. The head of
Yum Kaix,* found at the ruins of Cop6n, is among
the most sensitive in primitive American art.38

Methods of agriculture seem not to have changed muclt
since the earliesl times. The Maya felled trees and brush
with a stone ax (bat) and burned them during the dry
season. The earth was turned with a fire-hardened digging
stick (ral). Each Indian was allotted by his clan organization
a portion of cornland, a hun uinic, of 400 square feet. Land
was communal property, ". . the land was held in common
and so between the towns there were no boundaries or
landmarks to divide them except when one lcity-state]
made war on the other. ." 3s The technique of corn
culture was the same everywhere in the Americas: the felling
of trees, burning, fencing, planting, weeding, bending the
stalks at harvest (so as to deter the birds), harvesting, and
shelling. The Maya preserved the corn in storage bins;
"they kept it in fine underground granaries called chultunes"'

As was mentioned earlier, water was, among the Maya,
always a problem. Those in the hinterland built huge reser-
voirs. At Tikal an immense one was located in a deep ravine,
the porous rock cemented and held by a masonry dam. The
sites of Piedras Negras, Palenque, and Yaxchilan were lo-
cated on rivers. Cob6, in Yucat6n, was set felicitously
between two lakes, but most of the cities in Yucat6n had
as their only permanent source of water the well, the
cenote. A Maya farmer tried to locate his milpa as close
as possible to the wells, which were located between two to
fifteen miles from the clty or village. As new flelds were
needed, there was a tendency for the Maya farmer to move
farther and farther from a given center. This in time undoubt-
edly loosened his connection with the city-state. Agrieul-
tural decentralization could well have been one of the factors
which loosened the social structure of the "Old Empire"
and contributed to the disintegration of cities.

Between January and February, at the time of light rains,
trees were felled. From March to May was the hot and dry

* Yum Kaax, believed to have been the corn god, is always rep-
r€se[ted as youthful and wearing an ear of corn ia his headdress.
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season; the living trees blossomed and the cut trees were
burned. The larger unburnt logs were dragged to the edge and
built into a crude but effective fence against deer and other
animals. Ash from the burned plants was turned over with
the digging stick, and the land was cultivated. From June
through August, the rains fell heavily.* These were the
planting months.

Planting was ritually controlled. Maize, the gift of the
gods, was sacred, and planting had to be done with the
proper ritual. The rain god Chac was properly propitiated
and those days selected to plant when rain should fall, in
order that the newly planted seeds sprout. Astronomy was
mostly astrology. But the almanacs for planting were based
on empirical observation. In one of the Maya codices it is
stated: "This is the record of the year-bears of the
uinal. ." Actually, this was weather forecasting based
on observation of previous years. In the ninth month, Chen
(Moon), and the tenth, Yax (Venus), planting was to be
done during certain lucky days. Typical interpretations of
the Maya planting,almanac were these: "Cimi, the 5th day
of the llth month Caz [i.e., July] . . bad day for plant-
ing . . . with rain incantations there is a good downpour . . .
The month and day of 9 Caban [August] good day,
lucky day, heavy rains, good for planting everything."

For every detail of planting, sowing, and harvesting there
was ritual, yet much of it was based on the shrewd obser-
vations of the earth-bound man, who related them to the
priest-scribes. The priests in turn set it all down in glyph-
script so that it could be remembered. Dr. Morley found dur-
ing his excavations at the ruins of Cop6n, in Honduras,
that two stone time markers were placed four and a half
miles apart in such a position that the sun set directly in line
with them on April 12 and September 7. It is thought that
Aprrl 12 was the date chosen for burning the brush in the
fields around Cop6n.

Chac was the rain god. He is represented in the Maya
glyphs in books, on sculpture, and in painted murals as the
long-nosed god. His eyes, T-shaped, suggest tears and, sym-
bolically, rain. His importance in the Maya pantheon can
be gauged from the fact that the Chac name-glyph occurs
218 times in the three surviving Maya codices. Chac was

* Rainfall is heary in the jungle regions, 80 inches a year. In El
Pet6n (near where the first great Maya cities; Tikal, Uaxactun, etc.,
were located) it rains 65 inches a year; in Yucattn, 46 inches.
There is a high incidence of rain but water is not held by the shallow
soil; it percolates down through the porous limestone into the cenotes
100 feet below the surface. Some water remains in pockets called
agtndas.
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a benevolent deity and considered to be man's friend. The
Maya farmer always evoked his name whgn planting. He was
the god. So in the months of Chen and Yax there were great
festivals to honor him. (See the chapter on religion, p. 133')

Planting was simple and effective. AII that was required
was a bag to hold the maize kernels and a fire-hardened
olantine siict. A hole was made in the soil, 4 or 5 inches
deep. and into it three to six kernels were dropped. After
that^,'Chac willing, the Maya frequently weeded the fields
and waited for the maize to grow. "And when it rains,"
exclaimed Diego de Landa, "it is marvelous to see how
maize grows." September and October brought light rains;
they were also the hurricane months. In November, when
the weather was cool and dry, the corncob was bent
downward to keep it from the birds. Dry, it was harvested.

What did it yield? From exhaustive studies made in
Yucat6n over a ten-year period an idea has been gained
of how much maize was harvested. How many fields, of
400 square feet, the Maya farmer planted we have no
precise idea. "They plant in many places, so that if one
lails, the others will suffice.'o The yield of corn from a
given field would vary. Production was higher in the humid
areas than in Yucat6n, where the statistical studies were
made. The present-day farmer in Yucat6n plants an aver-
age of 12 acres. A hundred and ninety days of the year are
given to preparing the field, burning, planting, weeding,
harvesting. The average cornfield produces 168 bushels a year.
An average family of five consumes 6.55 pounds of maize
per day, 64 bushels ayear, including that fed to the livestock'
From the fruits of his 190 days of labor the Maya feeds his
entire family and still has a corn su4rlus of 100 bushels,
which he uses to buy the luxuries that he cannot produce.
It is presumed that since the Maya in ancient times culti-
vated less land than at present, and kept no dray animals,
his farm labor consumed only 48 days of the year. In the sur'
plus time of nine to ten months a year, he built the great
city-states.

The Maya cultivated much besides maize" In the same
cornfield, using the maize stalk for support, the farmers
planted beans; on the ground, squash and pumpkins. Chili
peppers were grown at the edge of the fields or in the
houies as an ornamental sbrub. In separate fields in the
waf,mer areas the Maya grew the pale sweet potato. The
sweet cassava (dzin) was known, as was chicham (from
the Mexican xicamatl), a root shaped like a turnip. They had
one good green vegetable, the chayote, the fruit of a her-
baceous vine that when cooked tasted like summer squash.
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Around the gardens which surrounded their houses the
,Ivlayl planted papayas (haaz) "which they esteemed very
highly." The avocado (u cheel), a "very large and fresh
tree witb fruits of great delicacy," appeared in groves, while
the soapberry tree "they put near their houses to obtain the
rooJs from which they wash their clothes like soap.',

The fruit of the achiote tree, mentioned earlier as a
source of color, was also used in food, giving ..color to
their stews, like saffron." The gourd tree, 

-which 
produced

large, unedible melon-sized fruits, gave very thin but dur-
able drinking cups that, as Diego de Landa observed, .'they
painl very handsomely." Tbe balche ffee was planted; its
bar$ yielded the strong alkaloid used in making bbney mead.

Ilemp was raised for its fiber, "from which they made an
infinite number of things,' sandals, ropes, twine, bowstrings,
fishing line, and so on. Cotton was of two kinds; both were
grown "and gathered in wonderful quantity.', It was of
great economic importance because of tle manta cloth woven
from it. The ceiba (piim), a sacred tree that was supposed to
hold up the Maya heavens, yielded a fine cotton-that was
made into pillows for Maya heads. The sapodilla, or ..chew-
ing-gum tree" (ya), the source of our modern chicle, is a
large tropical fruit tree growing to a height of sixty feet.
The Maya boiled its sap to a sticky mass and used it in
m"E"g blowguns and for adhesion when a strong glue was
needed. It was an article of trade; Maya boys bhewed it,
calling the stuff cha. Tl;Le search for chicle to fill modern
needs has done much for archaeology; many of the Maya
ruins were discovered by chicleros. who spend the raiiry
season searching for sapodillas.

&pal, which yielded a resin burned in all religious cere-
monies, '\ilas a commodity and is very great business,"
wrote Landa. Cedar (kuche, which meant "tree of God")
was used for the large dugout canoes. Brazilwood, the famous
dyewood called cachte, '\rhen thrown into water turned it
red.' It was used for dyeing cotton cloth. Palms were many,
aad their leaves were used for thatching house roofs. Cacao
was grown on the two extremes of the Maya domain, Tabasco
to the northwest and Honduras to the southwest. It was a
Maya passion and farmers in Tabasco grew it exclusively,
even to the detriment of the traditional maize, and traded'that gold of the country" for their needs.

One fruit was not native to Mava land: "There are manv
bananas . . . tle Spaniards brought them; for before thii
there were none."

Droughts were frequent and of great intensity and their
"disastrous consequences play an important role in Maya
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literature." As explained in an earlier section,- rains were
usuallv heaw, buf the greater pa$ of the lowland is only
a thd soil iap laid over a limestone outcrop (". . .the
countrv with tbe least earth that I have seen," says Diego
de Lairda). The rain trickled through the porous limestone
u"a ao*" into natwal cisterns. The Maya tried to combat
this; at many of the city-states they built artificial cisterns'
iti"i"t the iainy season water was gathered from the roofs
bv m&ns of cemented run-offs and was directed into wells,
*hi"h *"t" elaborately roofed to prevent evaporation in
the hot weather. Tikal, although in one of the wettest zones,
suffered repeatedly from droughl. There the engineers ce-
-a"t"a atp 

"o 
entire ravine of porous -limestone around

the principal plaza, to create giant-$j"ed reservoirs' over
thesi passed dauseways which served as both dams and

roads. 
-All 

this was to no avail for the maize flelds' Wben
i"i" aia not fall at stated intervals, the soil quickly

dried up, cracked, and became cement-hard.
Wnen inis happened (and it is obvious from the frequent

appeals to the iain gods that it happened often), the Maya
a^bandoned their cities, went into the jungles, and were
reduced to eating the bark of trees. The old, who were
unable to comeo were left to die. Human sacrifices to the

;A; **" frequent on these occasions. Other Mexican tribes
s:uffered in the same measure from drought, and the Aztecs
sacrificed thousands to the rain gods.--On; 

of tn" enigmas of the Maya is that neolithic mental
block which previnted them from devising a way i1 w!ic!
to obtain the water whiph lay immediately. below the land
surface, Landa noted that there "are few places where one
digs down that water cannot be found, sometimes within
on"e meter." Irrigation techniques are inseparable from a
developed agriculture. The prl-Inca -civilizations in Peru,
whose^ rainle.-ss coasts were more of a challenge to the
orimitive mind than the situation which faced the Maya,
iolved their problems by the construction of an elaborate
system of irrigational aqueducts, water often being brought
down for hundreds of miles.

Although they were able to perfect a caleldar a9 Sood .as
the Greei or B!ryptian and raise stone cities from ,th9- junglg,

the Maya used'- ihe wheel only in toys .for children. It
would not have been beyond Maya technique to install- a
treadmill that dipped int6 the giant cenotes and raised the
water to tle surface, conveying it then, by means of an
aqueduct, to their fields. In'arid Numidia and Mauretania
(fresent-day Algeria and Morocco) the Romans used reser'
vbir*, poodt, aid underground cisterns; linking them with
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sanals and aqueducts to convey water to field and home.
The water tunnel widely used 

-by 
the acnaemenian tinls

in Persia (circa 600 n.c.) and iater introduced into arid
Egypt was- a product of q" intelligent use of graaienis anJ
the natural flow of water into wateiless areas. Ii could easily
have been worked out by the Maya. The giant wheel buili
[ {ugustus- in e.o. 11.1 ir the rown of Fayum, in Egypt,
lifted water from the Nile by a human tread method and'fed
it into reserv,oirs, which in turn flowed to fountains, baths, a
btewery, and even to two synagogues. Such a device was not
beyoird the means of the Miva.- 

-

There was a mental block against the principle of the
wheel in the Americas, where iran wus tie driy animal.
None -of the practical uses of the wheel, in whatever foim,
yer.e k3oTm: pulley, a-rc\ qgller wheel, rotary quern, pot_
ter's wheel, or water wheel. Had the Maya had tfie taitei in
that terrible year of 1464, wben there was drought followed
p-V,a loqrst swaxm so thick that the weight of it broke the
limbs off large trees and _engulfed the i-and untit ..noihin!
green was left," they might have survived and weatherei
the great hurricane that followed and destroyed houses,
trees, and fields. "After this the land of yucatfn remained
so destitute of trees that . . casting one's eyes over the
country from some high point it looks as if th6 whole iand
had been cut by scissors. . . ."

I l. The Tax

Only the gods seem to have been able to create something
out -of nothing. -That something cannot come out of nothin!
is tle reason for taxation. The Romans called it taxmi,
geani|g "Q,bg touched sharply," and most people of ali
times have felt it to be a burden. To the Maya, ivh6se closest
approach to money was the cacao bean, the tax burden was
in the form of work service.

Little is known of its details. With the Aztecs we have
some idea of how each clan or calpulli was collectively
taxed. Aztec charts give a precise idea how tribute (whicl
was a form of tax) was levied from the conquered. That
other great theocratic state, the Inca realm. hai a form of
work tax called the mit'a, in which every able-bodied man
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was obliged to give a stated amount of work service to the
state, w[ich seivice was recorded in their knotted-string
quipu. Though it is possible that the Maya had such records,
they have left none behind.

ihe Neur East civilizations, such as the Sumerian and
Mesopotamian, kept precise tax accounts in cuneiform writ-
ing, ind it is thorighf that this necessary business stimulated
tG- invention and perfection of writing. This was also
true as regards the Aztecs. From the name-glyphs i" S*
tribute bo6ks, we know the precise towns that lay within
the Aztec orbit. If such lists existed among tle Maya, the
overzealous padres must have destroyed the evidence.

Maize was the first tax. Part of a farmer's surplus was
turned over to the tax-collecting batab, who brought it to
the "state" depositories. Then, as ,a fofm of work-service tax,
the personal maize fields of priest- and qobility- were culti'
vated and harvested. Writes Landa: "They [the common
menl improved the lands of the lords . . planting them
with win;-trees lbalchef and they sowed cotton, cbili pep-
pers and maize,"- 

Construction was ,also a part of personal tax. The houses
of the directing classes were built by the common people,.at
their own expense. The causeways were built as part of the
work service; it was carried out by corvde by the glans that
lived near the road. The nobilify were carried in a litter, as
were the Aztec "kings," who allowed themselves to be car'
ried short distances. The Inca nobles used the litter as a con-
veyance and picked groups of hardy tribesmen who carried
them for thousands of miles. It is not known whether the
litter convoy was used among the Maya, but *if the lords
went out of their fief, they took with them a great many
people."- 

Public building was the principal labor tax. It is fully
evident that immense religious centers, temple cities such as
Tikal-a eity covering many square'miles,. complete vrith
reservoirs, giant causeways, and ball courts, whose fagades
are iatricately carved-presupposed a complex social organi-
zation and effective use of work service. The Indian could al-
ways be counted on willingly to work on the construction of a
temple city, since in the long run it would benefit him' All
wished to gain favor with the gods. It would be wrong to be-
lieve that this was slave labor. It greatly differed from the
labor to which the Maya was l,ater put by his white con'
querors. The latter benefited the Spanish, not the Indian.- 

Many in Maya society were exempt from taxes. The
nobles, priests, and civil and military officials lived on the
tax tribute of the lower man. In addition a sizable number
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of artisans, who decorated the temples, carved the stelae,
and directed if not actually carved the wooden lintels and
the masks for the actors, were supported out of the ac-
crrmulated 9urpl5 brought to the official storage chambers by
the tax-paying Maya.

T!e- ggd$, no matter in what guise they came, have always
cost Mexico dear.

g.€
12. Weaving

Ix Chetel Yax, -daughter 9f _the goddess of pregnancy, was
the patroness of weaving.* Because weaving was aol'e ex-
elusively by the woman and because she was-almost continu-
ously p-regnant, the association was perhaps made in Maya
minds !s1u,/een the two otherwise ur:related activities.

Fig, 14. Ix Chebel _Yax, ttre goddess of weaving. She
yry +e datghter of Ixchel, the goddess of pregnancy
arrd the wife of [tz^m!a, the Maya god of tearnin!.
From the Codex Tro-Cortesianus.

_Weaving was both for home consumption and for trade.
The women wove huipiles for themseGs, and breechclouts
for their men. Unfortunately we have no examples of these

* Bric Thompson believes that Ix Azal Uoh, the wife of the sungoo, was tne goddess of weaving, that Ix 7-acal Nok was the ..lady
clothweaver," and that the figure shown in the cod& Tro_Cortesianui
-(ruz, P,,9, d).-.pay represent tle moon goddess spinning. Jf rhis be true
I am ruxy willIltg to bow to Dr, Thompson, who has spent oore time
uran aoy ot&er [yrng man exploring and writing aboui the Maya-
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sarments beyond the representations of -tlrem on murals,

iotterv. and sculpture. So far as we know' Maya weavmg was

il"t"i. iney did^ not, like the Incas, appoint "chosen" Ysomen
tb five and weave in the sacred precincts'- 

Spi"niog i"variably has been woman. The very tools a1e

svrribolical-: an unniarried woman is a spinster; and the
ffid" i. l'on the distaff side," since the yarn was always
soun from a distaff held under the woman's atm'- 

in" spindle whorl is universal' The Maya spindle- was a
stick ten to twelve inches in length, vrith a pottery balance
ii"" tnti" inches from its end. If was spun about in a small

""r"u*i" 
Oi.n. Th.t" pottery whorls are att that survive of

Maya weaving.- -i"tto" 
wal "gathered together in wonderful quantity. and

grows in all parts of the land . . there axe two kinds of
it." One type was an annual; ". . . -they sow it every year"'
The other ivas a perennial, a sort of tree cotton (Gossypium
ierbaceum), as' its classification suggests' "and this
lasts five or six years and bears cotton every year.o'^Tree cot'
ton* was known and used by the pre-Inca cultures; it grew in
the coastal drylands about Piura.

Dyeing wis done before weaving. Colors, vegetable and
mineral,-were symbols. Black was the symbol of war, since
obsidian tipped arrow and spearl black was obtained from
oarbon. Yeliow, the color of ripe corn, was the symbol for
food. It was extracted from hydrous iron oxide. Red was a
blood symbol; it came from several sources: red iron oxide
and, from the vegetable world, achiote and brazilwood. Coch'
ineal, mukay, was highly prized, "the best in the Indies
coming from the dry land." It was obtained from the insects
that Maya boys "herded like cows" on cactus pads.f

Blue was the color symbol of sacrifice. That particular
"Maya blue" which one sees so vividly on the murals of
Bonampak came from a mineral which has been identified.
"Colors of many different kinds were made from dyes of cer'

* Cotton and its distribution are fascinating botanical and an-
thropological problems. The origins of the Greek word for cotton point
to India; 2500 n.c., but cotton must have been known earter than
this. It 

'became 
familiar to tho Greeks through the conquests of

Alexander the Great (d. 323 s.c.). Theophrastus reported that In-
dians planted cotton in rows, and his contemporary Aristobolus said
seeds were separated from the capsules and the fibers combed. Cotton
did not appear in the Nile valley until 500 s.c. (it appears in Peru as
oarly as 2000 n.c.) and was known as "tree wool." The Romans made
cottoa goods on a large scale in Malta from cotton grown in Eeypt.

f In the sixteenth century cochineal found to yield a good color
was extensively cultivated in Italy and Greece; it replaced all other

. Bources of red dye.
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tain trees." The Maya also used the juices of the wild to-
mato, the blackberry, and the green-black avocado. The most
prized, bec,ause it was difficult to obtain, was the deep purple
obtained from a mollusk (Purpura patula). It it thost
identioal with the famous Tyrian purple derived from several
species of mollusks,, mnrex and purpura. Dyes were pounded
in stong mortaxs, which are sometimes found in graves. The
dry colors were undoubtedly kept in small bags, which one
does not see among the Maya, but their counterpart in peru
has been preserved.

Fig. 15. The spindle-whorl is universal. The spindle
stick was rotated on a small pottery dish-as shown here
in an illustration from a Mexicaa codex.

-- Independent invention is an archaeological fact. peoples
living under similu geographical conditibns will resemble
one another in various. practices. Like the Maya, the Egyp-
tians used carbon for black, and got their puiple from-ifre
Purpura mollusk. Ancient weavers needed a mordant to fix
their dyes. The Peruvians used copper. The Maya fust uped
urine,.as did the Aztess and the Egyptians. That it wdso
used in Egypt is attested in a papyrus dated 2000 s.c.:
". . . his hands stink [referring lo-a Ayer working in the
urine vatl and he abhorreth the sight of cloth." When the
cloth trade was extended, the Maya obtained alum from tle
Mexican ffiBllands, using it as a mordant for dyers, an .N-
Eingent, and a preservative for leathers.*

The Maya loom was identical with that of all the other
*The whitish astringent alun came from Aztec-held territorv and

was brough_.t to ttre_ trarling center of Xicalanco by the trading dele-
gati€ns, (The people of the classical lands atways used aluininum
suuate, to cause the dyestuffs to adhere to textile fibers. lt was
called "alnm of Yemen" and loomed large in trade from the earliest
times. Alums were extensively used as mordants in Europe in the
Middle Ages.)
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American tribes. The backstrap loom had a horizontal rod
that was attached to a post or tree. The warp was then fas-
tened to the lower wooden tod (xunche), which had a thick
hemp cord (yarnal) that went around the ample rump of
the fuoman weaver. The essentials of weaving .vary little, be
it Aztec,Inca, Egyptian, Greek, Roman, or Maya. Th9 weft i9
interlaced with the warp. But the arrangement of colors and
pattern is the art, the genius of weaving. The designs of the
iloth produced from these Maya looms must have been fan-
tastic,^judging by the scant evidence which is shown on their
murais, scutptures, and vase paintings. There were fabrics
made of the:imported r,abbit-wool yarn from Mexico, others
with bird plumage tied in to form feather mosaics, and tough
manta cloth padded with cotton and soaked in salt brine
for body armbr. Designs and colors ran rioa, and--yet all we
know oi them are from the scant, tantalizing illustrations-
Al1 of the art of those looms has perished with war and
conquest, time, and the elements. El"gqt fo1 the fragments
found at the bottom of the wells of Chich6n Itz5, tlere is
no other evidence. It is a great loss to the history of art, for
we know from an analogous source-the weavings of Peru,
where dry desert conditions have preserve4 many superb
pieces-how wonderful it must have been. Since, as said an
bld report, "the traffic of this land is in mantas of cotton,"
and this cloth was produced over arr immense period of time,
1000 r.c. until lo. !67O, the amount produced could have
certainly stretched around the world.

From the simple manta woven in strips eighteen yards
long, used for tr,ade, came the colorful huipil fot wom€n'
and breechclout for men, the robes of the priests and chief-
tains, the cloth for dressing idols, the portieres for temple
doors, and the body armor referred to above.

All this has perished.

nl^
.:Cla.
f  t ( r
Etu

13. Feather Mosaics

The art of featherwork was highly developed. It was equally
so in the other gteat American theocracies, Inca and Aztec.
Only that of the Incas has been preserved, owing to the en;
veloping sands of the dry coast of Peru. Of the Aztec work
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only t-wo fealh:r pieces_have been preserved, and those by
mere chance.* From the Maya, nothing.

S,rnce lhg Maya did not have a centralized capital, we have
no knowledge of craft guilds within such a center. The Aztec
had feather weavers (amanteca) and a centralized aviarv
where birds were raised for their plumes. This was not
necessary for the Maya; in their lands the birds were abun-
dant. In Yucat6n there was the motmot (loft). with its
iridescent tail, and the blue Yucat6n jay (paap), which
tr_aveled in flocks and yielded a wide variety of blue plumes.
There were the modest-plumed quail, woodpeckers,^ pheas-
antso and the yellow-crested curassow, w[ose blue-black
feathers were made into a feather mosaic for high priests.
The ocellated wild turkey gave feathers which weie used in
Maya_ rituals. Along the seashore were ducks, egrets, herons,
and the sun bittern. In the tropical area of El pet6n there
Jv.e1e toqc_alets, parrots, and trogons, and further up, in the
high, cold forests of Guatemala, were the long-tailid green
and red panots and the fabled quetzal, a bird the size-of a
pouler pr!_eon, which yielded two long, golden-green tail
fgathers. The quetzal lives in the highlands and breEOs in tne
cloud^forests,,apovg 4,000 feet. "In the province of Verapaz
[in Guatemala] they punish with death him who lills
the quetzal bird, the one of the rich plumes . . . for these
feathers were of great value. . . .',

Birds were caught in bird lime or else felled with clav
pellets propelled from a blowpipe,f a method of capturing
a bird without killing it. The author used this means when he
caught, photographed, and studied the quetzal bird for the
first time in its historv.

^-*Yh"g_ Corte.s qlspatched the first treasure ship to Spain in 1519,
Charles V was in Flanders; the ship foUowed him. Thoulh astonished
by-the golden ornaments, he was involved in war, and 6rdered them
melted down into br,llion to pay for his troops iri the lowlands. The
headdress gnd_shi_e.ld qveq !9 Cortes by Moctezuma were later given
to Archduke Ferdinand of Tyrol, who sent them to his chamb&ain.
Preserved at the Hapsburg Castie at Ambras. they were discovered
and identified, only at the end of the last ientuiy. They are now
aryong the archaeological treasures of the Museum ftir Voilierkunde at
Vienna.

- f This blorpipe, dzonche, was an efiective instrument. Diego de
Landa, who_ saw it in action, said that an Indian using a blowpipe
(with a pellet the size of a marble) could knock dowJ a bird lioiv-
-ever large, Moctezuma had dozens of blowpipes, made of gold, which
Fg urqd fqr hqgting. ,He gave one of them tb Coites. The sime iypt;i
blowpipe is still used among the remote tribe of Jicaques in liondu-
ras, who once bordered the Maya. The ingenious meihod of manu-
facture, with a botanical 'ientifrcation of-the plants involved, ihe
paking o{_ t!e_ pellers, and the methods of hirnting have alieady
been described by von Hagen+o



Fie. 16. Above. The sacred q'ueQal bird from a ro'
liei i";""d 

"; 
Ful"oqo"' only the ieathers are formalized'

Ee7ow. g' parrot, drawn realistically'

The technique of preparing a feather moeaic-b-egan with
tne oieparatioir of thd loom ai in cloth weaving' The feathers
*"rJ Uiit" laid out in the desired pattern by the weaver' As
rh;wot", the quill of the feather was tied irrto the warp a$d

weft of the weaving.
The Mava nr,add much use of the feather moeaic. The ends

of 
-me 

mah's breechclout which hung down, fore and a&
were decorated with featherwork."with a great deal of care
and beauty." The priests and chieftains wore woven cotton-
mat helmets ornamented with the magnificent golden-green
featlers of the quetzal. There were feather fans for actor-
d*"ett, and for the nobles, long fans mounted on poles,
wnicn fept away the insistent insects. One sees these on the
m*Jt of eonainpak. For the festival of Xul five magnifi-
cent banners of *oven feathers were presented to the tem'
ples by various artisans. Warriors dressed in featherwork'
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which made them look something like Papagena in The
Magic Flute. There were feather shields similar to the one
made for the Aztec "king" Ahuizotl (d. 1503), which is
still preserved at Vienna. In many dance ceremonies feather
dress was used, as Diego de Landa saw and noted: ,,. . . one
woman clothed in a feather dress danced for the people . . .
and the lords of the land went clothed in certain xiioles of
cotton and feathers woven into a kind of jacket . . . and the
very,lofty in fine feathers, especially the quetzal feathers,
which are so valued . . . they are used as mbney.,,

14. Mats and Maning
Pop was the word for the woven-qrass mat.

The mat was the symbol of auilority to the Maya as it
was to the Aztecs. The holpop, he-who-sits-at-the-head-of-
the-mat, was tle title given to an official of the directing
classes who sat in the place so designated. In the sixteenthl
gentury Motul Maya dictionary, the word pop means both'othrone" and "mat.'n Mote, pop was the first month of the
eighteen-month Maya year.

The importance of the rush mat to the Maya mav be seen in
the varied uses of it. In ordinary houses the mat was used as
a floor covering. Food was served on tbe mat, and mats were
used as mattresses for beds. On one of the temple walls, at
Tikal, where some Indian circa e.p. 700 doodled the things
of his life (one sees a man being ceremonially killed with an
atrow,, a jaguar vdth tail at the alert, a throne, a lord being
caried on a litter), there are two sketches of the woven rush
ly.t. The same type of decoration appears on the stone StelauJ" at_Cop6n and again on Stela aIJ- at euirigua, not far
from Cop6n. At Chich6n Itz6, on the smali tnfrcated plat-
form in front of the great pyramid, the woven-rush mat
shares the decoration with the symbol for the planet Venus.
- Mats were woven by men and women in their homes, dur-
ing the round of the day. "They have in the fields and forests
many difierent kinds of osiers," says Landa, The woven mat
undoubtedly antedates weaving. Mat weaving and basketry
are found in all of the neolithic cultures dating as far back
as 5000 n.c.

No examples of Maya matwork have survived.
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15. Basketry

Basketry was highly developed. There seem to have been
four types, but time has effaced them all. We know the
Maya basket only from wall paintings, pottery, and sculptur-e.
The Maya used reeds, rushes, sedges, grass, and vines for
making baskets. "They have a certain plant [Cyperus camusf
which they raise or grow in theit cenote-wel\s and in other
places from which they make their baskets . . . and they are
accustomed to dye them in colors, thus making them very
pretty."- 

The drawings show some baskets to have been twilled'
others in a design of stepped frets and small squares. Inca
baskets, as the hand of the maker left them, have been found
in the preserving, desiccating sands of Peru and give a good
idea of how well developed basketry was in the Americas.
The techniques of basketmaking have changed little throt'gh-
out the centuries; the earliest found in certain neolithic sites
in kaq (5000 n.c.) are almost identical with those found in
the Amerieas.

16. Rope and Ropemalcing

As master builders and seafarers, tle Maya had much use for
rope. Rope was plaited out of the tough fibers of the hene'
quen, ot hemp. It is one of the agaves; a genus of the large
and important amaryllis family, witb spined fleshy leaves.
They were all of considerable economic use to the American
Indian tribes. The Aztecs had 3L7 uses for the agave, which
included the fabrication of a beverage caTled pulque from
its fermented juice. The Incas plaited the same agave into
thick cables, "as broad as a calf's body," and used them for
sustaining the suspension bridges which they hung over
Andean gorges. The Maya used it for a number of items:
sandals, bowstrings, fishlines ("they tie their harpoons with
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buoys at the end"). They used it as cordage for sails on their
long coastal sea voyages. One of the most frequent uses for
rope rvas in temple building.

W_e may a_ssulle thal the use of rope cables was analogous
to that of the Egyptians (henequen was superior to iheir
date-palm fiber ropes). Rope and ropemaking were of the
greatest importance to theocratic empires. Rope was a basic
source of powero for men with ropes suspended from their
shoulders pulled huge rock masses into place. A bas-relief at
Nineveh (c. 700 B.c.), at the Palace of Sennacherib. shows
legions of men, bearded in the Hittite fashion, pulling huge
carved monuments on wooden sledges. At the fomt it
Thebes (c. 1450 a.'c.) there are scenes of ropemaking. Men
axe seen plaiting palm fibers into wrist-thick cables.

Unhappily for us the Maya were so preoccupied with the
hierarchy .of numbers and so intoxicated with time's flight,
that they forgot to record all the daily events of their lives.
They have left us no illustrations of the craft of ropemaking.

8.€
.17, Pottery and Pottery Makers

Monsieur D'Asterac, the gently mad alchemist of Anatole
France's Reine Pddauque, said that "Jehovah's artifice in
making man did not go beyond that of e very able potter
capable of molding beings such as we are, in clay. . . . We
are, in fact, nothing but animated pottery."

The ancient Maya themselves are now not much more than
animated pottery. Because pottery is a chronological frarire
upon which to gauge historical perspective, so Maya potsherds
have been studied to the point of delirium. The preoccupation
with pottery design and techniques is ofttimes carried to ex-
tremes,41

In the study of prehistoric cultures art is given undue at-
tention because it is far easier to photograph a temple than
to detail a form of life. Moreover, the Maya are inarticulate
except through their art. So those Maya, anonymous and com-
munal, who raised the stone temple cities and out of the
chaos of the jungle built a concourse of roads, have now been
reduced to a sequence of pottery. My friend Eric Thompson
bemoans the fact: "There is not a little danger that the fate
of Maya archaeology . . , might emerge as a-rr interminable
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catalog of changes in the designs and shapes of pottery."
The Maya were pottery makers of the highest quality.a2

The imagination, design, and form are as good as anything of
the Greeks, far surpass the Roman ceramic arts, and are
superior to the pottery of almost any of the cultures of the
ancient Near East. All these wonderful Maya pottery forms-
too varied to'detail-were done without the potter's wheel.
Pottery was done by coiling. The technique is almost as old
as man. Clay was molded into long coils-sort of outsized
spaghettis-then laid down in successive rings and worked
and pressed into a single form with the hands. The clay form
was then smoothed with a shard. If the vase was large-and
some were gigantic-the pottery maker walked around the

himself the potter's wheel. This technique
to the Maya; all the tribes and cultures cov-

vase, bl
was not
ering the wide area of the Americas employed it, and many
used it in Africa and the peripheral Asiatic world.

These time-consuming methods have changed little since
the earliest neolithic times. The pottery wheel would have
simplified the process but we have seen that the wheel was
unknown to the cultures of pre-Hispanic America. The pot-
ter's wheel presented mechanical problems not easily- solved
unless a people were fairly advanced in metallurgy; it must
turn true'an^<l tight on a bearing. It is not, however, to be
supposed that because the Maya and other American.potters
usi& tne primitive technique that their pottery was primilive.
The wheel brought, as in the Greek vase, repetitive forms.
Maya potters acfueved gteater individuality in their work be'
cause of a lack of mechanical devices'

Pottery was turned out in mass. They had molds for
pressing-designs on finished pots. Excavations have turned
irp sn"6 molis witl decorations in vertical, horizontal, and
pinched stripes for rouletting and comb. markings, and-molds
of UateO ciay to impress patterns. There is ns lsshnique
(other than the wheel) used by the best "mechanical'l pottgrs
of the classic era that was noi known and employed by the
Maya.

After being decorated, the pottery was fued in an o-pen
kiln (wood- Jharcoal- or grass-burning) and baked at a heat
of 45'0" upward. All Maya pottery was made in this fashion'
simple utiiitarian bowls lnd cooking Pots, decorated dishes,
pitchers to hold chocolate, beakers to be filled with the-heady 

mead. Braziers were made (to wqm a chil-ly room-or
to burn copal). There were plates to hold slcrificial urns for
the ashes 6t tne aeaA ("the nobles had their ashes placed in
Breat urns"). They made man-sized jarq, as large as the
[.oott"d and corded jars found in Kaossos, Crete; the Maya
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used immense ones for underground water storage. Those
found at Tabasco had an elaborate appliqu6 decoration. Life-
sized idols were fashioned from clay, and each of the 20,000
houses in Mayap6n had one such. Even in Landa,s time
"they earned ? $eat deal by making idols of clay."

The most beautiful of pottery, decorated wiih scenes of
Maya life, was made for the dead. Those found at Jaina,
Campeche, are clay figures, freely molded yet exquisite in
detail, and show Maya chieftains elegantly dressed and women
ricbly clothed with necklaces and elaborate coiffures: .oan
extraordinary mastery of handling, realistic knowledge of
form and movement; they are elegant and refined, majestic
and monumental . excellent examples of the Maya aes-
th.-etic ideal." Their pottery has left us many details oi Maya
life-especially that of the women-which are never indi-
cated_ in the carvings- on the monuments. Clay modeling was
in a large seose a secular art; the clay flgurines show Maya
man as he saw himself. They were the expression of the
lower man and the world about him-not an art form de-
signed for the dominating elite, grandiose, elegant, and re-
1ngte. The modeled figures give a picture of appearance and
habits, the dress of men and soldiers. houses and sarnes.
Those that came from the coast of Veracruz much inflrienced
the latter-day Maya. They show the Indian as gay; the
laughing heads and soft modeling of bodies emit a sort of
contagious happiness and embody sophisticated elements.
The God-obsessed Maya, austere in their religiosity, were
considerably influenced by the art of'the figurines; they bor-
rowed much from it for their Puuc-style architecrure.

Pottery was woman. All we see of the remains of the Maya
ceramic art was done by women. It is a fact tbat should be
stressed. In almost every place where pottery making was on
an archaic level-Africa or Melanesia-potiery was woman-
made and its design woman-inspired. Throughout the area of
the Amazon, pottery was a woman's task. Women were the
potters, so far as we know, in ancient Peru. Early Greek and
early Egyptian pottery was also woman-made until the intro-
duction of the potter's wheel. Sir Lindsay Scott is .'certain',
that it was only after the introduction of the potter's wheel
that pottery becamq-as the drawings on the walls of Thebes
show----exclusively masculine. This suggests that all the
superbly beautiful patterns found on pottery (as well as
weaving) were conceived by woman

Perhaps then, Art ls a woman.
Pottery is a time marker. For the archaeologists who

teconstruct the history of a preliterate people, the most im-
portant evidence is the shape, decoration, and temper of
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Fig. 17. The phases of Maya pottery are the time marker of
tlreir history. From M. Covarnrbias, Indian Art ol Mexico and
Central America, New York, 1957 (after Robert E. Smith).
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pottery. Ceramics record stylistic and therefore social de-
velopment.

Vi:ry primitive pottery is little known in Mayadomr lhen
potteri ippears it is already fairly well_advanced. Archae-
btogisis h-ave given Maya pottery, and therefore Maya his'
tory, five phases and to each (except the fifth) a name drawn
from the Popol Yuh.

l. Mamom, "Grandmother" (200f500 s.c'). Pottery is
strictlv utilitarian; it has been discovered at the lowest levels
in El'Pet6n (where the earliest dated records begin). Most
in evidence are the rounded cooking pots, ct'tm, which remain
relatively unehanged throughout the length 9f Maya history.
They ar'e simply decorated, grooved and incised. Naked clay
figurines and flat eating dishes also appear.--2. 

Chicanel, "Concealer," is the Maya formative period
(500 a.c.-,1.o. 300). There now appears some of the superbly
painted polychromic Uaxactun pottery. The human form is

!'iven literally, and it is often glyph-dated. Between this and
lhe Mamom'phase there has seemingly been no evolution of
form; Chicanel suddenly appears full-born. The Chicanel

Fig, 18. "Thin-orangel' pottery of late Maya history,
from the region of Chich6n Itz6.

styles vary widely tbroughout El Pet6n and Yucat6n. The
shapes are low, flaring; bowls have an oraoge color, decorated
by what has been called the abatik process. It is also the begin-
ning of the culture of Maya cities.*

3. Tzakol, "The Builders" (e.o. 317-650), is the period of
the rise of the great ceremonial or temple cities throughout
Mayadom. The pottery is sophisticated and polychromic.
"Thin-orange," a very delicate pottery, appears. Distributed
widely far outside the Maya area, it was developed from some

* The oldest dated stela thus far found (e.o. 328) is at lJaxactun.
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unknown center" This period, archaeological stratification
proves, lasted about three centuries.

4. Tepeuh, "Conqueror" (e.p. 650-1000), is dorninantly
Maya. All the traits that are "Maya" appear. Pottery is
facile, sophisticated. One senses that the potter has now full
control of clay and design, and it turns into decorative
baroque. The arts, technically perfected, seem to lose their
original creative vitality. The same flamboyance appears in
Maya sculpture (which is less sensitive to periodic change
than pottery). It is an ornate phase in Maya art. There is a
change from static to dynamic composition; the richly
dressed personages in ttre sculptures are presented in "anec-
dotal scenes," and there is an unrestrained elaborateness, an
exaggerated love of ornament. The greatest temple cities,
Tikal, Cop6n, Palenque, Piedras Negras, have all been
built, and there follows what most have called a period of
decadence-the mass of building stops and grinds to a halt.
There seems to be some relation between this "baroque"
period and the abandonment of Maya cities. The ceramic
arts, at the same time, show a shift in frame of reference;
decoration becomes secular, religious motifs no longer hold,
and the artist becomes increasingly concerned with the world
about him. The overelaboration of sculpture, the tendency of
the lower man to concern himself with secular subjects, the
cessation of building, the ruinous destructive methods of
neolithic agriculture, the disintegration of central authority
-all combine to show that "something" is happening in
Mayadom. It is rash to base a theory of disintegration on
flamboyance in the arts. Still, the condition of a people's art
is ofteir a symptom of its society. "Vulgarity is a,lways the
result of some excess. . . , ." "WhereYer artists find some
technical difficulty in imposing form on brute matter, art
tends to be simple luxuriantism and consequeltly
vulgarity become possible only when men have acquired
complete mastery over matter."

If all this is nbt explanation enough, in the Tepeuh Plriod'
the "Conqueror" phase, "something" caused millions of peo-
ple to abandon their cities.' 

5. Maya-Toltec (ttnnarlrred in the Popol Yuh) (e.1. 1000-
1500) ii the final phase. It begins with the introduction of
new styles in architecture and pottery-the effect of the Tol-
tec incursions-and ends with the occupation of Yucat6n
by the Spaniards.- 

Although tbe cum cooking pot retai|s its shape qrd fi1n9-
tion through all these periods (a confirmation of S,pengler's
"eternal pe-asant" theme), new ideas, new shapes-of pottery,
and espeiiatly new design and ornament appeax in northern
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Yucat6n, which was invaded by the Maya-speaking Toltecs.
Pumbate, the only glazed pottery in the Americas, appears.
Manufactured perhaps at Soconusco, close to the Chiapas
border, it is decorated with Aztec-like gods and anialg1t. t
the Puuc a new form of Maya architecture develops and
along with it a hard, gray, slatelike carved pottery. Fragments
of iifrom the ruins of Uxmal show pottery to have been as
limpidly beautiful as anything out of early Egypt. Toltec
motifs,- themes from the military orders of the Jaguar and
the Eagle appear, as well as variations on themes of the cult
of the plumed serpent. Tradition and known history are con-
flrmed by pottery and it by archaeology. Thus, pottery is an
"index fossif'of Maya history.

18. Trade
'"The occupation to which they [the Maya] had the great-
est inclination was trade."

This inclination toward trade had early maaifested itself
among the Maya; they were the only one of the three great
American theocracies who maintained it by sea as well as by
land. Ever since man has appeared on the earth, he has
traded. Wars ceased so that man might trade' As man was
willing to go vast distances for things he lacked, the early
trade roads were luxury routes. He went vast miles, from the
Mediterranean to the Baltic, to obtain amber, "that special
act of God." Camel caravans traveled even greater distances
tlrough hostile lands to effect trade and bring in luxury items.
Trading areas throughout the world had rights of asylum.
Few were hindered in passing through hostile tribes when
trade was the object.* Strabo stated that wayfarers whose ob-
jec! was business went under divine protection (Mercury
was the god of travelers). In the Middle Ages, Edward the
Confessor gave travelers protection on the four main Roman
roads in England, declaring them "under the truce of God."
It is then not surprising to find that the suPreme occupation
of the Maya was trade.

The trade routes date from the origin of the Maya. The
Guatemalan highlands were linked with both coasts by trails

* Trade rvas sacrosanct. One does not have to go to ancient
Greeco for confirmation of tlis. Today it means imprisonment and
perhaps death for anyone to pass into East Germany-yet daily trade
missions cross over the border with complete fre,edom.
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and later by nran-maintained roads. The Popol Vuh speaks of
"where the four [trade] roads joined." * The one great
river of the Maya-the Usumacinta, which rises in the high
rnountains-was navigable to above the city of Piedras
Negras; traders went up and down the entire distance of Z4O
miles. Trade traffic on land used a well-developed system of
roads and causeways (sacbe; plural, sacbeob); many of these
connected with the interior Maya cities. (See the chapter on
l,and communications. )

Early trade routes have been traced by articles found in
Maya graves. In Maya Guatemala, at the site of Kiminal-
juyu, there are artifacts which derived from Teotihuacdn,
in Mexico-which shows that early Toltec trade lines moved
along the Pacific side. Graves in the temple city of Tikal,
deep in the jungle, have yielded sting-ray barbs (used for
blood sacrifice) that came frorn the Caribbean Sea. Social
surplus stimulated trade. The highland Maya traded in obsid-
ian (all the active volcanoes yielding ob-sidian were on the
Pacific side). Jade, a Maya symbol and passion, came from
the highlands (although the geological source has not been
found), as did the feathers of the quetzal. Copal, an iocense,
was an export item, along with flint, alum, and coch-
ineal. These were exchanged with the lowland Maya for cot-
ton, salt, cotton yardage, honey, wax, balche, cacao, dried fish,
and smoked deer. So trade flowed in both directions. It
brougtt with it new influences. New ideas accompanied tle
march to market-patterns for weaving, deadlier weapons,
new foods, all these followed commerce.

The routes are best detailed in Yucat6n, for here the Maya
were concentrated in the last centuries of their cultural exist-
ence, and here they were conquered by the Spanish, who
chronicled the details of their lives. Christophei Columbus
was the first man to make a record of Mava trade. His cara-
vels, on his fourth and last voyage to th6 Americas, met a
Maya trading canoe on the isle of Guanaja in 1502. ThE
canoes were forty feet long. They brought obsidian, razors,
copper hatchets, and cotton draperies of many different
colors, and the Maya chieftain explained that they had come
to this island, which lay twenty miles off the coast of Hon-
duras, to trade for green parot feathers and crystal.

When Cortes was in Xicalanco in 1524, seeking the
route to Honduras, one of the Maya traders there gave him a
well-made map, painted on fine1y woven cloth, showing the
entire inland routes through Mayadom, from Xicalanco in
Tabasco to Nito, Honduras, a distance of 400 land miles.

* "One of the four roads was red, another black, another white . . .
and the black road said to him, I am the one you must take,,' Colors
were direction symbols
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Fig. f9. Xicalanco was an important Maya-Mexican
trade cetrter.

All sea or land communications led to the great emporium
of Xicalanco. To the Aztec it was An6huac Xicalanco
qgd called "the place where the langrage changes,', that is,
the tribes to the southeast of Xicalanco spoke Maya.

Xicalanco lies a few miles inland from the Laguna de
Terminos. Into this outsized lagoon debouch four rivers; the
largest of which is the Usumacinta. At the northeast end of
tFe forty-milelong lagoon there is a smaller one, tihe Lagr.rna
de Pom; on its shore was Xicalanco. It was strategiially
placed. To reach it traders coming southward had io us-e
canoes. It was surounded on tlree sides by bog and swamp.
On the northeast side there was a causeway teiOing to VetL
cruz and Aztes Mexico. Xicalanco was a meeting place of
Maya, Azt*, Toltec, Mixtec, and Totonac.
- Merchants brought salt, dried fish, cotton yardage, copal,
honey, w:uq corn, beans, and feathers woven inCo cloiks.
shields, and caps. Certain hibes of the Maya had a virtuai
monopoly on salt. 'There is a marsh in Yucat6n worth re-
cording," says Diggo de Landa, "more than 70 leagues long
and entirely of salt . . . here God . . . has made the best salt.t
The lagoon beginning at Ekab (which was the first town seen
by Grijalyl in 1518; he called it "New Cairo") was a large
commercial trading center with an extensive canoe trade
dealing mostly in salt. Only certain Maya clans were allowed
to gather the salt, and the lords of Ekab demanded a royalty
on it.
_ Sult- hg" been important in the history of most peoples.
Rome's first formal stone road was the Via Salaria, buitt to
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obtain salt. In Colombia the landlocked Chibcha grew rich
because of it; they had mountains of salt at Zipaqanra
(8,500 feet in altitude). Salt cakes in ceramic dishes were one
of the most familiar trade items in pre-Hispanic Colombia.
With emeralds, it was a Chibcha monopoly. Salt routes are
found all over the world. There are rnany about the "fertile
crescent"; grain eaters had great need for salt.

Fish, turtles, turtle eggs, and large conch shells (used for
trumpets, and for making cement lime, the conch shell also
became the symbol for zero in Maya arithmetic) were
brought into Xicalanco from the sea. Cotton mantas were
widely exported. Maize was sent in sacks. The Maya lacked
metal, but flints were used for knives and were a large trade
item. "God," said Landa, "provided them with many out-
crops of ffint . . and so flint served for metal."

The Maya merchants, called ppolm, belonged to an hon-
ored profession. Like the Aztec pochteca, they were counted
among the more'oimportant people." They had their own god,
Ek Chuuah, and their own rules of social conduct. Thev
were nontaxpaying Maya, with special social privileges. Thb
merchants operated canoe fleets, and maintained warehouses
for exchange along the Gulf Coast, as well as deep into the
interior of Mayadom. Hernando Cortes, in his famous trek
across Mayadom tn 1524 to punish a revolt, found evidence
of stonelaid roads with "rest-houses along the entire way,"
and beyond Lake Pet6n he captured a high-placed Maya
who told him he was a merchant trader and that he with
his slaves had voyaged to these parts in his ships.

At Xicalanco large, palm-thatched, stone-built war&o3*" 331*" :33 3'"jTo*'Lu*" jl1

Fig. 20. Sea animals drawn by a Maya artist: Real-
istic turtle, sting ray (much used in Maya blood rituals),
crab, barracuda, snail and, in the lower right-hand
corner, a spheroid mollusk that the Maya used for the
symbol of zero. From the murals of Chich6n Itz6.
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tended credit, solicited terms and payment dates.* Trade
w.rs on a truly vast scale. Post-Hispanic tribute lists record
that 26 villages in the Maya province of Mani paid an

- annual tribute of 13,48O cotton mantas, each 16 yards long
by 24 inches wide. This was 2L5,680 yards of cotton fabric
from this small area alonet

There was a considerable trade in luxuries----cacao, stone
beads, green stones called tun, "emeralds" (popzil tun),
topaz nose beads, cochineal for dyeing, alum, and, from the
distant Maya-speaking Huasteca, bitumen, which those
tribesmen gathered from oil seepages around Tabasco, now
Mexico's primary oil fields.

On the upper reaches of the Ueumacinta River were the
large city-states of Piedras Negras, and Yaxchilan, and near
to it, on a small tributary, was Palenque. Traders from them
brought down copal, the odoriferous and magical resin. It
was used as incense tlroughout Central America and in
much demand in Mexico. Pelts of jaguar and puma, fruits,
vanilla beans (to season,the.chocolate), wood, lime, and clay
were items in the trade picture. In Cortes, fifth letter t6
Carlos V dated 3, September 1527, teiltng of his awesorne
trek of 400 miles through Maya territory, he spoke of the
plovinqe of Acalan:aa "Of great size, colrtaining many peo-
ple 13d towns . ., many traders with slaves to carrf their
merchandise from here to every part [and Xicalanco] . . .
cloth, colors for dyeing, candlewood for lighting [ong splin-
lers of pinel, so full of resin they burned like a clnfue.,'
Most of this went overland to the Usumacinta, then by canoe
down the river. There are fusthand reports on how trade was
caried out.

After cacao, slaves. An excellent market for slaves was in
Tabasco, where Xicalanco was located. It was here in 151g
that Cortes on his way to the conquest of Mexico was given
the famous womanlvlalinche, "The Tongue,,, later honorJd by
the Spaniards for her part in the takine of Aztec Tenoch-
titl6n, with the title of Dofra Marina. 

-She 
was ,,from the

town of Paynama, 8 leagues from Cotzacoalcos in Tabasco,,'
writes Bernal Diaz. Her father had been the chieftain of the
town. When her mother remarried, her presence was found
inconvenient and she was given into slavery.
_ ,Sla1es. (ppentacob\ were big business and the Maya traf-
ficked widely iu them. The basic cost of a slave was 10b cacao
beaas. They were used for heavy manual labor, as fishermen,

* Trado credit was given, taken, and extended. Contracts were
oral-there were no written documents, Deals were closed by public
9ltoki"g., emphasizing'legality through publiciry,- J tirt"*' o? 

-ine

Maya. Yet lailure to pay or dispute over oral terms ofteo led to
wars.
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paddlers, and cargo carriers. Women slaves helped to draw
water, gdnd maize, and dye cloth. Men slaves had their hair
cut short and were given ragged mantles to wear. Slaves can
be seen in ancient Maya sculptura

Since there was always an acute labor shortage in theoc-
racies, slavery was practiced throughout the whole of classical
antiquity. All great states in history-be they Egyptian, Hit-
tite, Greek, Roman, English, Spanish, American, or in our
time, German and Russian-had slaves. Slavery was ac-
cepted as a social institution throughout antiquity. There is
no basis for the oft-given assertion that slavery impeded the
use, development, and evolution of the machine. In Rome,
free and slave worked together, and the manumission of
slaves had much influence on business and politics whether it
concerned a Greek philosopher like Epictetus, an Aztec
chieftain like "king" ltzcoatl, or a Booker T. Washington in
America. Among the Maya, the Spaniard, Gonzalo Guerrero,
who was first a slave, rose to captain when freed. He led the,
Chetumal Maya against the Spaniards.

Maya traders, who were given a high status in their society,
purchased slaves by the hundreds in Xicalanco. They were
tied together, as Bernal Diaz saw them in Mexico, by their
necks to long poles, "just as the Portuguese bring Negroes
from Guinea." Slaves were often treated well and considered
as part of the family. Yet when times were out of joint, that
is, if it did not rain, they were sacrificed and pushed into the
cenotes. At Chich6n Itz6, their skulls have been dragged up
"somewhat inordinately battered."

19. The Maya Market

The North Star was the protector of the travelers. Under it'
loaded down with luxury goods, they converged at stated
times on local Maya markets. Travelers (ah ppolom yoc) werc
expected to burn copal while moving over the roads. Merchants
stopped at the rest houses used only for that purpose. They
were expected to stay no longer than a single night or one
trading day, and when there they paid for their own food
and entertainment as part of "business expenses."

Concerning markets the only details that have come down
to us afe from northern YucatSn, where the Maya were
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mostly centered at the time of the Spanish conquest. Along the
coast the market towns _were many and included Cichi,
Chaunche, and Fkab, the first Maya centers seen by the Span-
ish explorer Grijalva when he skirted the coast in-1518. juan
Diaz, chaplain of the fleet, remembered that Cachi, which
he visited, "had a large market square and beside it was a
puilding which houses the court where disputes were settled;
it also had a place for execution for those who dealt badlv in
business." There they were summa.rily tried and summarily
executed.

Of all the market places known to the Spaniards,
Chich6n ltzd was the greatest. This sacred city, with its
sacred wells and imposing buildings of Maya-Toltec origin,
was a place of pilgrimage with an extensive market. .,pilgrims

_c_1aq from foreign parts to trade as well as to worship.-. . ."
Within the court of the thousand columns of the Temple of
the Warriors is a large area which Landa called the meicado.
Open gn fou_r sides, it had a thatched roof supported by tall
stone Doric-like columns, which still stand. Tlere ars also
remains of a stone dais, on which the official sat to admin-
istrate sales and trading.. In the open courtyard, squatting
under white cotton awnings, men and women barteied thE
goods !-bat they created in-the surplus time allowed them by
the cultivation of maize. In appearance it probably did not
differ from the Aztec market so often described. Each product
had its place. There was a section where fish, deer me^at, and
birds were sold. Cloth and cotton dealers had their precise
area, as did those who traded in plumes, arms, and the other
items of colnmerce.

The lords who had accumulated a surplus of maize, beans,
shells, _salt, and cotton, through tribute tax and ..gifts,', of-
fered this in trade to other merchants who brought cacao,
gold, obsidian, feathers, or jade-things they need-ed to up-
hold the dignity of office or adorn their perions. Local m&-
cbants traded their surplus for tbe thingj they had acquired
in other lands,-principally slaves and cicao. they did^busi-
ness in gross. The goods in turn were traded to the lower
man, who then resold or traded them under the shadow of
the cotton canopies.

It-is-strange.tlrat the Maya did not use their highly devel-
oped glyph--writing for writing contracts. It seemi g"enerally
agreed so far as the Near East is concerned thit trade.
tribute, -and taxes gave rise to the scribe, ,.that agent of iti
acquisition," and that writing was perfected out oI the need
for exact transactions. Some of the earliest writines left us
are contracts in Hittite-written cuneiform, pressed 

-into 
clay

tablets and fired for permanence. If the. Mlya used writing
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for trade, evidence of it had disappeared by 1500. But the
Aztec used their writing for this purpos€. Books of tribute
have come down to us. Bernal Diaz saw "great houses full
of these books" on the coast of Veracruz and in Mexico itself.

"Cacao was the gold of this country . . . and it serves for
money in the plaza . . . of Chichdn ltz6," wrote Bishop
Landa. The cacao tree grew on the penphery of Mayadom,
for it had need of much rain and thick jungle loam. It is a
thick-trunked, low-growing tree that produces oval pods the
size of small papayas. The pods \ilhen matured are allowed to
rot and the seeds ferment. Cacao seeds are almond-sized
and -shaped and when dried in the sun they become dark,

a+ chocolate-colored, with a dry, parchment-like skin. It is
:jr these beans that were used as money. A rabbit was worth

10 cacao beans, a pumpkin 4, a slave 100 (the same amount
of cacao that would make about 25 cups of chocolate), and
so on, Maya public women, always about the markets, "gave
their bodies for a price. . . . he who wants them for his lustful
use can have a run for 8 or 10 cacao beans. . . ."

Cacao.bean monev had its counterfeit. There were traders
who cleverly took ort the thick cacao skins, filled them with
earth or sand, and mixed the spurious beans with untampered
cacao. For this reason wily Indians always pressed each bean
to make sure it was solid, just as elsewhere in the world
people would bite a silver coin to see if it had been minted
of lead. Cacao-bean counterfeiting \ilas one of the ofienses
most frequently judged by the Maya courts.

There is little data on the revolving Maya yaab market.
Among the Incas the catu markets were regularly held but
staggered between cities so that the trader could have time
to attend them all. In Mexico the Artec tiaquiz market was
always in motion and otlers were held about it at different
times so that the merchant had rime to make the rounds. Of
the Maya practice we know little.

2A. Festivals

The festivals were religious in nature. To the Maya, religion
rya$ man and man religion; much, if not all, they did had
a magical or religious purpose.

The month of Pop, which would fall in our calendar in

g.€
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July, was the Maya New Year. It was the time for renewal.
They put on new clothes, destroyed their old pottery and
fiber mats. There was a sense of new dedication. It was a
solemn occasion,

Uo, the second month, was a period of festivals for all
the special patron gods, those who served the fishermen,
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hunters, travelers, and so on. The Maya gods seemed innum-
erable to the Spaniards, for most gods had different aspects.
Uo was the month of vocational festivals; it ended in drink,
dance, and fornication.

Part of month frve,Tzec, was the bee god's turn. All those
who kept bees-and there were many-joined the festival.
The object was obvious; they wanted to cajole the bee god
into increasing the flow of honey. Honey, with its by-producl
wax, rvas a trade item, and as mentioned earlier, the princi-
pal drink, mead,s was made of it. In these months all
participants became uproariously, albeit ceremonially, drunk.

Xul, which fell in November, was the sixth month. This
honored Kukulcan, the plumed-serpent god. In Chich€n
Itzd it was believed that he, or another of the same name,
had rebuilt the sacred city and given it new laws. Rich gifts
were exchanged. Featherwork, principally headdresses and
shields and cloaks made of quetzal feathers, were displayed
by the Maya lords in gala array. There were also processions
of priests-and clowns. Although the ceremonies were most
solemn, clowns carried on buffoonery; there was much bur-
lesque.

So it went, month to month. Each had its special festivi'
ties. On Chen, the eighth month, new idols were finished,
paid for, and presented. Yax was the renovation month' All
over the land hunters made amends for shedding the blood
of the animals they had killed. To the Maya all animals
possessed soul force, and when they were killed the hunter
had to show them respect. If this wa$ not done, other
animals of the same species as the one insulted would not
allow themselves to be killed. So the feelings of the animals
had to be humored a1d lefhing done to offend them; antlers,
jawbones, and wings were hung in the houses.

A1l festive months had dances prescribed for them. The
month of Mac fell in April and part of May. It was the time
of rains, so the choreography of the dance had to do with
rain and crops. In the sixteenth month, Pax (so diffcrent in
meaning from the Latin wordl), war was celebrated. People
poured in from all the smaller Maya settlements to the large-ceremonial 

temple cities and there witnessed their nacorn,
the elected war chieftain, make obeisance to the god of war.
He was carried in a litter. There were five days of dancing
and drinking. Landa was horrified when he saw it: ". . . in
the month of Pax the rites of which were paid by the wealthy'
the Indians made wine-skins of themselves . . . and at tle
end of the five days the nacotn were escorted back in their
litter." Everyone (except the nacom, for whom it was taboo)
got royally and ceremonially soused.
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In the last three months of the Maya year, Kayab, Cumhu,
and the five-day Uayeb there were also festivals, except that
most pleasures were of a private nature, There was much
drinking and-judging from the frequency with which it is
discussed----considerable adultery. "They had no fiesta," says
Landa in clerical disgust, "in which they did not get intoii-
cated, drinking a kind of mead into which a certain root was
addgd by which the wine became strong and stinky."

The.nobles gave many private pafties. Those who accepted
an invitation to one were expected to give one in return.^ On
arival each noble presented to the host a beautifully woven
manta and a ceramic vase "as beautiful as possible.', Food
was ofiered in plenty-turkey, deer, duck, chocolate-and
all were- sgrved by the most comely women. The guests
separated in pairs or in couples of four, and dances-were
performed. Drink was brought by the cup bearers, who them-
selves were not supposed to get drunk. Women drank little,
for they were expected to "get their drunken husbands home.'i
There were scuffiings and fights, and sometimes the ,.viola-
tion of coljugal rights followed," said the bishop, ,.the poor
women thinking they were receiving their own husbands,
whereas . . ."

21, Music, Dance, and Drama

Maya music was group music, and as with the Aztecs, per-
cussion instruments were important. There were no stiing
instruments in pre-Hispanic America, and music and son!
wefe one.

Drums gave the group a hypnotic feeling of oneness. The
tunkul was an upright kettledrum, coming up to the beater's
chest. It was made of a hollow log of light decorated wood,
with a deer membrane stretched across it. It was beaten with
the hands. Another rested on the ground and the drummer
sat on it while it was beaten. A third was like the Aztec
teponzali, horizontal and hollowed of wood. with two wooden
tongues; it was beaten with "beaters tipped with rubber." If
beaten when the wind was right, the drums could be "heard
two leagues off." When dancing they held a small drum,
caTled, pax, "which they played with the hand and there was
another drum made of hollow wood with a heavy, sad sound."
Still another type of drum was made from the shell of the



lig. 4. Maya music was percussional, In the center, the up
rigbt tunkul drum, to the left, musicians scrape the hollowed-out
carapace of a land tortoise, to the right, gourd rattles. From the
murals of Bonampak.

small land tortoise, the carapace carved and lacquered. This
same type of tortoise drum is used by many other Mexican
peoples. "They strike it with the palm," wrote Landa, "a[d
the sound is doleful and sad."

The Maya also used an ingenious ceramic drum (called
huehuetl by the Aztecs) shaped like two connecting vases;
across one end was stretched a membrane. This type of
drum still exists among the primitive Maya-speaking Lac-
andones, who called it a kayum. That it is very ancient is
confirmed by its appearance ie the Dresden Codex,a5 where
an illustration shows musisians playing about the head of
the corn god; one of them plays the kayum, and musical
speech-scrolls pour from the mouth of the drum.

Trumpets were of various kinds. The large conch shells
found abundantly in the waters oft Yucat6n were made into
trumpets that emitted one full awesome sound and were
used to call down the gods. Similar horns were used by the
Incas as well as the Aztecs.

Trumpets carried "melody." The largest of them were of
wood and ceramic, five feet in length. One can see these
instruments painted on the murals of Bonampak. They were
always made as twin trumpets and blown in unison, al-
thougb each part was set in a different key.

95



Fig. 23. Trumpets were of wood, ceramic, or conch
shell. Twin trumpets set in a different key always played
together. Behind tle trumpeters, the leader sets the beat
with whistle and rattle. From the murals of Bonampak.

Flutes were of wide variety. The six-noted flute was made
from a human leg bone, a deer's femur, reeds, or baked
clay ("they had whistles made of the leg bones of deer-and
ffutes made of reeds"). The five-noted Panpipe, almost iden-
tical with the Old World type, was known to the Maya; it
also was used extensively in South America. The place of
its origin is unknown.

Bells of copper and of gold or silver, tied on legs, waist,
or wrist, gave sound to the dancer's prance. There were
raspadores, various grating instruments similar to those used
widely in present-day Cuban music. These were made .of
bones-deer, tapir, or human-which, notched and ribbed,
were grated by means of a stick. They gave rhythm for the
dance. Archaeologists have found many types. In Monte Al-
b6n, 1"50 miles inland, was found one raspador made from
the rib of a whale.

In the vivid murals of Bonampak there is depicted a
twelve-piece orchestra. The music is scored for two matched
ceramic trumpets, one kettledrum, three turtle-shell drums,
and four musicians shaking gourd rattles. Music was ritual
and sacred; all instruments were kept by t}lle holpop official
("to his care the drums of tunkul are entrusted as well as
the other musical instruments"). Punishment was meted
out to those who did not keep time. The leader was the

96
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principal singer; he set tle key and the rhythm. 'olhis man
they venerate."

There was no such thing as "pure" music. The song was
a recital of "their fables and their lore," and the dance was
in great part a ritual to cajole the god,s into giving rain,
sunshine,-or whatever was needed at the moment. Ther€
were so many dances that an early Spaniard who witnessed
some thought the Maya dance repertory could reach a thou-
sand. There was a shield 6il1se-presumably for warriors-
who used their fighting shields as props; a monkey dance; a
grandfather's dance-song; and one called "The Shadow of
the Tree." *0 There was an erotic dance (Nuaul), caTled,
"bawdy" by a shocked friar. In one of the New Year cere-
monies the dancers performed on high wooden stilts (an
illustration of this appears in the Codex Tro-Cortesianus).

Fie. 24, A ceremonial dancer, representing a biral
with extended feather "wings," holding rattle and banner.
From the murals of Bonampak.

Landa saw 15,000 Indians eome from miles around to
attend the dances. There were two dances which he thought
'lrorthy of seeing": Colomche, the Dance of the Reeds, was
performed in a large circle of 150 dancers, who moved to the
rhythm of drum and flute. At a signal from the leader two
performers leaped into the center of the living wheel; one was
the hunter, the other the hunted. The hunter threw rubber-
tipped reed lances at the other, who caught them "with
great skill." All the while the circle moved and kept time to
the music. The other, which he does not name, was per-
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formed by 800 dancers carrying cloth, paper, and feather
streamers. The choreography was a deliberate warlike step.
They kept time (punishment was meted out if they did not),
and danced the whole day without stopping, for food and
drink was brought to tlem without breaking formation.

For the most part men danced with men, women with
women. The only dance which men and women performed
together was the one that Landa thought "not very decent."

Dance was a mystical communion between participants
and the onlookers. The object of the dance was by group
participation to gain victory over the unseen powers. To the
Maya, drumming, singing, hand clapping, and ululation
exercised a mystical influence. Formed a social bond in which
they all felt in contact with the supernatural.

Dramatic presentations in which actors took part, their
actions set to musical stresses, were also performed by the
Maya. Landa tells us that "their players act with a gteat
deal of wit," and one of the most learned of the Maya scholars
unhesitatingly says that there were "professionals."

Stages were both indoor and rutdoor. At Chich6n I.tzd
in 1560, Landa saw "two stages built of stone with four
staircases . . . and paved on top; here they recite their farces
. . . and comedies for the pleasure of the public." These two-
stage platforms, now restored, can be seen at Chich6n Itz6.
One is the "Platform of the Cone," a twenty-foot-high stage
with four stone staircases on a direct line between the Pyra-
mid and the sacbe roadway. It has a flat space on top for
performances. The other referred to by Landa is the Tzom-
pantli stage, decorated on all its sides with, as its name
implies, stone-sculptured human skulls. It is in front of
the Great Ball Court.

The actors were graceful, witty, and elegantly costume.d;
generally they were masked. This is confirmed by the
murals of Bonampak, which show actors impersonating birds,
animals, and sea life. One has his face incased in an alligator
mask; another has the long tentacles of a crab. They seem
relaxed, as if waiting their cue to enter the stage. Another
has water lilies dangling from his earplugs (the water lily
is the symbol for abundant earth) and yet another is a god-
impersonator, wearing a mask with a T for the eyes (the
lft sign, symbol of fertility and germination).

This is pictorial confirmation of all that has been said of
their cleverness, for the costumes were well made and
imaginative. We can well believe Landa when he says that
the actors had so great a wit and so wonderful a sense of
mimicry that the Spaniards often hired them "to make jokes
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and burlesque of other Spaniards., Maya terms found in
the old dictionaries show that there were humorous parts itr
their repertoire-parts for the parasite, the pot vendor, the
cacao grower-which parodied phases of their own- life
and made fun of their own foibles.

To the primitive, the moment that an actor is masked he
actually takes the place of the thing he represents. If he
plays a god, he is that god. It is magic and magic ..is a
counterpoise to a state of unrest . . . really a waking dream,,
as L6vy-Bruhl pointed out in reference to other-primitive
societies.a? "Life is a lying dream," says one of the charac-
ters in a Japanese N6-pliy, "he only'wakes who casts the
world aside."

Drama was all part of the collective hypnotism.

8fi
22. Games

tsoys played at "beans" on a board something fike our
parcheesi, and they played the game of tle young every-
where, hunter-and-hunted. Landa remembered that the chil-
dren "neyer stopped going around with small bows and ar-
rows and playing with one another." But the passion of the
adult Maya-which they shared with most Indians from
Nicaragua to Arizona-was the game played with a hard
rubber ball and known to the Aztec as tlachtli (Taxco derives
its name from it). The Maya called it pok-a-tok.

No one knows where the game began. Rubber came from
Tabasco among the Olmeca Indians, who are believed to be
precursors of the Maya, or at least contemporaneous with the
cultural rise of the Maya. The word for rubber in Toltec
was olli, and the Olmecas were called the "rubber people."
All of the larger Maya temple cities that have been found
have their ball court. Those who have visited the ruins in
Mexico or those of Coprin or Chichdn l:tzd wtll remember
its appearance: long and rectangular in shape, like an 1, with
tiered seats on both sides for the spectators. In the exact
middle on either side of the court, ofttimes as high as thirty
feet from the floor, a stone ring is set, not horizontally as
in basketball but verticallv.

Because pok-a-tok wis no longer being played by the
Maya in Landa's time, we must fall back on a description
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of the game aq played by the Aztecs, written by the friar
Rernardino de 9uh?9"" (who chronicled that peopie as Diego
de Landa did the Maya): "the balls were a6ouf the size 

'of

bowling balls [i.e._,, six r4ches in diameter], and were solid,
made of a gum called ulli . . . which is very light and bounces
like an inflated ball." a8 In playing, both players and spec-

F
FiS. 25. The religious game pok-a-tok, played with

a rubber'ball in the form of a basketball, was the prin-
cipal sport. This is the immensely large ball court at
Chich6n [tz6, 545 feet long by 225 feet wide. A ball is
aimed at the basket, which is "sbaped fke a millstone."

tators placed enormous bets, "gold, turquoise, slaves, rich
mantles, even cornfelds and houses lwhich reminds one
that Cardinal Mazarin lost an entire ch6teau in a single play
of beziquel. . . . the court called tlachtli,40 to 50 feet in
length with walls 9-L0 feet high, had in the middle two
stones like millstones opposite each other . . . at other times
the lord played ball for his pastime.. . he.alsobroughtwith
him good ball players who played before him, and other
principal men played on the opposite team, and they won
gold and chalchiguites and beads of gold, and turquoise and
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slaves and rich mantles and maxtles and cornfields and
houses, etc. ffeathers, cacao, cloaks of feather] the
ball court . . . consisted of two walls, 20 or 30 feet apart,
that were up to 40 or 50 feet in length; the walls . . . were
whitewashed and about 8Yz feet high, and in the middle of
the court was a line which was used in the game. . . . in the
middle of the walls, in the center of the court, were two
stones, like millstones hollowed out, opposite each other, and
each one had a hole wide enough to contain the ball. . . . And
the one who put the ball in it won the game. They did not
play with their hands, but instead struck the ball with their
buttocks; for playing they wore gloves on their hands and a
belt of leather on their buttocks, with which to strike the ball."

Though no such detailed description of the game as played
by the Maya has come down to us, the Popol Vuh chronicle
refers briefly to the sport:

"Let us play ball, said the lord of Xibalba.
"Then the lords seized the batl and butted dAectly at the

ring of llunahpu." +e
Chich6n ItzA had seven ball courts. The largest one,

the greatest seen in any temple clty in the Americas, is one
of the exciting features of the site. It was built by the Toltec
Maya and decorated with motifs derived from Tula, 800
miles away. It is 545 feet long, 225 feet wide, and the mill-
stone "basket" is decorated with an open fanged snake, 35
feet above the playing field. It is so high, in fact, that the
rule of the game cited by the friar-that the player could
not use his hands, but only butt the ball through the "baskef'
with elbows or hips---cannot possibly hold for this court. As
in Aztec Mexico, the Maya lords wagered high on the game,
and if the player put the ball through the hole-a feat that
seems rare enough-he had the right to demand as forfeit
all the clothing and jewels of the spectators present.

With the Maya, as with present-day Americans, games wer6
sometimes given more consideration than serious matters.

8.€
23. Crime and Punishment

The Maya 'lilere governed by laws and good customs and
they lived in peace and justice." That is the opinion of Tor-
quemada. What is meant is that, while war was waged with
other clans and tribes, there was still "peace and justice"
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among those living in the same tribe. There is no doubt
that the Maya had a highly developed sense of justice-but
definitely the form of justice meted out by a preliterate peo-
ple. After 3,000 years or more of living within the same area,
tribal mores had become dicta. What is done, ls done; and
what is not, is not. Any infractions of this brought retribution.
It was executed rigorously. Crimes to the Maya were basic-
theft, homicide, adultery, lEse majestiland punishment
often "fitted the crime," like being punished with like.

Theft, of course, was antisocial. SincE all the clans within
the tribe were of one blood, it was considered distinctly un-
ethical to take something not of one's own. Maya houses
had no doors, no locks, only a drapery or a string of bells
to inform the owner that someone had entered. For theft
the punishment was slavery. The thief had to 'kork off" the
&eft; or should his immediate relations feel the social defile-
ment brought on by it, they paid off the debt. Second of-
fenses could bring death. Theft perpetrated by any member
of the directing classes brought disgrace; his face was scarred
by deep tattooing and carried notice of his crime throughout
life. There was no social atonement for theft. The thief did
not pay "societS/,'' the Maya having no form of imprison-
ment except for sacrificial victims. The culprit paid the victim.

Even if accidental, homicide carried a death penalty-un-
less the relatives were willing to pay the victim's survivors.
There was no such thing as accidental death; homicide was
treated as willful murder. "The penalty of homicide," says
Landa, "even when death was accidental, wa$ to die in the
snares set by the victim's suryivors."

To their mystic mentality (this is true of primitives every-
where) there was no such thing as chance or accident; what
we call "accident" was to them purposeful. It revealed that
evil influences were at work even before the "accident" and
that the intended victim had been "selected"; it was a sign
of malignant influences. We acknowledge "accident"; they
thought about the supersensuous realities of the incident.

Any form of death was defilement. The greater social un-
cleanliness came from the shedding of blood. The Maya had
even to atone for the killing of an animal. That is why he
hung up something of the animal and usually pierced his own
tongue and,/or penis and spread a few drops of his own
blood over the recently killed animal. Killing an animal was
the same as homicide, and anyone who took life and shed
blood brought about social defilement; he was subject to
tribal discipline.

Loss of property by accident was treated the same as if it
had been caused deliberatelv. If an Indian knocked over an-
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other's beehive, he had to pay the owner. If it was proven
that an Indian committed suicide because of blameful com-
mission or omission on the part of another, the latter had
to pay.

Adultery brought death. The only legal loophole was that
one had to be caught flagrante delicto. If so caught, the
wife's paramour was brought bound to the holpop judges,
was heard, sentenced, and handed over to 1fos "injured" hus-
band-it being not so much a violation of virtue as of prop-
erty. The adulterer was summarily executed by the husband,

Fig. 26. Justice was dis-
pensed by the holpop, h*
who-sits-at-the-head-of -the-
mat. The mat (pop) oo
which he sat was tle symbol
of iustice.

who "dropped a large rock on his head . . . from a geat
height." Or should the case involve the woman of a noble, the
adulterer might have his navel cut open and his intestines
pulled through it until he died (an illustration in one of the
Maya codices shows an Indian being slowly executed in this
manner). Among those of high rank, adultery was much de-
tested because "there was no need," that is, the noble was
polygamous and had ample women to satisfy his longing*

Crimes of malice were always satisfied with bloodshed. If
complex, the case was heard by the batabob, the town rulers.
Nothing was written down; everything was verbal. In com-
plicated cases, speakers who took the par.t of lawyers were
chosen and they "argued" the case. Accused and accuser aliketn

E
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brought "gratuities' to the iudge. The Maya were talkative;
a case could be prolonged by talk-talk for days. A suit, crim-
inal or civil, might be so involved that it could run the gamut
of sound, with complicated legal abracadabra such as Bridge-
goose uses in the third book of Rabelais' Pantagruel.

8.€
24, Cures and Curers

Among the Maya, illness arose from a mystical cause.
The one who cured disease and the one who brougbt it, ah
nrcn, were identical to their minds; "the physicians and the
sorcerers . . . are the same thing," observes Landa.

Magic and medicine have always been bound together.
One has only to call to mind the magical panaceas of the Mid-
dle Ages or, for that matter, some of the curatives of mod-
ern times to be made aware of this. Disease is caused by a
someone rather than a something. It may be brought on by
the malevolent influence of someone in the community, by
someone who has broken a taboo, or by someone who failed
properly to observe the rituals of life. This idea was inter-
woyen into the deepest fibers of the Maya mind. The Maya
was aware of the connection between disease and cure. Sacri-
fice-the tearing open of human bodies, the flaying of skins,
the removal of skulls from the dead-had given the Maya
some idea of anatomy and function, yet he was not able to
turn this knowledge to account, for the Maya mind was
orientated in another direction.

Illness, like death, was brought on by supernatural causes.
When ill the patient called the ahmen, who diagnosed

the malady by divination. He evoked the goddess of medicine
Ixchel (who was also the goddess of pregnancy), placing her
image before the patient. Copal incense was burned and to-
bacco smoke blown across the patient. The ahmen brought
along the appurtenances of his trade, "the bundles of medi.
cine." This fetish bundle might contain roots, jawbones, or
anything that was deemed magical. The divine stones were
rolled out in front of the patient to find the prognosis of the
disease. Priests have been found buried with these dn-stones.
An illustration in a Maya codex shows an Indian tossing six
stones, and in another there is a divination conference be-
tween two doctors: The patient had to combat the mystical
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forces which caused his disease with power of the same
kind. plyl11a6on was, and still is, one of the accepted forms.
After all, the Romans consulted chicken livers before battle
to look for good augury and the Incas looked at the lining
of llama stornachs for signs of good or ill fortune.*

Maya cures were effected by extensive questioning of the
patient along mystical lines; and only after this, when the
doctor believed he had found the cause, the physical cure
began.

What were Maya diseases? There was asthma, rheumatism,
stomach woflns, and ankylostoma ("It is difficult to make
Iove on an empty stomach," wrote Aldous Huxley, "and still
more difrcult to make it on a duodenum that is full of
ankylostoma").

Pneumonia was frequent among Indians who were often
soaked by the rains and later scoured by the winds. It was
usually fatal. A Maya herbal, addressing the doctor, says:
". . . you will not be able to cure him of this because he will
die vomiting." Malaria, termed "nightfever,o' was present;
chills recuring every three days were the symptoms. Diar-
rhea and dysentery, which must have been endemic, are
often mentioned. The Maya was subject to jaundice, cancer,
tumors, and skin diseases of various kinds. Erysipelas was
known graphically under the name of "hell eruption."

As the Maya diet was excessively starchy-beans and
malze-they suffered from flatulEnce, vertigo, depression,
nightmares, and epilepsy ("He is speechless and will fall,"
says the Maya herbal).

Yellow fever undoubtedly was present. Spider monkeys in
the area about Tikal have been found to have it. It was
called cil, "blood vomit." It appears historically about 1480,
twenty years before the first Spanish contact with the Maya,
and is mentioned in a Maya chronicle. "On 4 Ahau [1482]
the pestilence, the general death swept oyer the land. . . ."

Syphilis is not described nor is there any disease mentioned
by them that would seem to be syphilis (it is graphically de-
scribed on Mochica pottery in Peru). The Maya do men-
tion "a bubo of the groin" which arose when one "over-
copulated."

Despite the generally good condition of Maya teeth-
which women brought to early ruin by their custom ef ffling
them to points, because it "looked well"-there was decay

* If one thinks that this is so primitive, he should think back on
how long the tomato was regarded as a poisonous "love apple" and
not eaten. The potato at one time was not accepte.d as edible be-
cause it was "liable to cause disease." In 1764 a Prussian edict
signed by Frederick the Great forced it upon the Germans aad then
not as food but only as a source of starch.
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and toothache. Said the Maya herbal: ". . . now to cure this,
take the bill of a woodpecker. . . ." Teeth inlaid with iade
have been found in graves. The inlaying was done not td fll
cavities, but because it "looked well."

When bones were broken the patient got a specialist
called a "bone-binder" (kax bac). The Maya seem io have
been able to diagnose cancer. "There is a crab called, ah buk
. . . take its claws and powder them and apply this to the
cancer . . . or else . . . [and the archaeologist should mark
this welll powder a potsherd, which is notlo bad. . . .,,

No matter how advanced the Maya were in architecture,
ig working out their calendars, or in glyph-writing, regarding
illnes! they were tot much different from the mok piimitiG
of .tribes._They did have cures and remedies and, in glyph-
writing, "books" on astronomy, divination, prophecy, and^in-
cantations. It may be that among those hundrlds ihat were
destroyed there were herbals. It is true that there is none
now extant comparable to the De la Cruz-Badiano Aztec
herbal, written in 1552 by an Aztec who knew Spanish and
Nahtt@ (it was illustrated with pictures of the precise plants
used in the remedies). None of the known Maya herbals,
with which Ralph Roys worked to produce his Ethno-
Botatry of th9 Maya,so are much earliei than the eighteenth
century. In his study of them Roys believed that- the ah
men doctors who survived the calculated massacre of Mava
"intellectuals" had copied these from some glJph book and
then dictated in spoken Maya.
- 9T"r, as seen by the remedies proffered by the Maya
herbals, were often worse than the disease. 

'Manv 
were

sensible, some just ridiculous, and not a few, as will be seen,
e,xceedingly harmful. Pleurisy, "extreme pain that attacks
lhg {bs," could be relieved by drinking-turkey broth, or
balche mead containing the ashes of d-og exciement that
had been burned. Dysentery gik-nak) was called rightly
a "blood flux." For its cure an extended pharmacofoeii
wa,s offered: the sap of the rubber tree, a fungus, a euphorbia
(which was perhaps better than anyil'i"g else'pres6ribed).
Kik-rwk was also cured by "taking the lender 

-tips 
of the

gugva-plant mixed with the excrement of a dog, adding a
little tapir dung as you boil it and after resting until dawn,
adding a bit of honey." The herbal states thai the kik-nai
"will cease by these meats." There is little doubt that the
patient would cease also. Ta-kik-zok, blood in the feces,
,could be cured by putting a freshly killed bat into a balche
brew. (As tie blood-sucking vampire bat emits a bloody
stool, one can see that here like was being treated with like.)

The description of yellow fever, xe-kik, is given thusly:
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U cacale yitz xpomolche, c:hactez, u madl u capil kaxil-
koch, xtuzil, -chac-kan-cab, chac-piliz-mo, chac-piliTo chac,
cicib,_macap-lum-huchbil, rntrcoc zum, kankan u top y
kuxubcan y mtub-mucuy ukbil y cocal. U cacal xe tiic ti
tunil ca chabac cinnan y -xcantacii y chilimcan y a yalaelel,
chatmuc y canchacche ak ca chacac hunppel akab ca ukue
lai ppiz y zappal yalil hun ppul cabin chacrce. Translated:
blood vomit.

The remedy includes the gum of a species cd faftopha,
the pith of &e Cecropia, the ix-tuzil (moth), a certain reddish
earth, the feathers of the chac-pillil-rno (a certain small red
parrot), and of the Yucat6n cardinal, t*te macap-luurn grottnd
yp with the mac-oc, yellorr are its shoots, and the euphorbia-
The remedy is to be drunk.

An epileptic was described as a "man who falls to the
ground among the plants." The Maya herbal states that
"tlis is the cure for one who falls on the ground, waves
his arms and froths at the mouth . . . seek the horn of a
deer, powder it, drink it, or else the testicles of a cockerel
which has been sbredded in cold water . . . if all this fails
. . . have him remove one sandal, urinate in it and drink it."
Nosebleed could be stopped by administration of a drink
made from various roots and plants, "but if this fails, then
t&e cure-doctor should bleed his foot." The nosebleed might
cease, but there may be another complaint, that is, "the
foot may continue to bleed."

There were ten types of scabies, kuch, and each was
treated with a different plant. The plant one used depended
on the type of scab. There was the contagious scab, the be-
hind-therear scab, and there was one that "looks like the
rectum of an old turkey hen." Smallpox was included by
the Maya among the types of scabies; it was called cim-ex.

Women had their problems which, then as now, w.ere
usually combined with the menstrual period or pregnancy.
The Maya herbal stated that the type of womb *which
rises and falls and cuts off menstruation" was easily cured:
". . . an old leather sandal should be burnt under her nose,
or even better, the feather of a woodpecker." For delivery
the Maya women employed a midwife, ix alanzah, but if
thete were complications she called in the ah men. "To
deliver the foetus which was already dead in the womb" it
was recornmended that "the best was to take dog's milk and
mix it with balche mead and after she drinks it set a smoking
dish of coals under the woman so that it would reach her
inside womb to smoke her out."

There were frequent mentionings of infections of the
kidney (blood and pus in the urine) and gallstones. rql this
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suggests that the excessive drinking of. balche took its toll
on Maya health.

Ilowever, when the patient recovered from tlese diseases
tlrough the various specifics proffered by the doctor (which
speaks more for the rugged Maya's constitution thin for
these un-Homeric simples stufied down him) and his
thoughts turned to love, the doctor could offer Lim one of
several aphrodisiacs, such as the heart of a humminebird
or the testes of a crocodile (the headhunting Jivaros ii the
Upper A,mryon extract, dry, and scrape the penis of a croc-
odile and ofier it to a woman candidate in abowl of manios
beer). As the average Maya was as libidinous as a two-
toed sloth, he had need of iL They lacked sexual imagina-
tion, which is the only aphrodisiac; and Aldous Huxley,
as we have seen, gave them up completely.

Flnally, if ole survived illness and cure, and escaped the
witchcrafts which caused the illness, the successful- doctor
could change his role and become a sorcerer, ah pul yaah,
an{ bring disease to the one suspected of causing the
palad_y. He could return the disease and so parlay malevo-
lence iato deatL

8.€
25. Death and Transfiguration

When death approached, the Maya feared it and wailed
its coming. And why not? One always feels to excess the
bitterness of any departure. After all, what is life but a
succession of litfle deaths? We lose a little bit of every-'
thing hourly. The dying Christian should say, "Now I am
going to live.' Not so the Maya. Despite the fact that much
of his waking life had to do with death and the appeasement
of the dead, he did everything to staye it off. He was not
too sure of a future life, and he believed only in the sensu-
ous here and now. Thus he wailed.

'oThey have a gteat and excessive fear of death," said
Bishop Landa, who after all was sure he would sit on tle
right-hand side of God; "all the services performed for
thek gods were for no otler purpose than that they sb.ould give
them health and life . . . when death occurred they wept the
day in silence, and at night they wailed."

A dyng man confessed to a priest in the same manner
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as the dyrng Azte*, for confession was necessary to neutral-
ize the evil influences brought about by one's death. Dying
was a form of social defilement; it was an antisocial act.
It was individual, setting one apart from the clan wherein
all acts of life were collective.

Dead, a man was wrapped in a shroud, usually his own
manta. Into his mouth was placed ground maize, koyern,
with a few jade beads, 'lrhich they also used for money so
that they should not be without means to get something to
eat in the other life. . . ." The lower man was buried in the
hard-mud floor of his house with the things of his life; if
a fsherman, nets and harpoons; if a warrior, shield and
lance. All had pottery filled with drink and food, so "that
they should not be without something in the other life."
Tirne has caused all of this to disappear except the pot-
tery, and it is on this pottery that the Maya archaeologist
&pends in order to formulate a historical stylistic sequence
of Maya history.

Houses were abandoned after a generation of burials,
becoming in effect family sbrines. The possessions of the
dead man were usually taboo, and most of them were buried
with him. "If he was a priest they buried with him some of
his witchcraft stones." A chilan, soothsayer, was often buried
with his "books" (Kidder found evidence of one so buried
at Kaminal-juyu, in Guatemala), which may account par-
tially for the disappearance of many of these wrilings_.

Very few well-preserved graves have been found. Nobles,
which included priests, were often buried in small stone-
lined vaults; they were laid out full length and surrounded
with pottery vessels. In .n.o. 500 a chieftain at Kaminal-iuyu
was buried in a sitting position along with two adolescents
and a child "elected" to be killed and sent with him into the
afterworld. Even his dog accompanied him, so as to guide him
to death's abode.

The noble dead were buried in the plazas of the temple
cities. In Chich6n I.tzi the high priest was found in a
sumptuously appointed stone-lined gtave. Around what had
been his neck were baroque pearls brought back from
Venezuela by the seafaring Maya tradesmen. A chieftain's
tomb found recently under a temple at Palenque is as
elaborately splendid as anything found in the Old World.

In YuAt6n, nobles were cremated and their ashes placed
in an urn (made of ceramic or wood) tlat portrayed their
features, Portrait statues were made of deceased "people
of position." The back of the head was left hollow and the
ashes of the dead placed in it. *They preserved these statues
with a great deal of veneration." The Cocoms, the dynasty



that ruled Mayapdn_toward the end of the .,empire,', devised
a gTrque_ -burial; -they_ decapitated their deail ..and attei
cooking -Jthe headsl they cleaned oft the flesh and then
sawed off half the crown at the back, leaving entire the froni
part with l1rys , an_d teeth. Then they re[laced the flesh
. . . rsith a kind of bitumen [and plasier] i,ni"n guu" tl"rn
a natural and lifelike appearance . . . tneie tley tipt in thJ
oratories in their houses and on festive days 

-offeied 
food

to.th9.- .: . tbey- believed that their souls'reposed within
and that these gifts were useful to them.,'*

The Greeks made similar burials at their tombs in Myrina,
w.here archaeologists-- _have found mirrors, spatulas' and
{nqls, ornaments, diadems, cups, plates, and statuettes of
the lesser gods in baked clay. noth Maya ind Greek suffered
from _the_ saTe pious illusion. The living wanted to, surround
the dead with the familiar objects imongst which their
fivel had_ been spent, for findiag-it disagreeible to go alone
to.the afterworld, the dead might wisf to carry al'ong the
living to comfort them. The aeia naa malice toward Ihose
who.slill had rhe_light of the day-so the living had to
propitiate them with living-comforts.i'[h9 Maya believed in-immortality and a form of heaven
and hell. Those who kept the rituils, that is, .,the good,,;
wen-t _to ? p.lace shaded by ,,the first tree of the w:orld,,,
and drank their fitl of cacao under it. Where the otheis
went is not clear. The Aztec elaborated gods and places of
the underworld which in their complexiqicould have drawn
P_raiqes from a Greek himself. We Oo not know how closely
th.e ltlgVa paralleled these concepts. The name-gllphs of thL
gine JVIaya lords of the night anO the underwor'icl have been
identified-(the Aztec had-thirteen heavens and nine hells),
but remain unaamed. This is evidence that the Maya had',
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like the Aztec, a vertical world, of heavens and hells
to which the dead souls These afterlife dwelling
places had no moral si

pious or useful acts. Where you went after deith depended
more o^n_what you were in life than on what you did- War-
riors, fishermen, priests, mothers who died 

-in 
childbirth,

* 
Landa was confumed whe.n archaeologists dragged up from the

sacrificial cenote of Chichdn ltz6 a skufl with thJcrown cut away,
ius{ a.s he_ desfribed it, with remaini 

"i 
tnelU"ter and wooA tllt

nad gven the skull a lifelike appeaxance.

., T_Tis. primitiveness.of .grving the- dead the best of everything
$ ref,ected in tle advertisements of present_day morticians_thos-e
burying beetles of mankind-who stress the disintieration of wooden
cofrns underground and ins,rst or the need,foiiGteftat pioi&tion-';in
cement sarcophagi: "Don't let this happen to youx loved ones.',
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all went to that departmentalized heaven or hell where
their tutelary genii lived. Suicides went to their own heaven;
they were sacred. They even had their own goddess, Ixtab.
Depicted as hanging from a halter, she can be seen thus
illustrated in the Dresden Codex.

As everywhere, the survivors had their taboos. They were
socially defiled; by the clan custom they must keep the
rituals or the dead would come back and claim something
from the living. Privations of various kinds were imposed
upon them. Her husband's death made a widow "unclean,"
and so long as the tie to the dead was unsevered, the un-
cleanliness persisted. As for the dead, they were occupied
with getting out of life into death. Martin Luther remarked
that he envied the dead because they rest. He was wrong.
The dead have much to do-tley prepare life.

Thus went the daily round of life (and death) of the
Maya lower man. He was the taxpaper by whose tribute
in work service the temple cities were built. Above him
were the directing classes: the town councilor, tbe batab
who collected the tribute, the governor who "sat-at-the-
head-of-the-mat," the chilan sootbsayer, the war chief; and
highest of all, the hereditary leader-both high priest and
great lord, functioning like a baroque archbishop
bodiment of temporal and secular power, the "true ma!,"*
the halach uinic who sat at the very pinnacle.

* Who bears no relation to another recent ruler of similar aame.
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26. The Maya Lords

At the head of the Maya city-state stood the halach uinic.
He was the man, the "real" man, the .,true man,,' endowed
with plenary powers and restrained only by a council who
yere. presumably related to him by blood ties. He was
absolute and, as in all theocracies, a demigod. When one of
these lords met the Spanish conqueror Montejo in L542,
even though his lands were laid waste he was still carried on
a litter and surrounded by an imposing retinue.
. A_Maya halach uinic stxrounded himself with suffocating

ritual. He was, said the Spaniards, trying to define him,
"the [state's] father, lord and halach uinib , . . which in
our language is Great Lord. . . . They were absolute and what
they ordered was carried out without fail."

Like other demigods the Maya lords were given an obei-
sance of humility by their inferiors. This was similar to the
Aztec practice; when a chieftain entered Moctezuma's pres-
ence, "he had to take off his rich manfle and put on others
of little worth . . . to enter barefoot and not look at his
face." The Inca lord was of so exalted a position that all
who came before him, even rulers of vast provinces, had
to put a symbolical cargo on their backs, as if they were the
lowest of Indians.

The Maya lord wore the breechclout, and it was superbly
embroidered. The wealth of information on this has been
minutely analyed.sa His skull was flattened so that it
reached a narrow peak at the top, and his face was tattooed,
actually scarified. He remodeled his nose with putty, making
it a hooked beak to "conform with the concept of beauty.t'
The prominent nose is the dominant feature of many stone
bas-reliefs.* Hair was allowed to grow long and 

'into 
it

* At Yaxhilan, Palenque, and Tomb Stela 9 at Oxkintok, Yucatin.
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1. Temple I in the Great Plaza at Tikal. Tikal was the largest

as well as one of the oldest of Maya cities. Its first recorded date

is,1.o.416.  These are eight  large temple pyramids,  but  Temple I

soars 229 feet. The ruins are now being restored by the University

of Pennsylvania.-@ George Holton



2- carved,  drr ted l inte ls of  sapota wood, found in Tempre I I I  at
Tikal .  To the lef t ,  the face of  a god above a Maya glyph;  ro the
r ight ,  a part  of  a woven pop-mat,  a symbol  of  auihor i ty .  eop *us
also the first month in the Maya calend.r.-@ Geoige ilolrort

3.  This ste la is  one of  the twenty sculptured t ime-markers at
Tikal ;  the other s ixty- three are pla in.  I t  i i  bel ieved that  the f i rs t
stelae were either painted or stuccoed.-Victor W. von Hayen
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4. One of the four stairways of the Pyramid of Kukulcan at

Chich6n Itz6. While restoring the pyramid, archaeologists of the

Carnegie Institution found that it was built over an older, inner

one. The original pyramid contains a startl ing life-size jaguar with
jade spots.-Victor W. von Hagen



5. The Pyramid of Kukulcan at Chich6n Itzd jn yr.rcat6n.
chich6n ltz6 was founded by ltz|-Maya emigrants from central
Mayadom in the fifth century, and was occupied by the Toltecs
between the tenth and th i r teenth centur ies,  dur ing which t ime th is
pyramid was built.-Victor W. t,on Hasen

t1*
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6. The bui ld ing cal led the Monjas in the Nunnery Tr iangle at

Chich6n ltz6. lt is south of the main group, in what is regarded as
the older part of the city. The structural features are typical of
Puuc archi tecture.  The same mot i fs  appear in Uxmal,  Kabih,  and
other Maya sites far removed from Chich6n.-silvia von Hctpen



7. The Temple of  the Warr iors at  Chich6n l tz t t .  I t  is  so cal led
because of  the hundreds of  columns wi th carved warr iors.  The
temple is a copy, in all of its main features, of the Toltec temple
at Tula, Mexico, 800 miles northwest of Yucat6l.-$ilvi6 1'a111
Hasen

8. The Palace of  the Governor at  Uxmal.  l t  is  320 feet  long,
40 feet wide, 26 feet high, and rest: on an artif icially raised triple

terrace that is 50 feet high. It covers five acres of ground, and was
probably the administrative center of the city-state of Uxmal, which

included many other sites, some known, some lost.-Vic'tor W. von

Hapen
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9. Frederick catherwood's drawing of the north fagade of the
Nunnery Quadrangle at Uxmal. It is done with warmth and fidel-
i ty '  The or ig inal  is  at  the Museum of  the American lndian,  New
York. Stephens stated that catherwood made enough architec-
tural drawings of Uxmal to erecr a city just l ike it. Unfortunately,
rnost of these have been lost.



10. Maya pot tery f rom the Cop6n
cruder and less sophist icated than most
von Hagen

area in Honduras.  This is
Maya pottery.-V ictor W.

11. The ceramics of Cop6n, contemporaneous with the building

of the Maya city called the "Alexandria of the Maya world," does

not reflect its grandiose architecive'-Victor W. von Hagen
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12. Left, the sculptured profile of the sun god carved in low
relief. 

'Ihis 
was found in the debris about the court of the Hiero-

glyphic Stairway at the ruins of Cop{n.-Victor W. von Hagen

13. Above, a grotesque head of  a serpent god.  I t  is  one of  the
two similar figures which guard the approaches to the Hieroglyphic

Stairway at the ruins of Cop6n.-Vic:tor 14'. von Hagen



14. Cop6n is famed
for the majesty of its
ste lae.  This is  Stela P,
erected in A.D. 623. -

Victor W. vort Hugen

15. The obverse s ide
of a stela at Cop6n,
showing how hieroglyph-
ics, which give the dates
of its erection (and other
details that sti l l escape
the scholar) ,  are placed
inside a curving mass of
feathers.-Victor W. von
Hagen



16. A carved stone
f igure of  a man in Maya
headgear and cotton ar-
mor, from Ti'ho (now
N{6r ida,  the capi ta l  of
Yucat6n).  T i 'ho,  s i te of
the Spanish capi ta l ,  was
used as a quarry.  This is
one of the few identified
remains of  the great
Maya city.-Victar W.
von Hagen

17 .  De ta i l  o f  P la te  16 .
showing the indiv idual
c h a r a c t e r  a  s c u l p t o r
could give a figure, even
though it was carved in
porous and friable mate-
rial such as Yucat6n
l imestone.  The carv ing
w a s  d o n e  w i t h  s t o n e
celts. - Victor W. von
Hagen



18. The gateway and the bui ld ing presumed to be the pr iest ly
residence,  at  Labn6. This impressive s i te l ies ten mi les beyond Sayi l .
The architecture is Puuc in character. The fret above the doorways
is also found at Kabah, Uxmal, and Chichln ltz6.-Victor W.
von Hapen

1 9 .  O n  t h e  M  a  y a
road between Sayil and
Labn6 are the ru ins of
X I a h - p a k .  T h e  l o n g -
nosed rain god adorns
the s ides of  the bui ld ing.
-Silvia von Hagen
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were braided various ornaments. Ears were perforated and
gradually enlarged, and enormous ornaments were passed
through the lobe. (This custom recalls that of the Inca
nobles, the "Big Eaxs" whom the Spaniards called Orejones.)
The nose septum was pierced and a jade ornament passed
through the perforation. The left side of the nostril was
perforated and kept open by wooden plugs, replaced on
festive occasions with a topaz that the Spaniards called
t'ambgr."

Fis. 27. The nrling chieftain of the Maya was the
halach uinic, the "true man," as pictured on the Bon-
ampak murals. He is dressed in full costume with the
symbols of office. From the murals of Bona,mpak

The Maya's horror of empty space caused their art to be
confusingly luxuriant; every part had to be covered with
ornament. Their bodies were similarly treated; heads flat-
tened, earlobes widened until they would admit a turkey
egg, the nose perforated and artificially deformed, the eyes
purposely made crossed, facial hair pulled otrt, teeth filed
and inlaid with jqde, face and body tattooed. Finally, even
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the penis was transmogrified; this was often so cut that thE
glans looked as beribboned as a tassel.

The Maya sported jade rings on their fingers and toes;
wrists and ankles were cuffed with ornaments. Sandals were
often as gaudy as their loincloths. The Maya lord put over
his breechclout a long skirt, often ankle-length; sometimes
the skin of a jaguax was attached to it. Belts had rows of
small human heads, symbolical of course, but suspiciously
like those tsantsa made by the headhunting Jivaros of thE
Upper Amazon.

The headgear of the Maya lord was monumental; Often
it was as large as himself. The headpiece was a mask, sym-
bolical of the rain god or the sun god, and carved of wood
or made of wickerwork. On this framework there was elabo-
rated a superb feather ensemble topped with swirling miuses
of iridescent green quetzal feathers.

He dressed differently for each of his various officas,
religious, military, or civil; for each he carried a symbol of
authority. As statesman he carried a scepter; and often he
is depicted as carrying a shield (a symbol of the sun god).
In his religious role he held a double-headed ceremonial bar
of snake heads resting in hallowed arms. As war leader he
wore a sort of body armor and carried lance and shield;
sometimes he is slolvn standing on the body of a squatting
Indian, a symbol of victory.
- - The- glorious headdress of the Maya lord, the focus of
ltis -attire, was in contrast to the simpie cloth'"crown" worn
by Mocteanma and a far cry from the ..crown" of the Inca,
which was a mere llautu, a sling worn about the head to
which was added "royal fringe." The headdress worn by the
Maya "true ma!" and his cohorts was often so elaborate
that it is difficult to think of their moving through the jungle
while wearing it. A scene in which headdresses are 

-being

paqe ready appea^rs in the mural at Bonampak. DetachablE
feather ornaments, mounted on winglike wboden elementd
shaped like inverted f/'s, are attached io the belt of the Mava
lord. The headdress is again as tall as he is and it certainly
restricted normal movement.

Color was the outstanding feature of Maya costume. In
fact,^everything in their life,-including themseives, was paint-
ed. stucco ornament$ were a riot of color. Even the 

^great

stone sculptures were colored (traces of the coror stifl re-
main). Ih"y "Td" -no point of being drab. It was,quite the
same with the Greeks, who painted their sculptures in garish
co_Iory, a fact which o4ms as a great shock t6 many m6dern
scholars.

The halach uinic had one legitimate wife. Her titte
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is not known. He also had his concubines, although there are
ng figures as to their number. (Moctezuma had "many women
ad' 'mistresses," and the Inca rulers had a m6nage of
royal" concubines (pahas); one of the last of the Incas had,
in the male line alone, 500 descendantsl) Whatever her title,
the wife of the Maya lord was herself "lordly." She was held
in high -respect, as can be seen from the superb modelings
in clay of women of the upper classes. In the Bonampak
murals the wife of the halach uinic can be seen with head
flattened and ears pierced, and wearing earrings and a neck-
lace. Her hair is tied up and made into a swirling coiffure.
A white huipil hangs off the shoulder, and a red stole is
draped carelessly around her arms. Her hand holds a folding
fan. So 'omodern" is her appearance-except for the flattened
head-that she could walk right out of the murals, which
were painted in e.p. 800, and take her place in modern
society. There is a queenly aura about her.

The office of the Maya halach uinic was neither elective
like the Aztec, nor selective like the Inca, but hereditary.
The offi.ce descended from father to son. "If the lord died . . .
it was the eldest son who succeeded him." However, if the
sons were not fit to rule, a brother of the ruler became
head of state; and if none were available for succession, a
capable person was chosen by the council, probably a relative
of the late lord, with the same patronymic. Such methods
of succession were also employed in the valley of Mexico.

Of the precise functions of this "man of the greatest im-
portance" we have no more than a philologist can ferret out
of the scant factual naaterial that exists. For the period from
2000 n.c. to t*.o.928 we have nothing other than the interpre-
tation that each scholar wishes to make of what be leels
that he sees on the sculptured monuments. From e.o. 1000
until the first appearance of the. Spaniards in 1502 we have
records of a sort, that is, verbal recitative history with
Maya glyphs used as mnemonics-and later an interpreta-
tion by the men of conquest and the men of God of what
they belieu".d 1" be the order of things.- The personal equation
is never missing. There is no such thing here as impartial
history, for each orders and interprets events according to his
own idiosyncracy.

What seems to be fairly clear, howevero is this: the func-
tions of the "true man" were as a leader, spiritual and tempo-
ral, of a given territory within a Maya city-state. There were
many such in Mayadom before e.p. 1000. "They were ruled
not by one head, but by men," wrote Diego de Landa. It was
not until Mayap6n functioned, after e.n. 1200, &s o'kingdsqrl

of the Maya" that one halach uinic controlled a great number
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of cities and geography. "The Kingdom of Yucat6n which
extends for a length of three hundred leagues [approximately
1,000 milesl was not only fiXed with people but was
ruled by individual lords . . . they were governed by laws
and good customs . . . which is a proof of good government.
This was aided a great deal by the fact that they were all of
one tongue. And this is a cause of not a little wondering that
such a large race and so widely extended, strsfshing for so
many leagues, should be understood with one single lan-
guaga"

Fig. 28. Detail of Maya batabob conversing over a
fiIl-dish. Higbland Maya from the Nebaj vase, Chixoy
Valley, Alta Vera Paz, Guatemala.

First this halach uinic was executive of his own city-state.
The head chiefs of other towns allied to his were ahau, or,
since the word is more dominant, batabob. They were local
governors of territorial divisions. The lord laid down his
extraftibal relationship or "foreign policy" through them.
They were more than likely related to him by blood ties.

Batabob were "they-of-the-axes." One might almost find
the title equivalent to the modern slang term "hatchet-men."
They carried out the upper-man's orders with force, if need
be. A batab was responsible first for the well-being of his
own resident city. IIe had a staff of bailiffs or deputies to
aid him. Ifowever, there was a town council composed of
chiefs from the various subdivisions of the town, who though
nominally under him had a veto power on his actions. These
councilors were called ah cuch cabob. To explain the po\iler
and the functions of the council, a Spaniard wrote: "Next in
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order were tle town councilons . . . of whom there was said
to be two or tlree; each had his vote like an official voting
in a municipal government in SPain and without his vote
nothins could be done. . . ." The council then had direct
contacl through the clan heads with the lower man" The
arbitrary powers of the governor were held in check by these
means.

A batab had much discretionary power. He was held in
awe much as a viceroy would have been. The office was hered-
itary and the functions were judicial and military. Manpower

Fis.. 29. Batabob, the functional officials in the hier-
archi. concerned themselves with administration and the
collection of tax tribute. From the Bonampak murals.

was raised on a selective proportional basis to build templeg
roads, or residences for the- nobles. TL.e batab settled dis-
putes in iudicial matters, usually contract violations and
iand disputes, if the disputants belonged to his own adminis-
tration- 

-otherwise 
it went up to the "true man." When the

oriests'made known their oracles as to when the people should
6ow. reup. or make merry, the batab saw to it that the
functions* were carried out. In time of war, although he was
de lacto head of the province, actual command was in the
hands of a war captain (nacom) elected for three years,
but when there was an all-out war, such as that against the
Spaniards, the batab was expected to-and did-appeai at
tie head of his army. When he traveled he was carried on a
litter and attended by a large retinue. The people were scat-
tered to atlsry him fassage, and cloaks were spread on the
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roads for him to iass over. Women served him. He was
attended by fan bearers who waved beautiful feather fans
and beat the air to drive away the blood-sucking flies and
gaudateJoviqg _bees. Io rhgtt, be was treated as a demigod.
When Captain Montejo visited the batab of I-oche in yucatfu
during a lull in the battlg the Maya received him reclinins
d la R6camier, fanned and fawned upon by his flunkies]
He spoke to the Spaniard tlrough a 

-cotton 
cloth curtain

suspended between them.
- There was enough bureaucracy to satisfy the most exact-
ing-governors, bailiffs, war captains, and so down to the
very lowest, the tupil, a kind of constable.

All these were of the upper classes and nontaxable.
The state's, or rather the halach uinic's income to maintain

all this was derived from the food tax, produce tax, and
work service performed by the lower manl Each inha6itant
ot" villqse, town, or city-state, collectively or singly, con-
tributed.maize, tea-ns, c,hili, poultry, deer, loney, wdff, wax,
copal, cloth, salt, fish, jade,-or whatever'he pr6duced. Ther6
are no nesords of Maya contributions such as are available for
Aztec history. Ilowever, one known record tribute is enoush
for -example. One small village, Tahdziu, of twenty houJe-
holds, paid an annual direct tax to their lord of twentv loads
of maize-(approximately LZA} pounds) and twenty turkeys.
If one then considers a city-slate of 50,000 pdople, tile
amount of tribute tax is considerable. The chieftiin then
traded this in the gross through merchants for cacao or
slaves, which in turn were retraded in the local markets
for feathersn jade, and later in Maya history, gold and silver.

There are no details of the cburt tha:t' iurrounded the
lqkch uinb. The Spaniards have left word pictures of
Moctezuma attended by a concourse of lords, 

^wives, 
aad

concubines; of a table where he ate like some grand vizier; of
retinues of servants who attended chieftains from other lands
and how these chiefs and their wives and concubines ,.filled

1*o ol three courtyards and overfl.owed into the street,,l of
how the- loyal,aviary had ten large pools of water and was
attended by 150 people. Of the Inca who lorded it over peru
ye h-ave exquisite details-of his life, concubines, royal will; of
tle thousands who attended him; of his clothes, woven of tle
fnest vicufia, which were aever donned more than once.

If the Maya halach uinic led a similar existence and was
similarly attended, we must be content to surmise it. The
stone monuments and painted murals suggest it, but that
is all. The- Maya glyph-writing, which was intricate enough
to count the steps to the moon, is silent on the details of
their lives.
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27. Governmenb City-State and Village

How did such a theocracy function? Diego de Iranda thought
it functioned very well. "Before the Spaniards had conquered
that country, the natives lived together -in towns in- a velY
civilized fainion. They kept the land well cleared of weeds,
and planted very good trees' The manner and order of their
towni were as fbf-ows-in the middle of the town were their
temples with beautiful plazas; all around the temples stood
the'houses of the lords and the priests, and then came the
houses of the most important officials. Next were the homes
of the rich men, and then those who were held in the
highest estimation of the merchants. At the outskirts of
the town were the houses of the lower classes."

The theory of most archaeologists is that tle Maya cily
'1was not aiity at all in our sense of the word because it
was a ceremonial, not an urban center." There is indeed
little 'archaeological evidence of Maya cities; most of the
buildings found are temples, pyramids, and ceremonial struc-
tures. Dwellings were built on clay platforms and made of
perishable materials, wattle and daub and thatched with
straw. These were obliterated by the centuries of cultivation
about them. However, among those towns of the highland
Maya recently studied-5'z which have been subject to less
destruction than those in the humid nasns-fts1s are those
that do show an urban Maya pattern. Of the hundreds of sites
that were surveyed (dates range between e.p. 300 and 1200),
tihese reveal the essentials of town planning. Whether the
town conformed to the terrain or to the caprice of the builder,
it contained certain common features: tle central cefe-
monial court, surrounded by a large plaza where markets were
held, and in the followiog echelon were the houses of chiefs,
priests, and the other functionaries-and after them the
houses of the common people. A ball court, if not part of
the sacred precincts, was close by. A. Ledyard Smith, in his
survey, found these sites "with buildings arranged in orderly
fashion and orientated with each other." So that archaeol-
ogy agrees in general with Diego de Landa's description
of the form and function of a Maya ctty. In their theocratic
spirit the Maya were similar to the absolute monarchs of the
European baroque, who were aware of the emotional inter-
play between a mooument of enormous dimensions and a
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parade street Absolutism and enormous plazas belong to-
gether.

- . Th"_ immense city-states puilt by the Maya presuppose a
high degree of social organization. A city struclure must be
planned. Manpower has to be organized and close at hand
if the brildings are elaborate, ,as mo$t Maya temples wera
Artisans had to be trained and available. The earliest and
the greatest of Maya cities was Tikal. It is so immense that
its_ fu-ll si"e has not yet been determined. At present it is
calculated to cover oyer 25 square acres of jungle. The great
court, lying rougbly in its center, is 400 by 250 feet in size.
About it are its tallest pyramids, the largest of which towers
259 feet above the plaza. There axe many other such and
hundreds of structures, from small plazas to enormous
reservoirs, broad causeways, ball courts, and a still unde-
termined number of lesser monuments. Each of these large
pyramids contains something like 200,000 cubic meters of
filling. It would require something like 100,000 man-hours
merely to place the core. The number of skilled artisans
leeded to cut and lay the stone, to plaster, caxve, and cast,
is not readily calculated. Tikal consists of 40 large structures
and 200 lesser ones. How much mnnpower was needed to
raise these immense piles in a hostile jungle is incalculable,
especially when it is iemembered that ihe Maya had neithei
metal instruments nor dray animals. Moreover, there was
presumably no professional labor force, since every man was
a craftsman of lesser or higher degree.
_ The Maya temple city was a civil as well as religious center.
It was Ie talt urban, a townscape with buildings.os The
reason one finds no evidence oi ,,city', at such sites as
Copdn, Tikal, and Palenque is that the dwellings were made
of -1ery_ perishable materials and have vaniihed, leaving
nothing behind except the remains of postholes. To find and
to -outline such a cily is a laborious ind often unrewarding
arjhaeologi-cal labor, but to argue that such a city ai
Tikal could have been built by Jpeople whose houses'were
scattered at random throughout the iungle, miles from the
center, provides no idea of how the cities were erected or
how such a society functioned.
_. Mayap6n was the only known organized Maya capital.
The evidence of its existbnce is authentic-a written ltypn
Fittory, a long tradition, and the proof offered by archi6o-
lgsical excavation. As it is the only Maya site that has all
these, it is the site that one must examine to form some idea
of the structure and function of the Maya city. Founded by
Kukulcan in e.o. 987 after the Maya-spealiing ltz6s hai
taken possession of Chich6n Itze arrd- ,6" r*leunding
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areas, Mayap6n gave its name, which means 'ostandard of
the Maya," to the league of city-states in which it was, ac-
cording to tradition, associated with Chich6n ltz6 and Uxmal.
The league probably controlled much more than this. A
Spanish report states that MayapSn "conquered all these
piovinces," and time and exploration in this area will reveal
through the roads that lead to Mayap6n that it was specifi-
cally erected for the purpose of controlling most of the north
of Yucat6n. The towns, villages, and city*states controlled by
the league were so many, said Diego de Landa, "that the
whole land appeared to be one town." ln L194, as victor in a
war with Chich6n Itz6, Mayapdn became the major power in
northern Yucatdn.

There had been a previous settlement at Mayap6n, but
its name is not known, Since the "natural Maya lords" had
warred with one another for a thousand years over slave-
raiding expeditions, it must have been difficult to determine
where among the three cities the League of Mayap5n should
place its capital; presumably the old site was chosen to avoid
squabbling. The availability of water must have been invit-
ing; within the walled enclosure have been found at least
nineteen usable cenotes. Around the city was built a wall of
dryJaid stone over !2 feet in height, from 9 ta 12 feet in
thickness, and 5/z miles long. It had 9 formal entrances; the
gates measured between 3 and 6 feet in width and so were
easy to defend. The area within the city has been calculated to
have been 2Vz square miles. o'In the center of Mayap6n they
built a pyramid, which is like that of Chich6n ltz6 (except
that it was smaller)." Archaeology has confrmed Landa's
statement. The four stairways of the pyramid were oriented in
the four cardinal dtections.

The houses of the principal nobles were located close to
the central plaza. ln fact, all of the "natural lords" of the
country were obliged to build a house within Mayap6l gPd
dwell therein for certain seasons of the year. This was similar
to a custom of the Inca; when they conquered new territory
the chieftains were required to reside in Cuzco to ensure
their loyalty.

Mayip6n was divided for administrative purposes into
four quarters, corresponding to the cardinal directions. It
had itJ markets, its officials, and even a system to care for
the socially 'nfit. 'olt was the custom to seek in the towns
for the niaimed and blind and there tley supplied their
needs." An early Spanish report said that Mayap6n, 'walled

in like those cities of Spain, had within sixty thousand dwell'
ings." A modern survey by Mr. Morris Jones reveals more
thin 3,500 houses, but to agcount somewhat for the dis'
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crepaocy between the two estimates, there have been 400
yegs.o{ tree growth aod destruction.'Moreover, the modern
calculation was made from an air survey. Take then td i;500
lg*.T.; this yot{d presuppose a population of over 20;000
Inhabttants. As it was, there was overcrowding. The Mava
i{or"}urrjr of .Diegode Landa told him---+in"""tni 

"iry 
[iJ

been destroyed and abandoned only n L441, the infonnation
was still unclouded-that the governing lords ..orderea tnat
houses should be constructed dutside oi tne walls.,'

In each house a Ma-ya kept his caluac, a sort of major-
domo, who made himself known by a wand of office which he
spolted when he went to the centei of the city ..for what was
needed-.... lirds, slsize, honey, salt, fish, game, cloth and
otner thrngs because each of these houses outside of the
walls.was, as it-were, the offce of his lord.,, The merchants,
a fsing new class within the Maya reakn (the class was
rrnknowD to the Incas), also had thiir houses there. As in all
urban societies, the dollar patricians tended to move into the
orbit of the upper classes.
. The "Iords of Mayapi{n- held the entire country in sub_
jection and the natives of it were tributary to them. All the
citizens and inhabitants who lived viithin the walled encio-
sure- of Mayap6n were exempt from tribute tax and in it
dwelt aU the nobles of the land . . . . the larids were held in
common so that between the towns there were no bound_
aries or landmarks . : . salt beds were also held in common
lwhich bears out the author's contention that the League of
Mayapiin. extended beyond the tbree citiesl in those"prov-
rnces on the northern seacoast which supplied all the inhab-
itants of the land."
. During the two and a half centuries that Mayapdn func-

!io3e{ as. a capital,.its administrators were appoiotiO bV th"
halach uinic. Selection of qualified men was-based on iome
sort of examination. It was called ..the interrogation of the
chiefs" and occurred every katun, that is, every twenty yeani.
A candidate had to ofier proof of 

-his 
iegitimaty, his

nobility, and that he knew the traditions an? the occult
knowledge known as the "language of Zuyua." In this way
there -was -a weeding out of misfits. However, most officei
were hereditary. 'The lords appointed the governors and if
tley ryere agceptable they confirmed their s6ns in office," so
that the office of batab became in time like the Itatian
p ode s t d ; it w as d.e I ac to ber editary.

Y3ylpuq then,, had all the elements, geographical and
political, of an urban organization. MoreovEr. it ii not even
unique- Tulum is a walleg city which lies on the open sea; it
was MayapSn on a smaller scale and dates fron the ..61d
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Empire." Another walled city, Xelha, lies a few miles
farther north on the same coast. It also antedates Mayap6n
and was connected with the interior city of Cob6 by one
of the longest and best-known causeways. Cob6 itself dateg
from the "Old Empire." Ilowever modified in some ways by
the Toltecs, the idea of the city as shown by Mayap6n is
doubtlessly Maya.

Mayapdn did not have the ordered beauty of Chichdn
Itz6. It is considered to be "sad degeneration" of.the latter;
the stones are roughly dressed and the masons covered up the
casual construction with stucco. The Castillo is almost a
replica of the one at Chich6n ltz6, except that the former
is smaller. The citizens of Mayap6n built four rounded struc-
tures therein, fashioned somewhat like the famed Caracol at
Chich6n Itz6 (which is presumed to have been a form of
astronomical observatory), and there are remains of a long
colonnaded hall as at the Temple of the Waniors in the more
famous city. However, it is not worked stone but plaster.
The word "decadent" has been applied to it by some archaeol-
ogists. The fine Puuc architecture-which includes Uxmal,
Kabah, and Sayil-is also sometimes referred to as 'odeca-

dent." They are different, not decadent. There ig pe1fuing in
the records that allows so moralistic an appraisal of MayapSn
as has stiffed the otherwise judiciously calm Dr. Eric Thomp-
son.

Though founded very late in Maya history, Mayapdn is as
'oearly" as the capitals of the other theocratic Sun Kingdoms
of America. Cuzco, the celebrated capital of the Incas, was
not such before 11.00, and the island capital of the Aztecs,
Tenochtitl6n, was not even founded until 1325.

In about 1450 there was a revolt that destroyed Mayapdn
A chieftain named Ah Xupan, who was of the important
Tutul Xiu family (the rivalry between the two families con-
tending for Mayap6n, Cocom and Tutul Xiu, is reminiscent of
the struggles between the Guelphs and the Ghibellines that
was occurring about the same time in Italy), raised the revolt
on the pretense that the rulers were not "natural lords" and
that they were selling Yucatec Maya as slaves to the Aztecs.
The revolt was planned when all of the ruling family was
present in the confines of the walled city. There is a record
of the fall of Mayap6n that tells of the 'fghting rvith stone$
within the walled fortress-city." It was a live and throbbing
tradition when the Spaniards arrived fifty or more yeats later,
and there is a murky echo of it in deep and powerful poetry.

This is the pronouncement of 7 Ahau.
This was wden there occurred the death of MayapSn"
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Evil is tle pronouncement of the Katun in its great

power . . . .
Thus it reoccurred when the great priest Chilam

Bala.m painted the aspect of the K-*atun d Ahau-*
Cotlective hatred is ?l easy thing to Arudup. As Aldous

Huxley says, "Ilate is like lusl in iti irresistible 
-urgency; 

it is,
hgwgver, more dangerols ltra-n lust, because it is iassi6n less
-clo_sely dependent on the body . . . hate . . . hai what lust
lacks entirely . . . persistence and continuity."

The attack on -M-ayap6n had just that jort of .lersist-
ence and.continuity"; the- walls of buildings were^pulled
down, and the statuary,_ principally of the god euetzalcoatl,
wilcn most ot the inhabitants seemed to have kept in indi-
vidual shrines, was smashed. It showed the violence of the
onslaught.f

It was the end of the only known capital of the Mayasr

8fi
28. War and Weapons

Man has a double nature. There is scarcely any situation
y!".re e1q will n9t display, .,simultaneously or alternatively,.
rlunks Aldous Huxley, "repulsive characieristics combined
with heroism." This dichotomy is. nowhere more clearly
shown than in the character of ihe Maya. They were master
builders-, and-architects, carvers of wood and jide, potters of
some of the finest and most sensitive ceramics in idnerica. if
not in the u,orld. They were artists working in fresco and
yul9r :glorr; the_y weri sculprors fasnioninftttlt d"y p";
traits of extraordinary mastery in realistic d'andling of tbrni
and movement. They were aesthetes. They were astronomers
^ 

r.$hau is a period in the Maya calendar,7,200 days (20 vears).
u Ahau ran trom l44l to 1460; within that time it is cbrtain tnat
the destuction of Mayapim occurred.

-.fJohn L..Stephens ani Catherwood first observed Mayap6a in 1g41.
l9,ar9,haeo^toqrsl thorlCht much^of Mayap6n until Mbrley in 1938
paaq. rne.ffst rnvestigation. This was foUowed by Carndgje's .nrst
team" nnder the direction of H. W. S. pollock in- 1952, A-. I_edyard
fg"th_T4 Karl Ruppert were assigned to study thJ ho.rses anC bur_
Brs;. .rlcwrn shoox; low superintending Tikal, worked on and in-
vestrgated_pottery_styl,es; Gustav Stromvik had charge of some rc_
roratron; _Kobert smith worked otr pottery sequences. Tatiana pros-
kouriakotr worked on mapping anit arc.,irttecfurat lestorations. The
data gtill await publicatiou.
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of no mean sort, who charted the course of the planets and
formed a calendar which in precision was better than that of
either Greek or Egyptian. They were builders of roads, the
finest form of communications the Americas knew (ogtside
of Peru) until 1800. And they were seafarers of unusual
courage, trader merchants with far-flung interests.

They were also warriors; "for any little cause they fought."
'1fhey never knew peace," said a chronicler, "especially when
the corn harvest was qver." The old myth of a peace-loving
people passionately dedicated only to erecting dated monu-
ments, tracing the planets in their flig$t, and preoccupied with
writing complex glyphs, has been fully exploded. At every turn
the scholar is confronted with sculptures showing Maya lords
sitting on the necks of slaves, of battle captives being seized by
the hair. The murals of Bonampak bristle with the sound and
fury of battle. Yet one reads again and again about the peace-
loving Maya. This has the odor of exquisite arehaism.

Fig. 30. The farmer was both agriculturist and war-
rior. There were no professional soldiers as war was of
short duration. War dress was magnificent- From the
Bonampak murals.

War was continuous. It could not be otherwise. There were
contending city-states with no set boundaries. Farmers by
the very nature of their agriculture moved back and forth in
trespass. Commerce was carried on, then as now, at friend
or enemy's expense. Slaves were important, and the only yay
to get them was in battte. Victims were needed for sacrifice,
sinie an individuat was not expect-ed to immolate himself for
tbe gods if someone else was available.

The war chief, nacom, was a professional. There were two.
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The office of one was hereditary and dealt with sacrifices.
The other was a military leader elected or chosen for three
yeSr_s, aq{ held in "high [e1e1." During this time ne could
neither drink nor have traffic with women. The nacom had to
conduct the war festival $*i"g the month of pax (beginning
the 1,2th of.May). At this time ..they bore the nacoi abotfr,
on a litter in great pomp, perfuming him with copal -mok;

Fig. 31. The nacom (right) holding judgment overprisoners. of war, There were two such w'ar ihiefs__ooe
was. p_ermanent, the other was elected for a tlree-year
period. From the Bona.mpak murals.

as if he were an idol.', Armieq were gathered in the villages
and towns. Every able man who knei how to use bow and
arrow and lance was liable for service. The ah holpop, a town
o$9igl,_ raised the troopg. There was also a traineci d""p,caTled holkans, who acted as mercenaries; they were lea into
91tF b{ their own captains and ..guided by a iall Uuorr.i tl"y
yent out in great silence . . . and when upon those markei
for attack . . . with loud -cries and great iruelties i"tt ;t;;
the unprepared enemy."

In prasentday milital'y terms, the Maya, especially tle
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"Old Empire" Maya, were lightly armed. Their primary
weapons were the spear, the obsidian-edged war club (called
macuahuitl by the Aztecs), and the spear-throwing atl-atl,
the last a very effective weapon as Bernal Diaz confirms
("our captain was wounded in no less than twelve places by
these arrows"). For close-quarter fighting they used a broad-
bladed flint knife and a tlree-pronged claw knife, made out
of a large shell, that could work havoc. Slings (yuntun'1
were used; there is extant a sculpture showing a warrior
carrying into battle a basket of stones the size of hen eggs.

The nacom died gloriously. No knight went into battle
more panoplied than he. His wooden headgear had a magnif-
icent stream of quetzal and parrot feathers cascading over
his shoulders, his face was gaudily painted and his jade
bracelets and necklaces flashed like emeralds under the
Maya sun. A marked man in battle, he was its primary object.
When he was captured, his warriors usually fled-and he
was sacrifced.

War, although continuous, was waged in relatively short
battles. The Maya were at the mercy of their logistics. Women
prepared the food (corncakes, maize gruel), and porters
carried it on their backs "for want of beasts of burden."
Wars ofien occurred in October when the farmer-soldier did
not have to work his cornfeld and the granaries were full.
Surprise was the desired tactic. Where it could not be ef-
fected, as in the wide grass savannahs of Campeche, there
were elaborate ritualistic promenades to overawe the enemy.
If the land was high bush or jungle, tactical surprise was
used. An attacking force sent out scouts-"road weasels," the
Maya called them-to feel out a town's defenses. These migbt
be barricades, wooden palisades, and pits dug on trails with
spikes to impale the unwary. Barriers were erected in a semi-
circular fashion and camouflaged. Larger cities were some-
times surrounded by a deep ditch as at Champot6n or walled
as were Mayap6n, Tulum, Xelha, and others. The argument
that the old Maya were not warlike because their cities were
not walled lacks historical perspective. Very few Inca towns
were walled; people retired to a pucara fortress in case of
attack. The Aztec cities were rarely fortified or walled. Many
of the Maya towns were, however. Hernando Cortes in his
wonderful march across Yucat6n and El Pet6n found a
Cehache village encircled by a wooden rampart raised back
of a dry moat in early American frontier fashion. At another
Cortes found the Indians waiting for him behind a veritable
chev al-d e -f r ise of cactus.

When defenses were plumbed, the Maya warriors attacked
en marise. If the defenders were too firmly entrenched, the
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Maya hurled €ntire hornrcts, nests into the enemy and set
thatch roofs afire. Then in a chaos of sound, Arums Ueatine.
conch shells and whistles blowing, they fell to. Slaughter wGr
not the primary aim of warfare. Like the Aztecs. 6e Mava
wanted prisoners-the distinguished ones for sacrifice, ifii
less- worthy as slaves. After- a victory the dead *"rd a"-
capitated and their jaws cleaned of flesh ,,and worn o" tA"
arm."..Captains were sacrificed immediately; they did nol
Tyish. 'oto leave anyone alive who might injrire tiem after-
waxds."

Fig. 32.
swing the
raiding a
ItzSL

of war: Mexican-Toltec invaders
ing atl and shields. They are

the murals at Chich6a

The Mexican intrusion in the ninth century gave these
wa.rs even more ferocity. The motives for war iemaineO the
same.{o_rnmercial aggrandizement, slaves, tribal insults_
but the Toltecs reintroduced the bow (chulut) and arrow
(halal), which "they shot with great skill and'force." The
spggx was better made, and the laace (nabte) was fitted
with sharpened flint. T\e atl-atl spear-thowei made this
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weapon deadlier. AIt this is well illustrated on the walls of the
ball court at Cbichlnl.tzil.

Defense also improved; shields (chimas) were heavier and
warriors now woie a quilted cotton jacket (euyub) that
was soaked in salt brine to toughen it.* It covered the chest
and the entire left arm, which held the bow. The speannen
were armored with the euyub from neck to ankle.

When the Spaniards met the Maya.in 1517 for their first
formal battle, they encountered a well-organized foe. Even
thoueh the whole-of Yucatdn had been torn by internecine
wars-for a hundred years, the Maya united against thq f9n-
eien invaders. and neither the shock of hearing and being
toin apart by firearms nor the surprise of seeing horses
deterred them in the defense of their land. Bernal Diaz, who
was twenty-three at the time, recalls that day r1 1517. The
battle had begun at dawn, with "troops moving towards
us with flying colours." Maya battle techniques -were
similar to th; Spaniards': divide, surround, sutflank.
They "divided themselves into different gro-llps; axrows were
released by the bowmen, some 30O feet in the rear, and
acted as a barrage for the advancing spearmen and rock-
throwers; when close they used the two-handled obsidian-
bladed iwords." Diaz concedes the effectiveness of the
Mava assault: "eightY of our men were wounded at the first
ooret." Even wh& hghting white men the battle objective
of the Indians remained the samq-to capture their captain
alive. Over the din of battle could be beatd "halach uinic,"
and the warriors pointed to Captain Valdivia. In their
oractice. battle was usually broken off when the nacotn
iryas tcitt'eA, and warriors sling their shields on their bacls'
dropping theit luo""t. This was calTed cuch chimal, a figur-e
of ipeeiir for anyone cowardly. This battle technique, which
the'Maya nevef altered, worked ,to thglr -disadvantage. -

In th; field the Maya were supplied with fo94, drink' and
fresh supplies of stones, lances, ani arrows. They showed'
said the^ Spaniards, gooi military discipline and sound tac-
tics.

The defects of Maya warfare weie in its ceremonial and
ritual characteristics. When the chieftain died, war ende4
they did not fight at night; the farming instinct was stronget
thah the warring. The Inca revolt against the Spaniard-s- in
Cuzco in 1536 might have been won had not the soldiers
melted away as the planting season came upon t-U"p. fF
Maya had ihe tu-e 

-obsession; 
as late as 1848 during the

* This was the Aztec ichcau-ipilli, It has often been described'
The 

-Spaniards 
later adopted it is better for tropical warfare than

their own steel armor.
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.innr of tbe ca$es' the resolting, badty used Indians had
M6rida, the capital, surrounded, until there cane the
time to plant maize and . . .

Was war bad? One_might put it paradoxically thus: Is
evil necessarily evil? Could not that- which begin as bad
not end in becoming good? The Maya thought so. tt evil Ad

2
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@
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,^fig: Sf. Tpgr.-gf {aya weapons: (l) Throwing spears.
(z) rypes ot obsidiatr-tipp€d arrows. (3) Shield made of mat"
(4). _Other types of shields. (5) Wooden club set with nint oi
obsidian
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not exist, neither could good. War was evil insofar as things
that Maya man made were destroyed, but it was "good"
insofar as it brought new ideas in art, weapons, commerce'
government; it helped in its way to develop the great Maya
achievements.

29, Religion

Religion pervaded everything. The whole of Maya .life
was-religiously oiiented-birth, death, agriculture, time-
count, aJtronomy, and architecture. Life itself was bound
up with religion and its rituals.- 

The Maya cosmos was much like that of the highland
Mexicans. They had thirteen heavens and nine hells. The
heavens were a number of horizontal layers, one above the
other, where the gods dwelled, and they were sustained by
four-gods who stood at the four cardinal directions and
held up the heavens and the world. Each of these four ggdg
had a Symbolical color; this was important to thg Maya mind
(and alio now to the archaeologist who is trying t9 9nde1-
siand this complex cosmology),-since elements in their cal-
endar are connected with gods, direction, color.

The Chinese believed the world rested on a tortoise; the
Maya thought it rested on the back of a crocodile. The
Greeks pictured the Pleiades as birds, while the ,Maya
thought foem rattles of a snake and called the constellation
Tzab.

The World of the Maya, according to them, had suffered
cataclysmic destructions four times. When the veil lifts on
Maya'history they are living in its fifth re-creation'. They
even had traditions of a flood, and on one of the fascinating
pages (74) of the Dresden Codex is a symbolical destruction
of the world by a universal deluge, haiyococab, "water-o-ver-
the-earth."* The earth-upholding gods "escaped," the Indians
told Diego de Landa, ;'when the world was destroyed by
t}'e deluge."

Gocls-pervaded the underworld, walked the earth, and
animated- the sky. Itzamna-the word meant "fi231d"-ig

* In Greek mythology tlere was a similar flood, caused by Zeus's
anger against tire impious sons of Lycaon. The myth, -brought from
asia" nas tle same origin as the Biblical legend of Noah.

8.€
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:y-*9ofry4 as an-old cross+yed man with a lizard,s body.
He-headed the Maya pantheon. He had various attributes,
as-tood-_give_r, -patron of medicine, inventor of writing. Ther6
followed all forms and fashions of gods, in all rialks of
life, all crafts, all professions; each-had its patron. The
beekeeper, the corn gfower, the fisherman, the 

-warrior, 
the

traveler, the merchant, even the comediani and the dancers
had their own deities. Ixtab, ,.the lady of the rope,', was
ttre goddess of suicides; and Ix Chel, whom we m"i earlier,
was patroness of weaving and childbirth. Her shrine on
Cozumel Island was visited by women who were in labor
or expected to be. All women were expected to visit this
mecca once in their lifetime. ..Those two-wicked sanctuaries
of Cozumel where they sent an infini6 number of poor
wretches to sacrifice," bemoans one of the friars.

Because each had so many different aspects, the Maya
gods were considered multitudinous by tlie Sianish pri:l-
ates who wgre {line to suppress them. ..They irave suih a
great quantity of idols, that as if their own personal gods
were not enough there was not an animal or an inseCt of
yhipllhey did not mqke a statue.', A Spanish mayor ordered
lq 1-565 to put down idolatry in his city, was aghast at what
his.harvest oj gods yielded:-.'In my presence, ipwards of a
mitlion were brought.',
..The ideaof gods was an excitant. It also had mystery, and

all mankind suffers from the same great uneasiness in the
p_resen€e of the unknown. The Maya thought of the gods as
do all primitiyeq. Life is subject to exteinal poweri; man
cannot control the weather, even though he cin count the
steps to the moon. The best, the Maya thought, is to keep
01 good terms with the gods and cajole them. Images of tG
rgin g9d Chac-an old man with air elongated noie and ?-
shaped eyes that symbolize tears and, therefore, water-
are found as a decorative motif on aimost every building
in the Puuc. He was a quadruple god, with four'directioni
9r_-berleg just as the Christian deity has three. Chac was
indiscriminate. The rain he caused iell equally on the just
a1d th" unjusL Still, he had to be propiiiatei. fn Ueiico
thg sarye rain god was fed human hearts; in yucat6n,
where drought was not so severe, human sacrifice occurred
lgss 

. frequently_. In Peru, where agriculture was highly
dev-eloped--with terracing, aqueducts, and so on-the iaiir
gods were given short shrift.

Y- u-m _Kaax, tlo_ught to be the corn god, was youthful
and_depicted as holding a flowering plant. Hij portrait found
at C9p6n is q9 groling as aaything ln Old World sculpture.
Death was called Ah Puch and represented as a skeletdn; he
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was the patron deity of the Maya day Cimi' The war gpd yas

;ffJA;;J;a biack just as warriors -were painted when
^-^ino 

into battle. Wind,'war, 
-aeatn, 

ail had thtir individual

?r;i€ ;; tv-6oti"ut glvphs' All these were the unseen

iffi.i*-uff-i"A *itn ft; in the problem of survival.

fii;A; nuo to be treated with scrupulous respect' facrifi.9e
ffid"t" l" 

"neied 
to them in a prescribed form and at the

il;tltt";. s"". tn. gods were so numerous and coinplex'
ii?"rr"r't, ;;aio ob;ive the rituals with almost legalistic

&u.ii-t"i" u*ed on long-observed formulas"

Fig. 34. Itzams| (lel{) w-as always drawn as old and
tnet"%." wlte. t{" *i"'the sky so{ ani also the god of
ffi;id. io- ruu* (right), god of corn, is always
pictured as being Youthful.

Relieion is a system of ceremonies' The most primitive

*Vtnt," outt included, attest the fatal chain of causation'
ilie tlluya lower man, who was told when to sow, reap'

"."o. 
utiO reioice, muit hulo" found that ignorance had im-

measurable consolations. Still he feared' And he gave eager

"ui 
to the god-man who provided the oracles,,tl)e chilan'

;[" *n. iui tu" duty of giving the answers of the gods"'-)nui. 
was the title oi tbe Maya high priest' At thg

time of Mayap6n there were twelve. In the Bolampak
-*At, which 

^provide 
so interesting a picture of Maya

* Kinyah meant "to divinq"
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social organization, qe h'gF priest is flanked by eigbt others
m less resplendent than him-self. This suggesd tnit priesttv
power was not concentrated in the hands of one individual
LI q plural or singular form -the-pagsts naa a sociat p-Jwer
qryost_ as gr-eat as the Maya lord. Their functions wire to
truF -th: chdgnes, examine them in the sciences, ceremonieg
and duties of teachigg, and send them, when trained, a; vit:rages and towns ln tne neressary numbers. ."They taught the
sons of other priests and the sec-ond sons of the iord tfuvu.,'the Aztecs, it will be remembered, had a similar schooi, acalmecac for teallrls {re occult. Montezuma was so trainia;
when chosen as Chief Speaker, that is, ..king,', he was found
gleeping down the ll3 steps of the great tedite at Tenochtit-
l6n"

fig. 1S. The Maya high priesr (ahkin) taught rhe
ruliag classes and others "t!e letters *6 tglsn;ng of
monttrs aad years."
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"In the high priest," states Diego de Landa, "was the key
of their learniig and it was to these matters that they
dedicated themselves." What they taught was "the comPu-
tation of the years, months, days, the festivals and cere-
monies, the administration of the sacraments, the fatefirl days
and seasons, their methods of divination and their prophecies,
their events'and the cures for disease [disease was magical],
and their antiquities and how to read and write with the
letters and characters along with the drawings which
illustrate the meaning of the writings."

Beyond what we can infer, we have no idea of education
among the Maya. It is presumed that they had analogous
institutions to tbose of the Aztecs, wherein sons of the
lower man attended a clan-house school and sons of the
directing classes went to a calmecac school. What is certain iS
that the lower men could not read the glyphs; they did not
know how to calculate time nor interpret the almanacs. This
was reserved for the nobles and priests who taught the sons
of other priests "and provided them with books."

In contrast to the Aztec, who had rank without class,
the Maya found it was not easy to escape the eonfnes of
caste. But, while we do not know enough to analyze the
Maya social system, it can be said that a slave might obtain
rank through his own efforts. One of the two Spaniards
captured by the Maya and held in slavery was Gonzalo
Guerrero. He lived as a slave for eight years and, when
Cortes arrived, refused to return to the Spaniards.* Instead
he went to Chetumal near the Honduras border and when
the Spaniards began their conquest, he was elected war
lord by the Indians and led attacks on the conquistadors until
he was killed in Honduras on August 14, t536. He had
married a woman of rank and reached one of the highest
positions in the land. It gives the idea that rank and clas.s
were not fixed and that a man could obtain rank through
tribal service.

Generally, however, all culture was in the hands of the
directing classes, since they alone had the time and energy
to create it. "All cultures," as Oswald Spengler developed
the theme, ooaxe town cultures." This is especially true among
the Maya. The lower man's roots are in the soil that he
cultivates, "earth becomes the earth-mother . . . the town

* Bernal Diaz gives this version of Gonzalo Guerrero's apostasy:
to his companion Aguilar, who went to Cortes, he said: "Brother
Aguilar, I am married and have tlree children and the Indians look
upon me as a cacique and a capithn in wartime--you go and God be
with you but me, with my face tattooed and ears pierced, what
would the Spaniards say if they saw me ia tt';s guise? . . ."
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is not his habitat and so all great cultures developed in
towns."

History, as Spengler envisioned it-and this is confirmed
by-w!{ we know of the Maya-is the history of civic man,
alrg ail effegtua! history begins with the primary classes, the
nobility and, priesthood. The lower man is history-less; he
is tbe eternal man and independent of every cultuie, which
he p_recedes and outlives. Writing and written history belong
to the nobleman. Priests of the Maya were, as fiiego de
Landa said, the key to their learning, and it was to-these
qlatters that they dedicated themselves. In all high cultures
the script was in the keeping of the priesthood and knowl-
edge, technical knowledge, in the hands of the few. It is
not otherwise in our modern world. ..A selective massacre
of three or four thousand lsshniciaffl . . . would bring the
whole economic life of England to a standstill." sd

Under the ah kin were various priestly officeholders;
cltilan, chac, and nacorn (to be distinguisned from the war
chief of the same name), and the cure-doctors. The classifl-
cation was almost the same as that found in Mexico. The
9ltilan, an interpreter of the gods, was carried on a litter.
When about to make a prognostication, he retired to a
darkened room and fell into a trance; later he delivered it
in "measured words." He read the tTolkin,..book of days.,,
The chacs were four old, honored men .,to aid the prijsl',
The nacom was the one who cut open the chests bt tne
sacrificial vlctims and jerked out the beating hearts.

Ttie ah kin's office was hereditayi his ions or nearest
relative succeeded him; they were nontaxpaying and lived
mostly on conJributions. The dress of the prii:st was of mo-
nastic simpligrty. Io a sense it was symboli-cal, being a long,
white, sleeveless robe of bark cloth, beaten hom the fibJi
of the wild ficus tree. Around its edge it was sometimes
ornamented with shells. His mitre was a bark-cloth
"crown"-The Fa{,' left long, was unkempt, unwashed, and
"stinky" from the blood of sacrifice.

Sacrifice had the magic virtue of a charm. It has been
cofilmon to all cultures, our own included, even though it is
o-fterr _represented as something else. It was practiJed by
lhe M-aIa, one supposes, from their very beginnings. the
fact of human sacrifice has been sicklied ovei with= a pale
9ast, of thgugh! by those archaeological historians who,
having made of the Maya the .,Intellectuals of the New
World," believe that it is not compatible with their calend-
rics and glyph-writing. But then the Greeks too were btood-
thinty and had human sacrifces. and this has not marred
our interest in them. Besides, m-ost civilizations have their
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private horrors and it has been said "to understand is not
necessarily to pardon, but there is no harm in trying to
understand."

The gods had to be nourished, like any other living
beings, and as the gods proceeded necessarily.from the Mayq
brain they were human and imperfect. If rain was withheld
or disease appeared, it was because the gods \rere not prop-
erly propitiated. Blood and, most of all, throtbile human
heirts wbre cherished by the gods. War yielded prisoners for
sacrifice; in addition women and children were immolated,
"and were made much of before sacrifice and feasted up to
the day; they were well guarded so that tley would not run
away or pollute themselves by any act of carnal sin."

A victim marked for sacriflce was painted blue, that fa'
mous Maya blue which is found on murals and stone
carvings. If he was to be sacrfficed by the arrow ceremon-y
{we do not know the Maya word) he was tied in crucifix
fashion to a wooden frame high oft the ground, and they
"danced a solemn dance about him." The priest wounded
the victim in the place of shame (that is, the penis), and
the blood that dripped from the wound was smeared on an
idol nearby. Then at a given signal tle dancers one by one,
as they came in front of him, released their arrows: "in this
way they made his whole chest look like a hedgehog of
atrrows." There are those who would like to believe that this
sacrifice is un-Maya (the Plains Indians, such as the Paw-
nees, did it the same way), yet an illustration of the ceremony
is found scratched on the walls of a temple at Tikal.

The most spectacular sacrifice was, literally, heartrending.
The blue-painted sacrificial figure was spread-eagled over a
sacrificial stone so shaped that it arched the chest. The arms
and legs were held by four priestly chacs, and tbLe nacom
ripped a flint knife across the victim's chest, exposing the
heart. Then, says Landa, "the Atm of God plunged ints it
and seized the heart like a raging tiger and snatched it
out alive." This was a conlmon ceremony among the Maya
and shown in murals and sculpture-though, to be sure, they
were not so demoniacalty devoted to it as the Aztecs, who in
the year 1486 sacrificed 20,000 persons.

Another form of sacrifice was to tlrow the "selected
one" into wells. The great cenote at Chich6n Itz6 was the
best known depository, and Landa described it. Four hun-
dred years later Thompson proved him correct when he
dredged that sacred well aad found the skeletal remains of
men, women, and children, as well as the artifacts that had
been thrown with them into this clouded water.

To primitives blood had a mystical significance. The
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folklore connected with it lies so deep in the human conscious-
ness-that_it has slipaed over into most religions; "washed by
the blood of Jesus" is only a passing reference. Smearing thi>
body with blood, or with a blood surrogate, increased the
vital principle. The Maya, however, "offered sacrifices of
their own blood." They pierced their cheeks, their lower lips.
"and their tongues in a slanting direction."* Blood so 6b-

Fig. 36. Sacrifice was made at the cenote at Chicbln ltz6.
This occurred -only on-unusual occasions of drought, epidemic,
or invasion, The remaias of bodies aad ornaments have beei
found at the bottom of the well.

tained was smeared on -an. image of the god that was being
propitiated, -or onto their hair and bodies. Like other primi-
tives, they did not consider blood as we do. Blood to-them
expressed vital principles even when outside the body. Iti
magic arrested witshcraft; it made the gods beholden. So
obsessed with blood and its magical qualit'ies were the Maya
$at "they ev_erl," wrote Diego de Landa, ,.split the super-
{uous_.qar_t of the virile member, cutting it and fraying i? as
they did their ears to obtain blood on aciount of which-some
w_ere .deceived into saying that they practiced circumcision."
Blood from- the penis was considered especially efficacious.
Another friar witnessed the ritual: ,'I -saw 

ihe sacrifice.
They took a chisel and a wooden mallet, placed the one
_ 1Th"t9 io a sc:rlptwe'done in low relief, in the province of yax-

chilan, Chiapas (dated A.D. 750), that shows a kn;fine Maya pass-
ing a spine-decked cord through his tongue while a fan-bear6r waves
away the agony of his hurt with a feather fa.n
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who had to sacrifice himself on a smooth stone slab, took ottt
the penis and made three cuts into it an inch lo"g tt 4"
center; all the time they murmured incantations." Landa
says, *. . . it is a horrible thing to see how inclined they were
to- this ceremony. A group of Indians who initiated this
form of sacrifice had holes drilled completety through tbeir
virile member . . . obliquely from side to side and through
this hole . . . they passed a thin cord." Thus fastened together,
"they danced and the flowing blood was caught and then
the idol anointed with it. . . ."

.All this waa so that the gods would be properly propiti-
ated and that they should not withhold the proffered gifts
of life. A ni pbilosopher summed__up _man's
religious history with an apothegm: "Blood and
cruelty are the'foundation of all good, things."
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50. Architectune
Tlg M"yl have left behind a mass of structures that forever
will remain a monument to their aesthetic sensibilities and
their _muscular 9nergy.66 Cities and ceremonial 

"""t"r, 
ur

tound geograp$"?|y everywhere tlroughout Mayadom, and
T eyery conceivable landscape_on the edge of-the sea, in
lhe !at,. dry,interior, along the sides of riverf beside lakes and
m tlre -junges. The cities varied in size and purpose. There
were those, such as Ttrlum and Mayap6o, *heri the ;t;6
lfm:d _to be a city in miniature. tner^e #ere others such as
llkal wh^ere pyramids soared ZZ9 feet high so as to dwarfthe
pngle. Others stretched along the rivers. Most structures
were built of stone,- since limestone was usually avaita6le.
wnen lt was not, they used baked bricl and stucco for
ornamentation.

This architecture differed from that of the other Sun King_
dom civilizations because of the use the Maya made of linie
morta,Il. Their buildings,-.said one writer,-.,are essentially
monolitbs of rubble and lime with an exteiior veneer of cui
stone."

Just as the use of the.arch a,nd a superior, almost imperish-
able, mortar were the distinguishing claracteristics of noman
archite-cture, lime mortar and the ciorbeled arch distinguished
that of th9 l,vlaya. Pulverized limestone makes a cemelt that
torms so tight a bond with the cut stone that the whole struc-
ture_ appears to be monolithic. When the cement had hard-
ened the, building was polished and glazed. Bark was strippeO
olf the chocorn tree and soaked in vats of water. The resulfing
soluti,on was applied. to .the walls, which when dry took i
superb polish, becoming impervious to rain and in time tum_
tng a bright brick-red.
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Stone was quarried, shaped, and sculptured with stone;
metals such as gold and soft copper came very late to the
Maya. Danish neolithic peoples used thin-butted, polished-
stone blades, and a reconstruction of such axes shows them to
be empirically effective; a large tree can be felled within one
hour. The cutting edges of stone axes are almost as sharp as
steel, and they can be sharpened by rechipping. Similar stone
hammers and chisels were the tools of the Maya builder.

Plans for Maya buildings were made on either paper or
wood, all perishable. There must have been a unit of measure-
ment, although no one has attempted to discover it. They
undoubtedly had, like the Inca, professional builders or archi-
tects, that is, nontaxpaying specialists. Yet as great as is
Tikal, not one architect's name has come down to us,

The nd, the simple fascine house daubed with wood and
thatched with palm leaf, was the humble origin of Maya archi-
tecture. The Maya acknowledged this on one fagade of the
finest building in the Puuc, the Quadrangle at Uxmal, where
a sculptor depicted a series of these houses as decorative motifs.

Inca architecture also evolved from the simple native
house, in their case the kancha, built of fieldstone and adobe-
cement. The Vitruvian theory, which holds that features of
store temple construction derive from wooden-house proto-
types, can apply to many cultures. In Greek temples the
architrave derived from the frame of a pe,Nanfs roof, and
the triglyph from the ends of the beams.

Out of this house of the "eternal peasarlt," the Maya
shaped the most distinctive feature of their architecture,
the corbeled arch. In this, the stones are placed so that each
projects beyond the one below it; eventually the walls meet
and a vault is formed. To support this type of arch, a weight-
mass was necessary. This developed into the roof-comb, an
overhang to act as cantilever to the vaulting, that became for
Maya sculpture a fagade on which to lavish intricate and
swirling design. The Maya have been known to raise a massive
pyramid with an estimated 250,000 cubic feet of fll, only to
place at its pinnacle a building of less than 150 feet square.
Aware of the self-limiting aspect of the corbeled arch, the
Maya later used massive wooden beams and wooden lintels
as well; these were made of sapodilla, a metal-hard wood.
They counted on everything but the termites.

The sheer number of Maya remains is staggering. No one
has yet tried to give them a precise figure. Those ruins which
have been surveyed and photographed number in the hun-
dreds. Those which have been merely noted total even more-
It ean only be surmised that the scrub jungles and the rain
forests yet hold hundreds more from man's sight-
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Fig. 37. Stages of quarrying: Rock-mass was broken out from
rock-outcrop.

Fig' 38. Rock-mass was rolled on hard wood rollers and pulled
with thickropes.

Fig. 39. Roughed-out stela was set up in rhis fashion into a
previously prepared foundation. Note the protruding nubbins, which
were left oo for leverage and pulling
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Fig. 40. The carving of Stela E at Quirigua, close tQ
Cop6l. The intricate design and complicated calendric
computations were first worked out on paper and painted
boards. The base material here was a c.oa,rse red sand-
stone, the tool was tbe basalt stone celt.

Aside from cities and ceremonial centers, there is in the
Maya architectural vocabulary a variety of other specializrcd
constructions-ball courts, gateways, sweat baths, vaulted
bridges, and raised platforms where plays were performed.
Much of this the early Spaniards saw while it was still in its
pristine form. When Grijalva sailed along the coast he'saw
i'three towns separated from each other by about two miles,
. . . There rilere many houses of stone, very tall towers . . .
and then a city or towa so large that Seville would not have
seemed more considerable." Uxmal had been seen and de
scribed as looking "like a painting of Flanders" by Antonio
de Ciudad Real, a priest of facile intelligence who wrcte Ol
the Very Renowned Ed.ifices of Uxmal. He described the
fagades,- "carved with wonderful delicacy," - and remarked
on the glyphs that appeared on the sides of the buildings,
"carved-vrith so great a dexterity as surely to excite admira-
tion." Diego de- Landa said dhat "there are in Yucat6n
many beautiful buildings, which is the most rcnaxkalls thing
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that has been found in the Indies. . . ., In Izamal there was,
for example, "a building gf g_cl height and b;;"ty A;T
astonishes one. . . . A:rd Chich6n 1t26, a v"ry 

'n:r" 
,it"

yhere t{9rq ge many maerrifiseal buildinls . . . i"a around
ure sacnnclal cenote. can be found . buildings of the
country almost like the pantheon at Rome."
.. .So ryan_y were there of these stone cities that Landa said
;1"-y'.191" tand.appeared to be one town." And so many are
the remains of these cities today that neither this nof anv
one book coul{ hope to cover aU in fuU aetan nesia"sJi
say everyttring is to say nothing. Here then is a selection oi
Maya cities wift brief accounts of their form and function.
,, !**ru\ .(e.n..328) is located where one mignt Uetieve
that men with a wide choice would never found a iity, in tne
lo1vr. hqmi-d jungle-bound El pet€n It is (at tlis morient-oi
wnung) the oldest kooyo JVIaya city. Here are found, too,
the finest e_xamples of polycbroinic p6uery; and until nonamj
9_1l.*,*^d1scovered, it had the finest murals extant, very
,sprited UgqT painted- in red, orange, yellow, grui ani
black on a whitened background.
, .Th",rg. are eight .qrincipal groups of buildings. The low-
lyr1g hills were artificially_leveled and then bu-ilt up into a
series of large_ and small plazas. These lie close toge?her and
l: cgyeglgd by wide-causeways. The princip-al temple
p,yrami{, althorgh only 27 feet high, is inierestiig since^ it
shows the evolution of^the -pyrqmi_d form, which in nearby
Tikal was to soar over 200 tbLt in height. fne wiae sa-irwai
is.ornamented.by-grot_esque stucco riasks g tJet dgn. rG
intergsting study has been made of the evolution lt tle
lemple c-omplex from the original palm-thatched native house.
In a series of isometric drawings it can be seen that tle first
structure was a raised stone-adobe platform on which rested
a wooden house -(the postholes of this have been found). Ia
Jng,.nexj.stage..of development, three identical temples were
built with similar stairways and decorated roof-creits facing-
each other. A high priest, having died, was buried i" th;
plaza; tbre floor level was raised to contain his tomb and a
:idg tqryple, presupably above the grave, wtrs added.
Slowly, with the accretion.of years and lschniques, the temple
evolved into a complex of buildings.
. Tikal (lo. 416)-was the larges-t of Maya cities. Although it
ir ooly thirty-five miles from Uaxactun (ihey were conneited
by a. causeway), its format is difierent. Tikal rests on a gigan_
tic limestone. outcrop._The surrounding forest is as t[i6tty
treed as the Amazon. Cedars, mahogany-, palms, and strangle-r
ficus are dominant. Jaguars, tapirs, ind snakes prowl 

-the

jttngle floor, wbile monkeys and a variety of birdi rule tbe
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treetops.'It is here that these machine-less men built their
greatest city.

On an artificially leveled tongue of limerock, between two
ravinrcs, the center of Tikal, civil and ceremonial, was built"
Since there was a lack of dependable water supply, even with
a high incidence of rainfall, the two ravines were converted
ilto reservoirs and spanned by a raised causeway that is also
a dam. There are five separate groups of buildings all con-
nected by wide causeways, covering a square mile. Beyond
this in every direction Tikal stretches out for several miles.
So immense is the site that no one has yet even attempted a
definitive calculation. Since 1956 the long-held dream of
archaeologists has been in the process of realization: the
University of Pennsylvania is now at this moment of writing
excavati-ng and restoring the ruins.

llfir:lI

tilt@iliffi
€

A B C
Fie. 41. Architectural form and structure of Temple V, Tikal

This temple, south of the great plaza, faced the south raving
which was a water reservoir. (A) The elevation, showing han-
dling of mass. (B) A profile that exhibits the manner of crowning
the truncated pyramid. (C) The structure; note the narrowness
of the room caused by corbeled saghing Taten from the drawings
of Maler, Toz-zet, and J. A. Gomea

Tikal is best known for the number of its monuments;
thus far eighty-three stelae and fifty-four altars have been
found. The city has the finest wood carvings known in the
entire Maya area, twelve doorways and lintels carved on
sapodilla wood, of which the frst and the finest was carried
off to a Swiss museum.

The pyramids of Tikal, which push their verdure-covered
heads above the jungle, arrogantly towering above all else,
were, one may well assume, its pride. Interior space waa
sacri.flced to height and grandeur. In the great court, in the
center of Tikal, two of these massive pyramid-temples face
each other. In the plaza, which measures 400 by 250 fent,
stands a structure not unlike a Mesopotamian ziggurat; it
rises to 229 feet A stone staircase follows the setback struc-
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ture -to its apex. There, with decorated roof-crest, is the
temple-thres dimly lit rooms with a gross space of liss than
150 square feet" It is for this that Irrlaya laborers worked
incredibly lggg Vears- 1s__ca!!r on their backs enough
limestone rubble to fill 250,00O cubic feet. It is estimatid
that 25,000 man-hours were_required merely to build up the
cor_e ̂of.gne_of these pyrqmrds. The labor refiuired to cut', set,
and finish tle stone of the surface and rear-the temple, with
its florid and decorated roof-crest, canaot be easily cafculated.
This must have cost the skilled masons twice as m&oy rn&o-
hours as were required to build the inner core.

Next, lime mortax had to be made. It has been estimated
that one-sixteenth of most Maya structures are lime mortar.
To r,educe limestone to cernent, which was done by burning,
required four times as much wood, by volume, as limestonE.

For every sixteen cubic meters of iime cement, a cord of
wood was consumed. The immense labor service needed
merely to fell trees with stone axes, then carry the wood to
the lime kilns, can be grasped if not precisely cilculated.

At Tikal there are eight such immense iemple pyramids.
Lesser structures-palaces or habitations-total feh times
this number. There were acres of stucco surface to coyer,
an! ,many of these structures are covered with glyphs. The
mind reels at the thought of tle'organization 

-required

merely to supply labor to a city such as Tikal.
According to its own records, Tikal survived from e.o. 416

Pntil_ 86?, though it is possible that it was reoccupied briefly
in the fourteenth century by the Itz6s. Its exiitence was
made known to the outside world in L696, when a Franciscan
monk, Antonio de Avendaflo, on his way to ..reduce" the
remaining Maya about Lake Pet6n, stumbled upon.,a number
of ancient buildings which although they were very high and
my strength very little, I climbed them. . . ."

San tos6 (lo. 435), minuscule when compared to the
olher Maya centers, is situated in British Honduras, less than
fifty miles from Tikal, with which it was, in all probability,
bound by a causeway. No one knows what its Maya name was.
San Jo# lies in the ancient Maya area called Chetumal
Province, where cacao was raised ind canoes manufactured.
Here Gonzalo Guerrero, Spanish castaway-slave turned Maya
war chief, repelled the Spanish conquistadors.

San Jos6 is small; gt:ll, it conveys an idea of what smaller
ceremonial centers were like. There are four building groups
set ol artificially leveled hills. The largest is composed bf
temples and a habitation complex; another has a modest
pyramid fifty feet high. There is also a water reservoir and
&e inevitable ball court. The decoration shows sophistication-
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The head of the maize god is a lively piece of imagery, and
the polychromic pottery found there is similar to that of
Uaxactun, where the best in Mayadom has been found' This
pottery shows a conti:ruous occupation from l.p. 435 uP to
ihe Toltec period (987) and perhaps beyond. A thousand or
more families lived about the center or within reach of iL
Although small, its tastes were cosmopolitan; trade pieces
found within the graves show that it imported shells from
the Pacific, obsidian from Zacapa, copper from Mexico, mar-
ble drinking vessels from Ulua in Honduras, spindle whorls
from farawiy Huasteca (which, as the zopolote flies, is a good
thousand miles north). San Jos6 is listed here not because
of anything spectacular, but because Eric Thompson, its ex-
cavator, thought it to be a "small-scale ceremonial center of
which there 

-must 
be literally scores" still buried in the

jungles.' 
Copdn (e,.o. 460), the most southern of the great Maya

cities, lies at an altitude of 2,000 feet in what is now Hon-
duras. It was bound to those cities already mentioned by sea
road and land road. Cop6n was built at the edge of the
Cop6n River. which flows into the Motogua River, which in
turn debouches into the Gulf of Honduras near Omaa, in
ancient times a large Yucatiln Maya trading post. The regio-n
was known for itJcacao and obsidian, its fine Lllua marble
vases. In the high rain forests was the habitat of the red'
sreen puacamavo and the quetzal' It was the only Maya city
io be fnown. ai least in the literature, outside of the Yucat6n
area. Diego Garcia de Palacio, a judge of tle Audiencia Real
de Guate?nala, was led to Copr{n in t576. He wrote in a
speculative letier to Philip II, '1. . . In:y say that in olden
times a great lord of the Province of Yucat6n came here,
built thes! buildings , . . returned home and leftuthem empty.
. . . According to ihis book, which I have . . . it seems that in
ancient times people from Yucat6n did conquer these prdv-
furces." It was^the same Cop6n that was purchased for flfty
dollars by John Lloyd Stephens more than two and a half
centuries later.

Cop6n covers seventy-five acres; beyond this lived the
peopli. It is the second largest of Maya cities and composed of
hve^main plazas and sixteen subgroups. The enormous main
plaza, surrbunded by tiers of stone seats, has been likened to^a 

Ro-uo circus maximus, Tbe compact acropolis, overlooking
the Cop6n River, is an amazingly wonderful complex 1f
templesi In the eastern courtyard are tiers of-stone seats and,
at o^ne end, the Jaguar Stairway, flanked by the stone jaguars
from which its name is derived. The animals are rampant, one
forepaw outstretched, the other akimbo. Their coats were
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spotted with rounded pieces of inlaid obsidian. The architects
of the temple that dominates the courtyard made use of a
squatting stone Maya figure to support a panel that is obvi-
ously allegorical-a cacoplastic m6lange of arms, gnomelike
figures, dragonlike heads; a design that is mobile, moyrng
out ints space, formless yet form-consuming.

In the western court is the Reviewing Stand, which is dom-
inated by a god entwined by a snake, in the fashion of
Laocodn. From the same courtyard rises the famed Hiero-
glyphic Stairway; thirty feet in width and sixty-tbree treads
in height. Each tread is decorated with a running commentary
of glyphs. The dates, which alone have been deciphered, show
that it was dedicated in e,.p. 756. 7t is calculated that there
must be 2,500 glyphs in the stairway.s? Stephens hoped that
when read they would reveal the o'entire history of the city,"
but as only ten treads were found in their original positions,
the restoration, completed t\ L942, is at best tentative and
conjectural.

Beyond this is the gteat plaza, at one end of which is a
small temple. Carved and dated stelae, the most beautiful in
Mayadom, are scattered throughout this area.

Cop6n was no isolated city. Nearby is Quirigua, which
is believed to have been intimately connected with its his-
tory.58 Northeast of it are several other known Maya sites.

Palenque (t.o. 642) is 280 miles north of Cop6n. No
direct trade contact between the two cities has been estab-
lished, but their art, sculpture, calendrics, and glyph-writing
are similar. The two cities are separated by rivers, high moun-
tains, deep ravines, thick jungles, and almost 300 miles'
Geography did not prevent the interchange of intellectual
ideas between independent Maya city-states. Despite political
disunity, there was a cultural unity.

Palenque is the Spanish for "palisade." The Maya name for
the city has not been revealed by its multitude of glyphs.
Palenque is unique in that modern Maya history began therd.
What it has lately revealed and is expected to reveal has
changed our concept of Maya history.

The city is barely visible in a sea of jungle. Set at a 1,000-
foot altitude in the Chiapas forests, near a small river (the
Otolum, a tributary of the Usumacinta), Palenque by river
travel is less than eighty miles from Xicalanco, the great
trading center, with which it had trade connections. The city
became known in L773, when an Indian brought it to the
attention of a priest who, amazed by all he saw, drew up a
report. It was later visited by a Spanish captain of engi:reers,
who wrought havoc there with his ramming-battery tech-
niques. He was accompanied by aa Italian architect, Antonio
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FT"f9ry, 
i.T the Spanish service. When these reporta were

bryuglt- Q tbg personal attention of Carlos m o? Spain,:a
yler-of the Enlightenment, he ordered that all anriquitles
Iognd at_Ialenque be well preserved so that they couldillus"
trate an Historia arrtigua de Am6rica,
. Th" ll.toty oftle exploration of palenque covens fwo cen-
ll"ff.-.Mgy ot the explorers_of-palenque were later pennDs
or ctsuncuon, such as $unt W{dgck, a wonderfully daroque
character.ae He showed up-at.pabn{.ue in 1g32, ;'t tl" ile
gljTqlf_"*: The. pFces blgi-s Uirtn are given variously is
f-arrs, prague, and Vienna. Waldeck was characterized bi an
99::T-."I as "a racy ong qf gp w!91e, despite auUiousloii,feq
lqTly" personaliry.,' Of himself he modestly said, ..I am
tn9 nrsl competent person who occupied himself ririth the
rurns ot L'entral America." Ifoweyer, his facile drawings
were deliberately- falsified_ so as to give the impression th;i
M€ya ruins had been built by phoenicians or [.omans. ..flgtalks so- big," _said William- piescott, ..moreovir ni* Arawin5
do not have the true weathertints ol antiquiW. . . . I havja
soupgon that he is a bit of a charlatan-." 

-

..Stephens_arrived at Palenque in the spring of 1g40 with
his. long-suffering companion- Frederick'Caderwood. Since
ther publicatiops,_the history of the city has been set on a
xrm archaeological basis.

That pqt of the site tlus far uncovered consists of two
qroups e1 sight structures divided by a small ravine with
nver water that has been canalized to flow through a
gorbe.led arch sewer (an_unusqal Maya engine"riogE"t-ure;.
On the west bank is the Palace, an irrEgutar rictangudi
structure 340 by Z4O feet and 60 feet hiih. This is #here
$ephens lived. It is thick-walled and man!-chambered, and
has an interior court from which rises-iurique i" 

-M;ya

architecture-a tower four stories in height 
-with 

an ii-
terior.stairway. At the entrance to the palaje are archaically
carved stone figures, and the sides of the edffice are dec-
orated with stucco figure9 in high relief, regarded by all as
tn€, nnest anyw.h€re. yith!9, there are carved stone panels
wrth a remarkable series of well-preserved Maya texts.^ Four
of the other structures, the temfles of the Cioss, the Sun,
the Inscripti.ojry, -?od 4" Foliated Cross, are outw;dly ;im:
ilar-an artificially,raised pJ[amid, with a single strircture
3!on tlal is crested by an immense, decorated- roof-comb.
The engineering purpose of the latter is to act as a counrer-
level to the corbeled arching beneath. All are decorated on
the exterior with figures and ornaments in stucco, which were
once brilliantly painted. Each of the large rooms has an
altar and a carved wall panel In one, tf,e Foliated Cross,
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Fig. 43. Stucco figues in relief from the fagade of House D

at Pilenque. The art of stucco-sculpture reached its heiSbt at
Paleaque during the ninth century e.o.
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are two life+ized figures (Maya dimensions) holding a rlill-
nequn. up- to the gaze ot a bird, which despite embellish.
p"ots. is th! sacred-quetz.-al. There are many inscriptions on
the tablet. On the altar of another, the Sun T"-pI", the two
figures stand upon the bodies of prostrate men.-In'the cen-
ter is the symbol of the snn, the-face of which some have

, \+F
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\ig 44. A cross-section of tle Temple of the In-
lgiptjoy.at Palenque showing rhe lonigJost stairwJy
that led down to the grave of the high priest. It was
fou_nd in 1951 by Antonio Ruz Lhullier, a Mexican
archaeologisL

$:3eA to a Gorgon's head. Once again mannequins are
Ield up in.reverence. The Temple of t[e Inscriptions, which
lies near the Palace, has lost 

-its 
roof-comb. it retains its

decorations. The date that has been deciphered is e.o. 692.
In 1951 the Mexican archaeologist Alberto Ruz Lhullier

was assigned to restore some of the structures at palenque.

]e"T Sr inyestigat-ion9 -brogeht him to the Temple of the
Inscriptions, he noticed -ig qhe inner rooln a large slab set
neatly into the floor, with finger holes io it so it could be
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raised. He raised it, and following a nanow corbeled stair-
way downward, first in one direction and then another, he
reached another large slab poised horizontally, sixty feet be.
low the surface. In front of the door were the skeletons of
six Maya who had "elected" to remain as guardians of the
tomb. Beyond the stone door, a few steps down, was the
tomb. When discovered it was a veritable fairy palace.
Through the centuries the dripping water, lime-saturated,
had formed many stalactites.do

Over the tomb was a beautifully carved slab in relief. A
portrait with hieroglyphics, it weighed five tons. Within was
the skeleton of the "true man," bejeweled with enormous jade
sarrings, a jade necklace, and a pear-shaped baroque pearl.
It had been long held that the Maya pyramids were built
solely to support temples and did not contain the tombs of
important personages, as pyramids do in other lands. The
findings at Palenque changed this attitude.

Piedras Negras (,1,.n. 534), one of the great cities of the
Maya, is sixty bird-flight miles from Palenque. On the south
bank of the Usumacinta River, it is set in the jungle. The
city begins at the river's edge, and the structures go from the
simple to the complex, the latter occupying the undulating
hills. The palaces, even though in advanced decay, give the
effect of one huge monument. The sculpture of the stelae and
lintels in low relief is of the finest, sharply delineated and
sensual. War motifs dominate many of such sculptures; often
Maya overlords appear looking down on massed prisoners.
There are over seventy-five dated stelae (between the dates of
e,.o. 534 and 80O), altars, lintels, thrones, and even sculptures
chipped out of the piedras negras, the black stones that lie
above the river. One of the features is the zumpulche, a
building which housed the sweat bath. It had two large rooms,
one hot and one cold, reminiscent of the Roman baths, if not
as magnifigsnl. In the steam room were two stone benches,
and the steam was made by throwing water onto hot stones.
This description might seem contrived were it not supported
by a combination of good archaeology and good reconstruc-
tion.

Yaxchilan (lo. 514) lies higher up on the Usumacinta,
twenty miles from Piedras Negras. Yaxchilan (called thus
from a rivulet that flows through it) lies on the north bank,
where the river makes a large curve. The strucfures of this
city are spread along the river for alrnost a mile. Eight un-
dulating hills overlook the esplanade, and on each is a temple
structure. Its sculpture, chipped out of finely textured lime
stone, is dramatic. In one lintel a priest is seen passing a
thorn-studded cord through the center of his tongue, drip-
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pfng blood onto a piece of huun paper, while a seryant fans
ftfir -to ease away the pain. The surface of yaxchilan has
only been touched by archaeologists.
_-Bonampak (e.o.-540) w€N an architectural satellite of
Yaxchilan, sonle. eieFteen milss, flern the other city. Because
it was recessed in the jnngles away from the river, no one
ever he.ard of -Bonampak before igqe. In Maya the word
means "painted walls.', When the city was discovered the in-
terest created by the paintings found there was second onlv
to that causedby-the earlier discoveries of John Lloyd Steph-
9.nsr -fo_nampat lies in the area where the Maya-speati"g6'wild" Lacandones live,-they who carry on mani triaitioni
9,t,tfe ol{ Maya. {t is also.i -region mrich penetrited bt rh;
crucle. gatnerers, who search for new stands of gum_yieiding
sapodillas.

Giles. G. Hgdy,- a_ phgtographer pursuing a Maya chase
under tbe aegis of the United FruiC Company, pressed the

@
@

-Fig. 45. Plan of tle ceremonial center of Bonampak (eighteea
miles southeast of the well-known ruins of yaxcbilan 

"1 
tUe-

Usumacinto River), where the famous murals were discovered
9ttog nlu_y, 1:9!9, bV Mr. Giles G. Healy. Bonampak is small
but caxetully -laid,oul Its plaza (l) measures Z70Ly 370 feet
TVo dated stelae (2) stand- in the center of the plaza. Approached
by a.series o.f qtep_s (!) is tne principal structure (4)-of Bon-
ampak. This is the building that houses the famous murals. Other
sTaller buildinS decorated witl stucco (5) dominate the rise
of ground called the Acropolis. From K. nripiert J. E. S. Thomo-
son and T. Proskouriakoff., Bonampak . . 

-.;1rysshington, 
D. i.,

1955. Surveyed by Ruppert and Stiomsvik 
-
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search for Bonampak when he heard the Indians say*painted walls." He was led to the city on May 2t, 1946.
Hidden in the innermost rec6se$ of the I-acandon jungles,
Bonampak proved to be one of a constellation of unrecorded
sites. There Healy found a local ceremonial center, witb eleven
buildings and part of a carefully laid eompact plaza T7O
by 37O feet. Here were several dated stelae and decorated, 

'

carved, and dated altars. On a slighf rise were several struc-
tures; one had tlree doorways. Its faEade revealed marvel-
ously molded figures ia stucco. (All of the sculpture found
here is superb; it much resembles that of Yaxchilan.) Within
this building Healy found the murals. Painted in lo. 800,
these rank as art with anything of similar antiqulty, be it in
Crete, India, China. As history they are one of the best
sources of information of Maya life patterns, showing war-
fare, dress, musical instruments, religious ceremonies, sacri-
fice, and, above all, the attitudes and expressions which make
a new analysis of Maya social organization possible.ol (For a
more detailed discussion of the Bonampak,.murals, see the
section on Maya paintings.)

Uxmal (,c,.o. 900) lies in the Puuc of Yucatdn, a range
of low hills, 1cfling limestone ridges, with alternate pockets
of soil. It is not only the most uniform of Maya cities; it is
also the most beautiful. Moreover, it is quite probable that
"{Jxmal' is what it was called by the Maya themselves. It has
history, written, recitative, and traditional. Uxmal was part of
the League of Mayaprin. It even has a date in the literature:
"In Katun 2 Ahau [e.o. 987] the Maya Lord Ah Suytok
Tutul Xiu was established in lJxmal."

There was a time when archaeologists cast Maya culture
into two chronological categories: "Old Empire" (the cities
of older date described as such) and "New Empire," those
which were concentrated in Yucat6n. It is now known that
those of the New have dates almost as old as the Old, so these
terms have been discarded. It is not known with certdinty
whether the Maya cities in the humid interior were aban-
doned after e.o. 890 with a precipitous mass migration of
people toward Yucat6n. Still, Maya tradition and history
speak of descents great and small, to account for the fact of
the abandonment of the interior for the dry, coastal Yuca-
till^.

Uxmal was a city of the Maya Renaissanse. The Maya-
speaking Toltecs had already invaded Yucat6n and per-
meated the land with a renewed vitality in religion, trade,
and warfare. Ritual was dominated by the mystical Quet-
zalcoatl cult. All this found a reflection in Maya architecture.

Uxmal is fifty miles from the sea and a hundred from
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Chich6n ItzL. lt is the main cify of the Puuc. About it are
scores of cities, small and large, all of a similar style. The
site of Uxmal is unusual because it was built near a cenote.
The region has rich soil and plenty of rainfall, but no wells.
So, as the Romans did at Capri, the builders of Uxmal relied
on underground cisterns that collected the runoff of rain
from roofs. It has been calculated that the plaza of Uxmal if
used efficiently as a cistern could have kept 6,000 people in
drinking water throughout the year. All the Puuc cities pro-
vided themselves with underground cisterns, an engineering
feat which would have brought encomiums from the Romans
themselves.

There are eight groups of buildings at IJxmal, covering an
immense area. The House of the Governor and its related
structures stand at what is considered to have been the sec-
ular administrative center of the city. Mounted on an arti-
ficially constructed mound, fifty feet high and reached on all
sides by stone steps, it covers five acres of ground. The palace
itself is 32O feet long, 40 feet wide, 26 feet high, and it is
the single most magnificent building ever erected in the Amer-
icas. The whole is covered with a veneer of ornamented stone,
the joints fitting as perfectly as a mosaic. Each stone is an
element in this immensely beautiful fagade, which is a mtut-
terpiece of precision and craftsmanship. On an altar in front
of it rests a double-headed jaguar, heads fore and a-ft. In
front of the main flight of steps was an enormous stone phal-
lus, which is broken in half and for "moral reasons" has
never been restored. It stood ten feet high when in its pristine
state.

About the House of the Governor are pyramids, other pal-
aces, and the House of the Pigeons, so termed by someone
because the roof-comb resembles a dovecote. Close upon the
palace, on the same raised plaza, is the House of the Turtles
(the decorative motif on the fagade is a parade of realis-
tically carved box tortoises). South of this, where went the
gteat sacbe causeway (it ran directly in front of the House
of the Governor and led to Kabah), there are other build-
ings, now mostly amorphous except for the Temple of the
Phalli. where there are enough reminders of the worship of
the ithyphallic to make even Aldous Huxley change his as-
sertion that "there was no sex in the art of the Maya."

Stephens lived in the Governor's Palace during November
and December 1841; Frederick Catherwood sketched that
monument for two months, making so many detailed draw-
ings that he had "materials for erecting a building exactly
like it." It was here too that Count Waldeck lived in 1836
(his drawings of Uxmal are still extant).



The ball court is north of the palace, and beyond it is
the second group of bu4dings: the Nunnery Quadrangls 316
the temple Pyramid of the Dwarf. The latter is an oval-
shaped pyramid. On one side a broad flight of stairs
lnounts at an almost perpendicular angle 125 feet high to
the temple, which had as its motif Chac, the open-mouthed
god, patron of rain. Immediately below the pyramid, so close
that in the late afternoon it shadows it, is the Nunnery.
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Fig. 47. The Nun:rery at Uxmal. The finest of tate
Maya Puuc architectural planning.

T$s is a slightly irregular-shaped quadrangle, enclosed by
a low range of buildings, each with different motif. Like the
Governor's Palace, the whole is faced with a veneer of cut
stone set into designs which "project"-the white stones are
set so as to create a chiaroscuro of light and shade. One of
these buildings is multi-storied, a temple dramatically set
back with intricate ornamentation. On another the coiners
have the long snout of the rain god as decoration. The third
has as its motif the simple nd house of the common Indian,
immortalized in stone. The fourth shows another variation
of the fret design, over which stone snakes coil, twist and
entwine. At intervals there are figures of men with abnor-
mally large penes, fortunately not in an erected state, which
would have brought about their destruction by the self-
appointed administrators of public morals.

Although still little explored beyond its immediate corr-
fines, Uxmal has been partially restored. There is much con-
tradiction here. Mentioned in the Maya chronicles as having
been built by the Maya-speaking Toltecs, it possesses the least
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of Mexican axchitectural traits. Uxmal is supposed to have
been one of tle triumvirate of the League of MayapSn, but
archaeologists suggest that it was abandoned before the league
was in operation. It has been called "decadent," whereas it
has a style wholly its own. Sixteen dated stelae have been
found in and about Uxmal. When read, the dates are within
the tenth century. The style of the sculpture, ornate and
flamboyant, is "decadentr" says one writer, in comparison
with that of Tikal.

Kabah (e.p. 879) lies nine miles southeast of Uxmal. The
ancient Maya sacbe, which leads to it, leaves Uxmal in front
of the Governor's Palace and goes past the Hacienda San
Sim6n (which belonged to Sim6n Pe6n, host to Stephens
and at that time owner of Uxmal). Nearby is a stone arch
similar to the one at Kabah. It stands in isolation and
is not related to any other structure. Six miles further, fol-
lowing tbe sacbe, one comes to Kabah. The main road con'
tinues southeast, but. a branch of it makes a sharp left turn
and comes up and passes under the Great Arch of Kabah.
Stephens discovered it and Catherwood made a drawing of
it, 

-but 
latter-day archaeologists, who could not find it, po-

litely smirked at this "triumphal arch." Today it stands re-
stored, and is the formal entrance to Kabah.

As Kabah now stands, there are three groups of build-
ings visible to the eye, and uncovered mounds aad temples
abbund. About Kabah, in the eleventh and twelfth centuries,
w:rs one of the densest populations in Yucat6n. The, Palace
of the Masks-for once rightly named-is Maya baroque;
the long-snouted masks of the god Chac are repeated over
and over again along the whole range of the 151-foot-long
building. The effect of this lavish use of the motif is sim_ply
overwhelming, and if Aldous Huxley found Maya art "oite,n
incommeasurably alien" it is because he did not see Kabah'
In front of it there is an altar filled with a running commen-
tary of glyphs. Before it and underground is a hlge Slern,
a ihultu-n,-which was the depository for water collected from
the roofs. Kabah had two dated wooden doorjambs (e.p. 879)
showing warriors with spear-throwers-an indication of Tol-
tec presence in the Puuc.

iabnd (e.o. 869), which was one of the constellation of
cities about lJxmal, is only six miles from Kabah. Its arch-
itecture is characteristic of the Puuc. Labnd lacks archi-
tectural continuity. One feels that the project was larger
than the labor supply and that buildings grew by accretion;
manv structures were left unfinished. There are only two
known dates from Labn6. One of these, l.D' 869, is carved
on the elongated proboscis of the god Chac.
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. The palace, imposingly_ get on an artifcial hilt, has two
immense cisterns, sas s/i1hin the building itself and another
t$f !uE": up_ Fe -w_hole- fronl of the palac6 (the very one into
which Johnlloyd Stephens lowered himself, despitj aU warn-
ings,,tg make sure m"1.it was a cistern). ThiJpalace, pre-
sumably an administration center, was joined t6 the'oiher
grolp qy a raised causeway, a ceremonial road 450 yards
1n _le_ngth,- 10 feet wide, and varying between 2 and g f6et in
height. There is here, as at Uxriral and Kabah, a gatewav: it,
is part of_a _building" As at Uxmal, the native iorr",'in"
common dwelling of adobe and thatch, is immortalized in
stone. Here it is used on either side of the gateway as a deco_
rative motif.

Sayil (e.n. 800) is the oldest of the group. The datins is
based more on its style than upon any dited itetae. ls cef;tei
of interest (although there are maay other ruined structures
aUoyt rt)-is its palace of a hundred rooms arranged in three
stories. The second and third are set back, leavin{terraces as
r9s!,arep.{or t{e ggcupan_ls.,A Breat stone staircaie beginning
at the bottom leads to all tbree terraces. It is 210 feet bn;
and 75 feet wide; it has magnitude, proportion, order, ani
sensibleness.. The style is massive and simple and has the
classic qualities of Green Dorian architedture. About its
lagades is the ubiquitous mask motif. It has, wrote Tatiana'Proskouria\off, "a freedom from the oppressively monotonous
intricacy of ornament that mars miiy puuc -structures.,'r

Chichdn ltzd, thxice founded 1t.o. 432, 964, and, 11g5),
yas the greatest of the coastal Maya cities. On a plain so
fljt. th.at its_great pyramid can be-seen for miles 

^around,

Chich€n Itz6 was joined by road to lzanal, thence to the
seacoast at Pol6, in direct line with Cozumel Island. Im-
portant in tbe history of the city are its two enormous
aatural wells, one of which was used for hrnan sacrifice
and the other as a source of water.
^ The first_foun_*g gf the city (e,.o, 432) was by immigrants.
Fo- F9, "Old. Empire"- during,tbe. ..Little Deicent.,' 

-They

t_o*.-d their city around the salubrious Xtoloc well, wheri
thrcy built two masonry -stairways descending precipitously
sixty feet to the water's edge. The archid-eciure 

-of 
oli

Chich6n is reminiscent of the puuc style. Many of the
fuildi-ngs have almost _idenAical motifs, masks, coionnetteq
and frets, especially the building named tne enan a*t.
- 

*Thero gq.sg qany late.Maya cities within the puuc, each with
someilung individual about it, that it would take more'rpa"e than
ye haye at our .disnosal to_ do more tlan list the names of tle -ori
-rmportant: Xcalumkin; Chacmrrltu_n, . with. its interesting murals;
Holactun; .Almuchil; -iCckmool; feuic, 

"irit.A 
ti Stlpfr'e"s, 

-wh.;

spelled it "Kewick"; Huaticbmool; Sabacchq Vacn6; *ilunp:ocicb.
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Traditions and dates give this further.proof. The rounded
"astronomical tower," certainly one of the most interesting
in the area, is dated e.p. 900.

Chich6n the "new" was founded at the nortl end about
the sacrificial cenote. This well is 190 feet in diameter and
now contains 36 feet of water, green with algae, and 40
feet of detritus. Its water level stands 65 feet below the
surface. The "new" part of Chich6n I.tzi was reoccupied by
the Itz6s between the years 987 and 1185.

Fig. 48. The Pyramid of Kukulcan at Chich6n Itz6.
Although a great part of the city is late Maya, Chich6n
Itz6 was occupied as early as the fifth century A.D.

Tbere were two distinct invasions of Mexican Toltecs
into Chich6n. The first were Maya-speaking although of
Mexican highland origin. They had lived about Tabasco for
several generations, close to Xicalanco. There were pro-
found population shifts during the years before e.p. 900;
in Mexlco, Teotihuac6n, the capital of the Toltecs, which
had controlled so much of the central hishlands, collapsed;
some say it was attacked and burned and whole masses of
its people were in movement. This was about the same time
that the Maya inland cities-Tikal, Palenque, Piedras Negras,
and hundreds of others--ceased to erect time markers, and
it is believed this was the time of the populational dispersal
of the "Great Descent." It is recorded in Maya traditions.

Chich6n ltz6 was then unoccupied. These ltz6s took
it over and amalgamated with the Yucatec Maya. Some time
after e.o. 900 they built the first pyramid at "new" Chich6n.
This was discovered in 1937 when archaeologists of the
Carnegie Institution, while restoring the Pyramid Temple
of Kukulcan, found a smaller one underneath it that served
as core to the larger. It was Maya in style, but with Toltec
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motifs, that is, marching jaguars such as are found at Tula-
A secret stairway led to the Red Jaguar throne room. Here
a life-sized effigy of an open-mouthed jaguar, painted a man_
darin red, slood guard. Its spots are seventy-three round
disks of polished jade.

The Maya were now tied up with the destinies of the
highland Mexicans. Teotihuac6n disintegrated, and the Tol-
tecs moved northward to build another capital called Tula.
The ruined site now lies.sixty miles north of Mexico City.
In the eleventh century it was again the center of Tolt6c
culture. The great Temple of Tula has as motif the plumed_
serpent, immense snakes rampant, formed into fifteen_foot-
high caryatids. Inside the temple were immense warrior
figures as colonnades. About thelower portions of the temfli
were motifs of marching jaguars and rampant eagles. Ab6ve
all else there appeared the terrible figure irf the 6hac Mool.
a prone stone figure with a vacant expressionless face. Its
hands held a stone dish, and into this-freshly torn human
hearts were flung during sacrifices. euetzal6oatl was the
culture-hero of Tula. Before he became divine, he was a

"frJ'o
^3

t l

&r5

_Fig. 49. Plan of Chichjn ltz6. (l) The sacrificial cenote. (2)
The sacbe-calseway. (3) Temple of Venus. (4) pyramid of fif_
ulcal (5) Platform of the Eagles. (6) Tz6mpantli, or plice
of the Skulls. (7) Ball court. (8) The modern ioad io M6ridi
(9).Temple of,the Warriors. (10) Ball courts. (11) Sweat bathi.
(12) The market. (13) Fresh-water cenote. (ia)' ffign p.i"rtt
grave. (15) House of the Deer. (16) Caracol, the observatory.
(17) Sweat baths.
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man. He was priest, ruler, demiurge, then god; he lorded it
over Tula for twenty-two years, lost a civil war, and was
forced into exile with a sizable bodv of warriors. The time
given to this hisorical fact is l.o. 1i6. He moved south to
Cholula, the land of the Mixtec, and there acquired fame
as a builder and "bringer of laws."

The next time Quetzalcoatl appears, he is in Yucat6n.
Was this the same Quetzalcoatl or was it another who bore
the same name as a title? If we are confused, so were the
Maya. "They do not agree upon the point as to whether he
[Quetzalcoatl] arrived before or after the ltzfis."

Fig. 50. The Temple of Kukulcan, Chich6n Itz6. When the
city was reoccupied, this temple was set over arr older one that
had Tula-Toltec characteristics. The new temple is notable for the
use of wooden beams, making larger rooms possible. The figure
of the Plumed Serpent is a direct architectural borrowing from
the Toltec temple at Tula. The temple also served as a fortress
during the brief occupation of the Spaniards under Francisco
de Montejo.

This much is certain: that some time in the eleventh cen.
tury Chich6n Itz6 was reoccupied for the third time and
that the people were of Toltec-Mexican origin. Archaeology,
history, and tradition, except for precise dates, are for once
in full agreement; "it is believed," wrote Landa, "that
with the ltz6s who [re] occupied Chich6n ItzA there
reigned a great lord named Kuk (quetzal) ul (featber) can
(serpent) and that the principal building is called the Temple
of Kukulcan." This temple was erected over the flrst, at the
top of the truncated pyramid. The Toltec builders introduced
carved wooden beams to provide larger space, since Maya
rooms were severely restricted by the use of corbeled arch-
ing. The walls were muraled and still survive to show many
aspects of Maya-Toltec life. An open-mouthed plumed ser-
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pent is on the balustrade on each of the four stairwavs
ascending the pyramid. On top, at the
lppeg again, lhis time - as _ sculptured columns-pre6isely
like those at Tula. To make doubly certain that peofle knew
it was the Ternple of Kukulc^an, the top of the^ b;ilding is
decorated with the symbol of the sky god, euetzalcoatl-.

The square where the temple resis 
-is 

i iuee, roushlv
pezoidal walled square, 1,600 feet by 1,400 fiet. Wittiitrapezoidal walled square, by 1,400 feet. Withiir

this.is a- gigantic ball_court (its tribunes carry architecturai
motifs derived from Tula). There are low plitforms, .,thea-
ter," reached by stone stairways (Landa refels to .,two small
stages- of hewn stone where they gave farces and
comedies for tf9 pleasure of the public,'). Nearby is a 30_foot_
wide ceremonial causeway, leading 900 feet to-the sacrificial
cenote.

The Temple 9{ the Werriors faces the great square. Its
corridor of the "thousand columns" is below, within another
walled enclosure. This, smaller than the great plaza, has ai
qne end another group of buildings, one of which is caled
the "Market." There is no doubt about this feature; from
indisputable archaeological data Tatiana proskouriatoft nas
made a restoration of r!,_ gd. early Spanish reports speak of
S" gr""t market at Chich6n liz6 a,where 

iitgrimi camJ
frql foleign- parts to trade as well as to w6rs[ip."

The Temple of the Warriors in many of its fdatures re-
sembles the Toltec temple at Tula: the-plumed-serpent col-
umns_,.fanged mouths open and tails rampant; the motifs of
mglching jaguars and pumas and eaglei, symbolizing the
Tilituty orders_ of highland Mexico; the dwarfed figuies at
the temple's edge that held feather banners; and th=at Tula
fixture, the reclinin€ lgure of Chac Mool. Finally, tle
"thorr-sand coJumns," which once supported carved w<ioaen
roof beams, bear the same martial m6tifs as those of Tula:
armed. spearmen with helmet and body armor of Mexi_
can origin.

Tula, near Mexico City, lies more than g00 miles from
Chich6n Itz6. This is not mere distance. Between the two
cities are swamps, jungles, rivers, high mountains, and if
mere physical barriers are not enough, there were numerous
hostile tribes. "The extraordinary fact," as Eric Thornpson
has.said, "is that nowhere betwe-en central Mexico and^yu-
:.utrt--hu"." buildings or sculptures [such as the Temple of
the Warriors and the Temple of Tulal in this distinctive
style been found." Another arohaeologist says flatly that
"the draftsmen and architects must have teeri tottei . . .
the craftsmen, Ma_ya." There is no other instance in pre-
America history where two tribes, so distant from one'an-
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other, erected identical temples in so widely. sep-arated -places.
How did the Toltecs remember the details, for Tula was
built between e.p. 900 and 1000, the Temple of the Warriors
in Chich6n ltzS about 1200? The Popol Yuh of the high-
land Quich6 Maya, which though written in European
charactirs is a [iteral translation from a Maya painted
book, confirms that "Quetzalcoatl . . . after his departure
from Tula . . . left . . . with those Toltecs who escaped . . .
went to the region of Xicalanco later at Chich6n
ItzA . . . and ihe priests as they journeyed toward
Yucatdn took all their paintings in which they had all
things of ancient times an-d of their arts and crafts . . . and
othe; things that were what they called z tzibal tulan . . .
the paintings which they put in .their chronicles."

This, thJn, supported by tradition, written record, and
archaeology, is itre history of Chich6n ,ltzil; aad with it'
the architectural history of the Maya-Toltecs.

Tulum (e.o. 564) is-a walled city lying on the gpen Car-
ibbean Sea coast opposite (and twenty-five miles from) the
extreme southern tip of Cozumel Island.@ The present'
dav Mava have in their folklore a tale that in ancient times
Trilum was connected to Cob6, Chich6n Itz6, and Uxmal by
cLtxan san, a road suspended in the sky. This cuxan (living)
saz (rope) is based on considerable archaeological fact; stone'
laid causeways at one time did connect all these.

The beginnings of Tulum, anciently called Zama' stretch
back into the earliest time. It was being added to during the
late Toltec period in Yucat6n, and it was populated whe-n
the Spaniards in four ships under command of Juan de
Grijalva sailed along the coast in May, 1518. The cfapl-ain
reported seeing "three large towns separated-from each other
by two miles. There were many houses -.of stone . . we
perceived a city or town so large that Seville would not have
seemed more considerable . . . there was a very large tower;
on the shore was a great throng of Indians, who bore two
standards which they raised and lowered to signal us to
approach." There were really four towns-Xelha, Soliman,
Tulum. and Tancah-situated so close to one aaother as to
give the impression of one continuous city. At that time
ihe chieftain of Tulum was the captor and master of the
Spaniards Aguilar and Guerrero.

Tulum is the largest and most impressive Maya city on
the east coast of Yucat6n. Although, as we have seen, the
city had been sighted in the sixteenth century, John Lloyd
Stephens and Frederick Catherwood, who journeyed to Tu-
lum during the ides of March, L842, may be considered as
its discoverers.
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Tulum is mounted on the summit of a limestone cliff
forty feet high, lashed by waves of the open sea.

The cliff is covered with a cheval-de-frise of cactus and
thorned plants, a veritable barbed wire. On its other three
sides the city is protected by a great wall, 3,600 feet in
lenglh and averaging 15 to 20 feet in height. It is pierced
by five narrow gateways, each of which will admit oilv one
per_sot at a time. Guardhouses are placed at the western
end. Beyond is a solid mass of vege-tation growing out oJ
swamps that stretch for many miles inland.- The iortheast
gate was the sallyport to the causeway that led to Xelha,
six miles distant, and somewhere near it was the turnoff
for Cob6 and thence to Chich6n ltzA. A three-roo-ea

Fig. 51. The diving god. A stucco decoration from the
Temple of the Diving God at Tuh'm.
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structure was built inside this gateway; it stood over the
only water supply, a cenote into whose deep hollow there
is an underground drainage from the land thereabout.

The Castillo, the largest structure at Tulum, stands close
to the cliff that faces the open sea. It is twenty-five feet high.
On the top is a squat temple that had a wooden-beam roof
and was ornamented on the exterior with stucco figures. The
frescoes inside still reflect something of their original beauty.

Within the walled enclosure dominated by the Castillo
are ten other structures, exhibiting various periods of con-
struction. The largest, at the southwest end, is the Temple
of the Diving God. Twenty-seven feet wide by 20 in depth
and 9 feet in height, it is not only the most picturesque
building at Tulum, but one of the few that have been pre-
served. The interior, the outside walls, and both sides of
the doorway are painted with frescoes. Over the door, in
a niche, is a winged deity plunging earthward. This partic-
ular god also appears on the multistoried palace at Sayil;
it has been identified as Ah Muzen Cab, the bee god.

On the coastal causeway, north and south of Tulum, were
a number of Maya centers, large and small. In the sixteenth
century, Maya villages and cities were almost continuous
along the east coast-from the large city of Ecab at Cape
Cotoche, the most northern point of Yucatdn, 150 miles
southward to the Bay of Zambac (now called Bahia de
la Ascenci6n). Some of these were settlements that dated
back to early Maya times; others were erected during the
suzerainty of the I-eague of Mayap6n-Tulum in partic-
ular was expanded then-but most found final flower when
the Maya earth took on new vigor, during the Mexican Toltec
political absorption, from the twelfth century fax into the
flfteenth.

31. Sculpture

The function of sculpture was twofold. It was first archi-
tectural. In most Maya buildings sculpture wss an integral
part of the structure. Secondly, it stands on its own as an
art form; sculpture had various voices and various mediums
-stone, stucco, wood, and clay.63

Most conspicuous, since they are massive and impressive,
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are the carved stone monoliths called stelae. These largg
slqftlike obe.liqkg - appear scattered tlroughout the Miya
cities that existed between the dates e.n. 328 and 889. Thby
fepresent portraits of priests or rulers, and are caxved i;
relief or in the round, with rows of glyphs that record
their-dates. As they served a hierarchlc purpose, the figures
are formal, austere, overpowering. Only the backgrounds
have freedom,-and some are vehemently alive, the sculptor
having been allowed to carve animals, birds, and men that
flow-abgut_the religious format. One such stela is thirty-
flve feet high and weighs fifty tons.
, Maya sculpture is of wide variety, gods in various forms,

doorways, busts, masks, tabletg panels, The material for
study is enormous. There are over 400 examples of monu-
mental sculpture that fall within the extreme dates given
above, enough for Miss Tatiana Proskouriakoff to have made
a minute analysis of styles, traits, and mannerisms. Six
broad ph_ases can be distinguished in the evolution of Maya
sculptural art.64

The sculptor's tool was the stone celt made from either
basalt or diorite. His usual medium was limestone. which
often had the texture of marble. Inexhaustible patience had
taught him to transoend the limitations of neolithic technics.
Despite what we would regard as inadequate tools, he was
able to simulate in stone the delicate shimmering swirl of
quetzal plumes and the texture of a drapery, to represent
elaborate bead necklaces and even tattooing, so ileanly
carved that the sculpture provides important data on the
customs of the ancient Maya. Hieroglyphics are so delicately
carved that they have survived the awesome centuries oi
tropical destruction and can still be read. So complete
was the mastery of the Maya sculptor over his material that
he seems to have handled large rbck masses as dexterously
as a Chinese craftsman handles ivorv.
- "ltylistic 

c.!a1geq in Maya sculpture make it possible to
follow the shift from static to dynamic, from 

^the 
simple

to the ornate. Overemphasis in design, a baroque trait,
seem$ to appear just when Maya society itself becomes
ornate. There is a shift from religious to secular themes,
from communal emotions to particular ones, that coincides,
as Maya history is now read, with a breakup of the older
cities, a shift from tle purely theocratic tb tle secular.

Some aesthetes have thought Maya sculpture to be .,in-
commeasurably aliel." The Maya, like othel peoples of the
$merica9,. had developed an idedl of beauty-untbuched by
historical influences of the kind that figured in the develop-
ment of European art. It is florid and austere, and yet it
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its best ranks without question with the best of the art of
other world civilizations. At least Roger Fry believed so: "In
the finest works of Maya culture . . we find . . . a plastic
sensibility of the rarest kind. I do not know whether even
in the greatest sculpture of Europe one could find anything
exactly like this in its equilibrium between system and
sensibility, in its power to suggest all the complexity of na-
ture."

Stucco allowed the Maya artist greater freedom than
stone, and one feels this in tie swirling movement of
designs modeled in stucco. This form of sculpture is found
at widely separated areas, from Tulum on the coast, to
newly excavated Dzibilchultun, and up to Palenque in the
humid jungles. Stucco is a natural outgrowth of hand-
modeled clay. As sculpture, it also was closely allied with
architecture, since it appeared usually on the fagades of
buildings. It is at Palenque, however, that "stucco came
into its supreme expression . whether frugal or abstract
it speaks one idiom . . . it is highly articulate and techni-
cally pre-eminent." There are in Palenque whole galleries of
stucco figures that are almost Oriental in feeling.

Stucco as an art form is very old. The immense eight-
foot-high masks that decorate the temple in Uaxactun, the
oldest in Mayadom, were of stucco, as was the heroic-
sized head, found at lzamal, that a French explorer sketohed
in the late nineteenth century. Wherever the Maya went,
stucco was sure to go.

Clay sculpture preceded stone sculpture and modeling in
stucco. The small clay heads made to propitiate the gods
were among the earliest artifacts to be found. While Mava
modelilg does not have the force of tbe Aztec, it has great
merit. The life-sized funeral urns seen by Diego de Linda
g1d dug up in fragments show how large a clay mass the
Maya artists could handle with elaborate apfliqu6 dec-
orations.

Figures_ in sculptured clay have been discovered through-
out the Maya area, but the finest are those found in a ceme-
tery.on the island of Jaina, off the Campeche shore; these are
the. jewels of any. Maya collection. Thelaina figures are por-
trait statuettes. Although small, ranging frorn-six to twelve
inches in height, they are majestic in Concept. Little else in
the whole range of Maya art is more sensitively wrought. Of
the Jaina pottery the late Miguel Covamrbias, one of iire few
creative artists who. weighed these as art, said: .,It shows
an extraordinary mastery in handling, a realistic knowledge
of form and movement." The statuettes reflect the Maia
ideal; there are figures of warriors and actors with arms out-
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stretched in dramatic movement, chieftains sitting cross-
legged and festooned with elaborate headgear; in a sort of
Susanna and the Elders theme, an elderly man caresses a
young woman. This is the kind of detail- for which a his-
torian searches when trying to construct what the Maya
looked like behind the luxuriant fagades of surface decora-
tion. In these the faces are so exquisitely modeled that every
nuance of expression can be seen. Calm, defiance, lust, all
can be discerned. More than half of the Jaina statuettes
found are of women. These meet Hudey's complaint ("the
most conspicuous absence from Maya sculpture is that of
the female form-et tout ce qui s'ensuit . ,"), for here
women as subject matter are treated with concern and feeling.

Wood carving was for the Maya only another form of
sculpture, except that wood is a more obedient medium than
stone. A considerable number of wood carvings have been
found in YucatSn, but the finest are those discovered at
Tikal.

Before the Maya carved their calendars on stone, they
carved on wooden stelae. When they used wooden beams for
ceilings, instead of stone corbeled arching, the beams were
carved. Landa referred to some he had seen as "great beams
standing erect and ornamented with carvings." At Tikal sev-
eral of the temple pyramids yielded, even after a thousand
years, wooden panels carved of sapodilla wood. One, with a
spread-winged quetzal and a fantastically conceived god, is
seven by seven feet; a carbon 14 dating confrms the date
given on its own glyphs, e,.o.741. Several such have been
found at Tikal; they are now all in European museums.
Wood carving was practiced extensively by the Maya. They
made idols, helmets, ceremonial masks (which were adorned
with feathers), masks for actors, intricately adorned wands
of office, and carved boards that served as bindings to their
"folded books." Landa admitted even in his time that the
Maya earned "a great deal making idols and carvings . . . of
wood."

Yucat6n produced neither gold nor copper. It was just as
well. The lack of them delayed their conquest while the Span-
iards followed the golden scent to the Aztec realms. Metal-
lurgy developed in South America-all of the very ancient
cultures there had it-with its greatest fluorescence in Colom-
bia. On this point there are no dissenting voices. The art of
goldsmithery was centuries old in Panama and Costa Rica
when Columbus set up a colony at Veragua in 1502 and
found the natives gold-spangled. He called the place "Golden
Castile" and the king of Spain conferred on him the Duchy
of Veragua. Today his descendant still carries it as one of his
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titles. Veragua (its precise location has not been determined)
was a center for casting gold ornaments, and through trade
many of these traveled north to the Maya.

By the early eighth century gold began to filter into
Mayadom. After 900, when the Maya were concentrated in the
Yucat6n peninsula and trade was extended, gold and copper
began to appear with some frequency. It was further quick-
ened by the coming of the Itz6s. Copper brought from
Oaxaca to trade at Xicalanco was made into bells; gold plate
and leaf brought from Panama were fashioned into orna-
mental disks and crowns. All that is now known of Maya gold
concerns the objects dredged from the cenote at Chich6n
Itz6 by Edward H. Thompson. Reposing in the Peabody
Museum at Harvard for many years, they have recently been
the subject of a splendid brochure.Gs Many of those objects
found are in the style of Veragua, suggesting that they were
cast there. The gold disks a foot in diameter are interesting
for the history of the Maya, for despite the Maya glyphs
that rim the disks, they are decorated in Toltec themes-{he
ritual of tearing the heart from a sacrificial victim, the
scenes of naval battle between Itzi and Maya---evidence of
how late goldwork came to the Maya.

The Spaniards never found much concentration of gold
among the Maya. At Potonchonin 1524 Cortes found various
gold objects: crowns, headbands, necklaces,- earplugs, little
iast figures of gods, lizards, and ducks. The forms show that
these were imported from Panama. The only gold cache,
which was enough to whet a conquistador's metallic appetite'
was seized in Chetumal Province in the early days of the
conquest. Chetumal, the center of seagoing-canoe construc-
tion, was also a large trade area. The Spaniards seized gold
bullion and objects to the value of 2,000 pesos in weight.

The Maya were not given time in which to develop a
metallic complex.

&8
32. Painting

Maya painting, as revealed in the frescoes, shows a realistic
pertepiion and a more advanced realistic style than that of
any of those civilizations numbered among the Sun Kingdoms
of the Americas. Art was not for the masses. Despite this, the
Maya approach to art form is realistic. Art was not meant to
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be educational and rarely designed to commemorate historical
eyents. Art was religious, symbolic. It never completely lost
its symbolism.so as to become purely decorative. Like all
symbolic art-including the present-day avalanche of non-
representationalism-it was antisocial. Colors, arrangements,
signs, symbols meant nothing to the viewelnless he was of
the cognoscenti.

Because art was religious it concerned itself little with the
secular. Despite this the Maya artist limned real people in
naturalistic poses, There is an emphasis on movement and an
attempt at perspective. People are differentiated by headdress,
costume, action. The earliest-known mural-that found at
the ruins of Uaxactun-depicts what is easily seen to be a
conversation between Maya lords (precisely what they are
talking over the glyphs do not reveal). It has gesture, color,
movement. Those found at Chacmultun, in the Puuc region
of Yucat6n, removed by a distance of 21O miles and 600
years from the one at Uaxactun, reveal a continuity of the
same spirit.

Murals have been found elsewhere in Mayadom, unfortu-
nately in fragments. The narrative quality of the murals at
Chichdn ltz6, created during the Toltec period, is almost
wholly secular. Those within the Temple of the Warriors,
which covered a wall space 9 feet high by 1.2r/z feet wide, be-
lie the name of the temple, for they show scenes of everyday
life in a coastal village in Yucat6n, a type of picture seldom
found among the Maya. Here are realistic and representative
drawings of Maya dugout canoes, trees, houses, and even the
tall feather-and-wood markers that were used to signal the
landfall for sea traffc. Here the artist does not depict
temples and priests, but as a sort of Maya Pieter Breughel
he shows the simple native house, women at work and rest,
and men "who were the oxen of the land," carrying their
trade goods to market. On the walls of other structures at
Chich6n ltz6-the ball court, the Temple of the Jaguars-
there are animating scenes of battle. Instructive as to Maya
armor and weapons and military technique, they are alio
revealing tableaux of dress and postures.

Bonampak as place and architecture has already been dis-
cussed. The murals of Bonampak, discovered in 1946, have
so revolutionized our earlier concept of Maya society that
the literature has yet to come fully to terms with the change.

There are three rooms of murals at Bonampak. Taken to-
gether they form a continuous narrative: a raid on enemy
territory, a consultation among the chiefs, a judgment of
prisoners, and a festival to commemorate the victory. The
figures are almost tfe-size and give a sense of arrested



Fie. 52. Mural painting is related to book illustra-
tion. It is quite possible that both were directed by the
priests. Here artists paint the murals of Bonampak. The
room is precisely drawn. Adapted by Alberto Beltran.

movement as if they had been caught by a daguerr"oiyp"
plate. It is a dynamic composition with a superb handling of
masses of color.

The technique was done in classic fresco. Cement was ap-
plied to the walls, and while it was still wet the artist drew
his cartoon on it. Then his assistants-and there must have
been many-applied the colors. As analyzed by the Mexican
muralist Villagra, who aided in the copying of the Bonampak
pictures, the whole of the three rooms must have been
painted in forty-eight hours. Plasterer and artist have to
work together in this medium, and since Villagra could not
detect where the plaster was laid, the making of a fresco must
have been a continuous process. The palette of the Bonampak

173
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artists was rich. The famous !\4aya blue dominates, and there
are yellows and browns and a lustrous black. in" 

"olorcw_ere mostly mineral. The. reds_ and, yellows were ioxides;
Maya blue came from a blue chromiferous 

"tuy; 
u"O Ui""i

was carbon. One authority believes that the giound colors
were mixed with the resin of the porn tree, from which var_ritsh is now pro_duced commercially, The murals of Bonampak
show us the Maya artisls, mastery of line ana 

"otor, 
ani-a

passionate movement of figure, a limitless freedom bt oo._
ture, that has never before appeared in primitive American
art.

Although ,the Bonampak murals have disintegrated they
were -superbly copied, and the- small temple coritaining thi:
mrrrals has been duplicated at the Archaeoiogical Muserim in
Mexico Citv.

. The. decoration of polychromic pottery can also be con-
slqereo patntrng, ancl there are many superb examples of it.
The Jvlaya *book" itself was only a iontinuatidn of the
mural. And in turn, many murals, especially those found at
the ruins of Tulum and. Santa Rita (in British ffonOuiasi,
would appear to be copies of pictures in the ..books."

e8
33, The Calendar

The.thoughts of Hans 9ptg.p_as he contemplates the flight
of time on top of the Magic Mountain, in ihomas Mani's
novel, would have found- a .sympathetic response among the
M-uy.", f9.l-to other o_99ple id niitory made'of time so "greai
a fetish. "What is time?"

The whole of Mayadom with its hundreds of stone cities
and thousands of sculptured stones may be said to be one vast
monument to their extraordinary preoccupation with time
and its consequences. On ball courti and temples, on lintets,
sculptured paaels, shells, jade, polychromic diihej, on wood,
on stone and modeled stucco, the Maya over a period of a
thouland years,carved the date when-each particular piece
was finished or begun, or a date that marked iome important
eyenj.of_the past or present. At Cop6n the famed^Hiero-
glyphic St of 62 flights, 33 feet wide-has
more than 2,000 individual glyphs carved on its risers. The
dates of completion can be read from these, but little else.
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People of other civilizations were beset by time. What is a

calendar when all is said and done but a method of classi-
fying time into periods---days, weeks, months, years, cen-
turies-for the convenience of civil life and, in the realm of
religion, for fixing the precise moment for rituals. The
Greeks bewailed, with a rare eloquence, the transience of
youth and the flight of time. Other peoples have felt the
pressure of endless continuity so depressing that in order to
make it reasonably bearable they organized it into cycles-
hence our calendar. Almo{ everyone, at one time or another,
is made aware of time's flux, and one often feels to excesj
tle bitterness of departure; but the Maya . One scholar
f-ound a Maya inscriplion that probed ninety million years into
the-past. Time, the Maya-concluded rightly, has no beginaing
and. eternity was an everlasting moment. Still, why tlis obl
sessive preoccupation with tirne?

There have been attempts ever since the dawn of man to
work out a satisfactory calendar. Man began to observe and
r-ecord the positions of planets, the phases of the moon, and
the eclipse,s of the sun to organize this celestial phenomena
into calends, months.66
_ Greek chronology before the appearance of the.philosopher
Erastosthenes was absurdly inadequate. A Greek lunar cilen-
dar was calculated on the appearance of the first crescent
moon, yet the city-states differed among themselves on when
to insert the intercalary month, so that there was great con-
fusion as to the correct date. Aristophanes made gleat sport
of this confusion rn his Clouds, where he makes-the mbon
complain that days were not being correctly kept according to
her reckoning.

The Egyptians after 3000 s.c. used a lunar calendar and
divided their seasons into three: flood, seed, and harvest
time. Like the Maya, they had both a religious and civil
calendar. The Jewish calender was also lunarf it featured the
seven-day week and the Sabbath. The Roman lunar calend.ar
was hopelessly confused until Julius Caesar called in Sosi-
genes, who suggested that the Romans use the uneven month
and the leap year.

The Mayas believed that time was cyclical, that the same
influence and thus the same consequences would be repeated
in history. Why did they not then use the lunar month?

The Maya had not one calendar but three. Tbe haab vear
was made up of eighteen periods, or months. of twentv davs
each, plus a terminal period of five days called Uayeb (ie
empty or unlucky days). The second was the tzolkin, a sacred
calendar of 260 days. The Aztecs and Toltecs also had the
tzolkin. No one knows why they settled on this precise
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number of days, unless it comes out of some "crystallized
pantheon," for it has no astronomical significance. The third
ialendar was the "long count," which reckoned the number
of days since the mythical beginning of the Maya era, which
was dated 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu for reasons unknown (equivalent
to B.c. 3111). What occurred at this date? We do not know.
There is no clue, for archaeology reveals that at this time
the Maya as such did not even exist. Still, all of the known
calendars of the world hark back to a date which represents
the beginning of time.6?

Twenty kins or days, made up the Maya month (uinal).
Eighteen uinals plvs the five-day Uayeb brought the total of
the Maya year (tun) to 365 days. Next came the katun, a
period of 1,200 days or twenty years. Then there was the
period of 52years now called the "Calendar Round." Each day
of the haab year had a name and number, as did each day of
the sacred tzolkin. The coincidence of any given haab
day with any given tzolkin day occurred every t8,98A (haab)

ALAUTUN

ffi
UINAL

ffi
BA}<TUN

ilffi
KINCHILTUN

w
K I N

w
KATUN

ffi
CALABTUN

Fig. 54. The nine known Maya time periods with the corre-
sponding glyphs. Kin was a day; uinal, twenty days or a month;
tun, 360 days; katun, twenry tuns (7,200 days). Time
in this manner lulc:til alautun, which was 23
length.

TUN

PICTUN

days in
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days, or 52 years. The Aztecs had a similar obsession
with the 52-year cycle.

Maya calendrics were not mere intellectual gymnastics.
The farmer had to know when to plant and when to sow. He
depended on the priest-astronomer to tell him when rain
could be expected.,.The seafarer had to know when to expect
a full moon, an eclipse, or a hurricane. The Maya were dbm-
inated by fear and superstition, and used astronomy as a
handmaiden of astrology, but they were sometimes remark-
ably accurate observers of the heavens. Maya astronomers
calculated that the synodical revolution of Venus took an
average of 584 days. The count made by modern astronomers,
using precise instruments, is 583.92. The famed Dresden
Codex is apparently a table of eclipse syzygies showing the
revolutions of the planet Venus over a period of more than
three centuries,

They had names for Venus (c&ac noh ek), the North Star
(xamann ek), Ursa Minor (the Maya name meant "guards
of the north," the Pleiades (tzab: "rattles of the rattlesnake"),
the Gemini (ak ek: "turtle stars"), and Scorpio (zinaan ek,
which curiously enough meant the same as the Greek, "scor-
pion stars"). They believed that eclipses-they could predict
the lunar eclipse every 173.31 days-were caused by ants
eating at the planets.

Every moment of their lives was involved in the position of
the planets. They feared that if the gods were not pro-
pitiated they would put an end to the world, and that is per-
haps the reason for tbeir obsession with having an almost
exact calendar, so that each god at the right moment might
have his prayers or the sacrifices meant for him.

Many scholars seem in agreement that the Maya, no mat-
ter how widely dispersed, exchanged astronomical data to
perfect their calendar and that there was a "congress" at
Cop6n in e.o. 765 to adjust the calendar and the accumulated
errors of the past 52 years. The month of Pop began thbir
year, and they gathered at Cop6n to put Pop in order. The
presence of the same date on Maya monuments as distant
from one another as 300 miles suggests intimate contacts for
exchange of this data.

Diego de Landa was the first to call attention to their cal-
endar, "They have their year as perfect as ours, consisting
of 365 days and six hours. They divided it into two kinds
of months, the one kind of thirty days . . . and the other kind
of twenty days. . The whole year had eighteen of these
months plus five days and six hours for these
they have twenty days or characters by which they name
them." Landa fortunately had the good sense to coPy down
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the glyphs of the day-signs, with their Maya names in Span-
ish script, and upon these sketches all subsequent study by
epigraphers has been grounded.

Of the katuns, Landa said: "By them they kept an account
of their ages marvelously well . . and thus it was easy for
an old man to whom I spoke . . to remember traditions
going back three hundred years. . Whoever put in order
ihis computation of katuns, if it was the devil, he did it, as
he usually does, ordaining it for his own glory." T}re katuns
set down in books were the mnemonic device by which past
events were remembered. Here were records of eclipses of
the moon, and of unlucky days (floods, hurricanes, pesti-
lence). If a pestilence had occurred on the date 13 Ahau, the
Maya were certain that pestilence would occur again on the
same day. Typical is this prophecy in the Maya books: "13
Ahau. There is no luck for us on this day." Another entry:
"5 Ahau . . . harsh is the face of this day-god and harsh are
the things he brings."

Thus Maya religion made use of every possible device to
exert control over the people, for, as in all theocracies, as-
tronomy, religion, ritual, and science were interlinked.

34, Land Communications

Apart from the famous Inca road system which they some-
what resemble, the Maya communications were the best in
the hemisphere until the Lancaster Turnpike was opened in
North America in 1792. Those Maya sacbeob which are best
known are ceremonial, for roads everywhere played a part
in religion, Those who took part in sacred voyages were sacro-
sanct, and the curious trait of "right of asylum" extended to
roads; wayfarers were under the protection of the gods. Any-
one who dared attack Aztec merchants moving on roadways
underwent swift retribution. and travelers walked the Inca
royal road in perfect safety even though it went through
hostile territory.

Early Spanish settlers in Yucat6n noted the remains of
Maya roads. "There are signs even today," says Diego de
Landa, writing in the sixteenrn* century, "that there was once
a handsome causeway from T'ho [now M6rida] to the
other 

'city, 
Izamal," This Izamal, another Spaniard noted,
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was a center of great pilgrimages: "for which reason there
had been made lour roads runring out to the four cardinal
points which reached to all eqds of the land, Tabasco, Guate-
mala, Chiapas, so that today _[633]-in, many parts may be
seen vestiges of those roads." In 1883 there were still. as re-
ported by a traveler, remains of it; "a road from this Izamal
ran to Pol6, facing the sea and island of Cozumel.,' pol6
was in a direct line with Cozumel Island and the road from
lzamal was "used by pilgrims going to Cozumel to visit the
shrine."

WffA6 ; 4

';:**"

Fig. 55. Inland communications. Raised causeways
connected many of the Maya centers.

And there were other sacbeob connecting various ancient
cities. "There are remains of paved highways which traverse
all this kingdom and they say they ended in the east on the
seashore . these highways were like the Spanish caminos
reales, which guided them with no fear of-going astray."
Roads were also seen in the jungles. A Spaniard reporied
that -on his -journey in, 1560 from Chiapal to Champot6n
one league from Mazalan (near Lake Tacab in the pet6n)
they came upon a fine road, broad and level. which led to
tle city- Other sacbeob moved through the jungle from
Campeche to Lake Bacalar, one of the centers of Miya canoe
building. A padre in 1695 states that he .,followed roads
through the swamps which had been built in ancient times
and still were well preserved." Aerial photographs recently
taken by oil geologists confirm the existence of 

-these 
roadi.

Hernando Cortes, in his celebrated march throueh the
heartlal9s of the Maya n 1524, proved the reality oI these
roads. He was given by some Xicalanco merchants a detailed
map, painted on cotton cloth, which showed the route. At
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various places he followed causeways which went through
mangrovE swamps. He took the river route, up the
Usumacinta; it was the interior route followed by Maya mer-
chants going from Tabasco to Honduras. They made the first
portion of the journey by canoes, but Cortes was impeded
by his cavalry and was forced 1o build bridges. Abgve lztapan
"i fine large town on the back of the magnificent river
[Usumacinta] he ordered a bridge to be built it was
done in four days and horses and men passed over it
. . . it contained more than a thousand logs the smallest of
which was the thickness of a man's body. . . . I do not know
what plan these Indians used to build this bridge; all that one
can say is that it is the most extraordinary thing one has ever
seen."

Once into the interior of Acalan Province, Cortes found
his map listed seventy-two towns all connected by,road;
again hb followed the route used by the Tabasco merchants.
IEamkanac was the Acalan capital' It had temples and 900
houses; and beyond it Cortes had found rest houses. Since
Cortes' route lay near the ancient cities of Tikal and Uaxac-
tun. he crossed remains of roads that once connected
these to all of the other Maya cities. At Tayasal, thLe ltz6t
Maya capital of El Pet6n, Cortes found many metchants,
their produce carried by slaves, on thet way to the -fags
of Nito and Naco; he shaped his way there. South of the
river Polochic, which feeds into Lake Izabal, in turn flowing
into the Gulf of Honduras, Cortes entered the city of Chacu-
jal (it remains unexplored). There he found a city with sev-
Lral roads leading into and out of it. The Spaniards followed
one to Nito (aow named Livingston), which is on the left,
or north, bank of Lake Izabal; this was an important trading
center frequented by Maya and Nahuatl-speaking traders.
From Nito travelers were transported by canoe to the other
bank, where the road began. It wound for fifty miles through
the rugged mountains of the Sierra de Espiritu Santo, down
into the lower Motagua River valley and across the Sierra
Mico. It was the same route taken by Stephens and Cather-
wood in their memorable journey. Stephens remembered those
five hours, "dragged through mud-holes, squeezed in gulleys,
knocked against trees and tumbled over roots; eYery step
required care and physical exertion. . . ." When Catherwood
was thrown clear off his mule and struck his head on an out-
size tree, Stephens felt that their inglorious epitaph might
be: "tossed over the head of a mule, brained by the trunk of
a mahogany tree and buried in the mud of Mico MountainS.'
Yet 300 years before there had been a flne road, and Bernal
Diaz, that honest conquistador, mentions the wide, "direcf'
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road he followed from Nito to Naco; others with him com.
mented on the wide roads "bordered witl fruit trees.,,

MuIl ^ r9?ql constructed during the ,.classical period,,
(E.o. 30G-900) seem to have connected most of tht idand
cities with those of the coast. A recent aerial oil survey in El
Pet6n has revealed the scars of roads comparable to the
known Maya road-axis at Cob6. Tikal was bound with a
causeway to Uaxactun and thence onward toward rivers
which by canoe connected them with the sea in the province
of Chetumal. Although there has been one very limited study
of a Maya causeway, it ryay be presumed thit many of the
Maya centers in classical times were bound together by roads;
trade routes have everywhere been reported by tlie early
padre-explorers. Typical was that of Las Casas, who was
poled up rivers and followed roads from the Rio Tacotalpa
to Chiapas by way of Teapa and Solosuchiapa, thence toik
the old trade route over which came the yellow topaz beads
that the Spaniards called "amber."

Maya cities in the Puuc, of which Uxmal was the center,
were connected by roads, as Stephens frst noted in Novem-
ber, 1841. The writer of this book has explored those roads
during his various periods in Yucat6n. A causeway fifteen
feet wide, varying in height from two to four feet, runs from
Urynal to Kabah (where it still can be seen). One part there
makes,a 180-degree turn to enter the gateway of Kabah; an-
other leads on to Sayil, Labn6, and other cities of the puuc.
Northwest Uxmal was connected with Mayap6n and from
there to Chich€n Itz6. TtLe latter has eighi iacbeob wrtbtn
the city, and at least two of the roads lead out of its environs
toward other Maya centers. Best known at Chich6n Itz6
is the ceremonial causeway that leads from the Temple of
Kukulcan. Nine hundred feet in length and 33 feet in width,
it goes to the edge of the sacrificial cenote. Not so weli
known are the sacbeob that led out from Chich6n Itz6.
These have been traced by the writer from an air survey.
Photographs reveal that a road went from Chich6n Ia6 t;-
ward Chabalam, where it undoubtedlv connected with the well-
known (and only really surveyed) road that leads from
Yaxun6 sixty-two miles toward Cob6.

Ceremonial roads withll some of the greater Maya city
c€nters 9re, of course, well known, As was mentioned earliei,
those of Tikal, built between l.p. 400 and 900, were eco:
nomic as well as ceremonial. A causeway in the south ravine
of the city acts as a dike; the ravine itielf, its porous lime-
stone cemented, served as a reseryoir. The wide surface of
the dike was a ceremonial road which passed from one center
to another. All of Tikal is bound by wide stone causeways.
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Many other Maya sites have causeways. The one at Labn6,
600 feet long and 25 feet wide, is well known; it went from
the principal temple to a smaller one famed for its gateway.
The- newfu uncovered ceremonial road at Dzibilichaltrin,
twice the iryiOttr of the one at Labnd and possibly a thousand
years older, reveals the form and function of a Maya cere-
monial road.

And at the shrine on Cozumel Island the first Spanish ex-
pedition there in 1517 reported that "this town was well
iraved . . . the roads raised on the sides . . . and paved with
large stones."

The only sacbe which has been formally explored is the
so-called Cob6-Yaxun6 axis. The study took twenty days,
and is described in a small brochure.68 The known length
of the road is 62.3 miles. It begins at the site of Yaxun6, 13

Fig. 56. The sacbe-road complex about the Cob6 lakes. Cob6
lies inland twenty-five miles from the coast, in a direct line with
the walled city of Xelha, to which it was connected by road. The
complex of roads about Cob6 was explored by J. Eric Thompson
as part of his study of the ruins. From Cob6, the road runs for
sixty-two miles toward Yaxun6. Redrawn from the plans accom-
panying A Preliminary Study of the Ruins of Cobd,I. E. S. Thomp-
son, H. E. D. Pollock, and J. Charlot, Washington, D. C., 1932.
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miles southwest of Chichdn ltz6. Like most sacbeob, it is
a causeway, raised above the surface of the land, and de-
spite the depressions it keeps an even level. It varies in height
fuam 2 to 8 feet, and is 32 feet wide. Maya sacbeob have
vari'ous widths, so that we do not yet have a standard. The
Inca coastal road, 2,52O miles long, had as its standard a
width of 24 feet. One asks rhetorically, Why so wide a road
when the people did not have the wheel? The Inca, of course,
used llamas for transport. With the Maya "the people were
the oxen themselves." Although Maya architecture has been
minutely studied as yet no one has suggested what was the
Maya standard of measurement.

The sacbe was dry-laid. The Maya engineer first laid down
a roughly dressed limestone bed; the stones in this varied in
weight from twenty-five to three hundred pounds. On top of
this went a limestone gravel which when wetted and tramped
down made a hard, smooth surface. The result was ttLe sacbe,
the white road which the early Spaniards found "fine, broad
and level."

In its 62.3 miles the Cob6-Yaxund rcad makes six
changes in direction. There is no topographical reason for
this, but the remains of a Maya city lying in the direction
of every shift suggest that the road was built to reach towns
already in existence.

At stated intervals ramparts cross the sacbe transversely;
it may well be that these held "stations of the road," as was
first suggested by Teobert Maler, The Inca -4i6nined rest
stations (tampus) along the entire length of their royal road,
every twelve to eighteen miles. We know from the literature
that the Maya had a similar system, but we have neither its
name aor precise function. We know mrrch of the lnca tampu

_ sfstem, but notling of the Maya other than a post-conquest
reference to an alcalde meson who in each village was desig-
nated to keep up the traveler's house and see that wood,
Tnaize, and other provisions were always at hand. Markers
have been found along the road every eight kilometers.
Seior Alfonso Villa, who explored the road, believes them
to have been boundary markers rather than distance mark-
ers. It would be strange, however, if the Maya did not mark
distance, since most peoples did this on their roads. The Inca= marked theirs by a topo; the Persians set up "pillars to indicate
distances," the Greeks, as bad as their roads'were, marked
them at intervals with piles of rocks, onto which travelers
were expected to toss an "absolution stone." Roman roads
were marked; when Ptolemy built the African desert road,
distance markers were placed every four miles. There must
have been s6me sort of markers on the Maya sacbeob, for
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Landa stated it as a fact that travelers on the roads were
expected to burn copal to honor the Ek Chuah, the god of
traders and merchants.

Cob6 was a large city.6e Built between two lakes, it con-
tained clusters of interrelated buildings. The city was a hub
of a series of roads. More than sixteen have been found
within the environs. One of them even crosses the arm of
one of the lakes. On some roads there were nearby gateways
with rectangular pillars and buildings, which suggest that
tolls were collected or at least passage was controlled. The
main road (Sacbe 1) continues in a southeastern direction
from the junction point, goes through Nohogh-mul, and is
then lost. No known exploration has been undertaken from
this point eastward. The author, first by ground then from
a low-flying plane, saw the unmistakable welts of a road run-
ning toward Kelha, which lies directly adjacent to the
Caribbean Sea facing the southern end of Cozumel Island.
Xelha lay on a road, fragments of which remain, that fol-
lowed the coast twelve miles southward toward Ttrlum; north
of Xelha the sa cbe ledto Pol6 and Mochi.

This road complex unmistakably exhibits that the sacbeob
were not only ceiemonial; they were trade arteries as well.

Having no dray animals, the Maya carried all produce on
their backs. The chieftains were carried in litters. Though
none of these survive, there is an illustration of a very elab-
orate one scratched on the walls of a temple at Tikal; a
chieftain being carried in a wickerwork palanquin is pictured
on a va$e from Guatemala; and there are several eyewitness
accounts of Maya chieftains being carried "in large litters
decorated with plumes."

All people who possessed roads had a developed messen-

Fig. 57. (Pp. 186-37.) A schematic plan of tbe Maya sacbe-
road cornplex, based on the scattered observations of 400 years,
some excavations and explorations, and one specific, although
limited, study of a road. The map is based on that of S. G. Mor-
ley, The Ancient Maya, Stanford University Press, 1946, Plate
19, with additions.

The authorities used for this first compilation of Maya roads are:
Hernando Cortes (1524); Bernal Diae del Castillo (1568; pub.
1904 and 1908); Diego de Landa (written 1555; pub.' Tonnt
edition, 1941); Antonio Ciudad de Real (written 1588; pub. 1872);
Josepb Delgado (1677; unpub.); the map of Melchior de Alfaro
Santb Cruz (made in 1579; pub. 1938); Iohn L. Stephens (1841-
1843); Desir6 Charnay (1863); Bernardo de Lizana (1633); T9o'
bert Maler (1932); M. H. Saville (1930); R' R. Bennett (1930);
Ralph Roys' Q9a\; Thompson (1928, 1932\ Alfonso Villa
(1934); Victor von Hagen (1931, 1937, L958,1959).
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ger serviee. The Inca had the chasqui, which system con-
tinued down to the nineteenth century in peru as an inteeral
part of the Spanish post-office system.?o The Aztec had irn_
ners who carried ideograph messages in a forked stick. Of
the Maya system nothing is known except that when Cortes
sent a letter to the two. Sppiards living as slaves among the
Maya, an Indian carried it "wrapped up in his hair.,,

On the methods of Maya road building again there is
nothiag. Presumably, it was carried out by a iorv1e levied
on-the May_a villgges through which the-road passed and
e.ach pgfigular village.or city was_ required to tieep up its
share. Maintenance makes the road. T[e Maya had^tohgh;
constantly with the plant life; a tree seed heie needs onli a
handtul of earth to fructify. The Cob6 road has now been
destroyed-by trees growing 9n top of it, spreading their roots
!!roug! the interstices of lime rock. On top of the Cob6_
Yaxun6 road, near Ekal, a large cylindricall stone thirteen
rlet long was discovered; it weighed five tons. It was first
thorrght to have been a roller to flatten down tle road,
but now most archaeologists question this interpretation foi
technical reasons. Since the whole of yucatr{n is a mass of
lime rubble and building material lies close at hand, it was
not a herculean task to build these roads. It did require con-
siderable engineering knowledge to pass through ,*irnp, -a
to lay down a straight, undeviating ioadbed. Slince an indian
can move ],50Q_n_ouqdq of lime-rock rubble on his back per
day, a road could be fairly rapidly built. There is one recoid:
when the Spaniards in i564 winted to open a road from
M6rida t9 llani, a distance of fifty miles, it took 300 In_
dians only three montls to open ihe forest and build the
sacbe.

35. Communications

The May-a also u-sed the sea road. It required no upkeep.
They and they alone of all the great clvilizations 6t tfre
ancient Americas were a maritime people, going out in large
ocean-going dugouts, traveling over thousands of miles of
coastal sea.

The first things that Columbus raret when he landed at
Guanaja in 1502 were Maya boats. At one of the islands he
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saw and examined one "as long as a galley, eight feet in
breadth, rowed by twenty-five Indian paddlers," and laden
with commodities-cacao, copper, bells, flint-edged swords,
cotton cloth-brought from the mainla1d, twenty miles dis-
tant.

As Spanish voyages began to multiply, others reported
seeing immense dugout canoes that held as "many as forty
Indians." Ia t542, at the siege of Omoa, a trading colony in

Fig. 59. Immense sea-going canoes "with as many as forty
passengers" sailed the Gulf Coast, said Bernal Diaz (1517). A Maya
drawing of canoes with houses along the coast, from the Temple
of the Warriors, Chich6n Itz5-

Ifonduras, fifty war canoes were sent at one time all the
way from Chetumal, a distance of over 200 sea miles, to aid
in resisting the conquistadors. Many of the early Spanish
accounts mention the tremendous number of canoes and the
amount of canoe traffic along the entire coast from Tabasco
to Panama.

The Maya canoe (chem) was usually made from cedar,
and carved out of a single tree trunk often as long as eighty
feet. It was built with a high bow and stern more or less as
the Maya have themselves pictured it in the murals of
Chich6n ltz6. 'fllere were several well-known canoe-build-
ing areas. The fallen cedars were dragged from the woods
over log rollers by means of rope cable and manpower. At
the town of Buct-zotz, a little west of Cape Cotoche, there
was a special enterprise for cutting cedar and making it into
canoes; these were largely used for the salt trade at Ekab.
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In the province of Uyamil, gear the inland lake of Bacalar,
there is an immense area of cedar. The Maya at Mazanho made
a specialty of dugout building destined for the coastal sea
traftc. Small rivers flowed out of the lake (the ruins of
I"hplutul, whi* date -from the sixth century, are close by)
into the large Chetumal Bay. Between e.n. 400 and 800 Tilial
and other interior cities had contact with the sea, using the
river roads tlat emptied into Chetumal Bay. Further n-orth,
1t tle Bay- of_ Ascenci6n-anciently, lalnsftas_vtas a place
for the embarking of "maritime traffic destined for Honduras
and other regions south." 7a Later, at the Spanish arrival, circa
1511, trade had shifted further north to Tulum. This citv was
connected by road to Xelha, thence to Cob6 and the inierior
cities such as Chich6n ltz6. So complete was their dom-
inance of the coastal sea that the Maya of Chikin Chel were
known as "lords of the sea," while those seafarers about
Chetumal were called "guardians of the sands,', presumably
because they protected the coast from the incursions of the
Mosqt'ito Indians from Nicaragua (who were still attacking
uq lo the_ eielteenth century) and perhaps from stray Cari6
raiders who followed the spoor of trading canoes.

The whole coast about the Laguna de T6rminos-where
Xicalanco was located-was a network of rivers, bayous, and
9r-eek9. A Spanish map of the seventeenth century shows
igland -waterways and describes in detail routes by narro\ry
channels, such as appear on the Florida coast where craft of
small draft can move without actually going out into the open
sea. This coast was dfficult for European ships, which Lad
to stand out to sea, but not for the Maya dugouts.

Inland waterways led to the Usumacinta River, which
(by portage and prayer) the Indians managed to navigate
upstream two hundred miles. The rivers of Honduras were
navigable for canoe traffie 6a1t miles inland, and salt, for
example, was carried in sacks direct from the Yucat6n salt.
ponds to the interior of Honduras. There they were filled with
cacao and obsidian for the return voyage. The whole coast was
a Maya economic block, with some concessions to the
Nahuatl-speaking traders from Xicalanco. Seafaring was
coastal. Signs were erected, feather banners, to help sailors
navigate the flat shore. The murals of Chich6n ltz6, which
illustrate Maya canoes, also show signs that could be so in-
terpreted. One writer with lively imagination says they had
a "lighthouse r"toi"s"-perhaps there was an occasional fire,
but scarcely a "service." The Romans, who hated the sea and
called it "the pasture of fools," hugged the coast with their
ships. So did the Maya. Only in dire'emergency, one gathers,
did they navigate at night, at which time they used the North
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Star to guide them. The large canoes used a lateen sail-
Bernal Diaz saw it-but mostly it was manpower; the trad-.
ing canoes were "paddled by slaves just like the galley slaves
of Venice."

There were limits to Maya seafaring. There is no evidence
that the Maya had contact with Cuba, even though it is
ottly I25 miles away, perhaps because a bewildering and
dangerous current runs between Cuba and Yucat6n. Yet there
was an occasional accidental, if not purposeful, contact with
the Antilles. Bernal Diaz met at Cozumel Island "a good-
looking woman who . . . spoke the language of Jamaica. As I
. . . knew the language we were very much astonished
and asked her how she happened here . . . two years earlier
she had started from Jamaica with ten Indians in a large
canoe intending to fish . . . the currents had carried them to
Cozumel where they had been driven ashore; her husband
and all other males had been killed and sacrificed to the
idols. . . ."

One wonders how far Maya sea traffic extended. There is
evidence, archaeological and historical, that these voyages
carried them from Tampico down to Panama. Following the
coast line, this is over 2,400 sea miles, and it reaches an im-
pressive 3,000 miles if they went as far south as Margarita
Island, which lies 15 miles off Venezuela opposite Araya
Peninsula. It was the pre-Columbian source of pearls. A
baroque pear-shaped pearl was found in the tomb at Palenque
under the Temple of Inscriptions (dated e.o. 700) and anothet
was found in the tomb of the high priest at Chich6n Itz6.

The Maya maintained trading stations along the Caribbean
coast in Yucat6n and Quintana Roo; at Nito, where Lago
Izabal debouches into the sea; inland at Naco; and along the
Honduran coast at Omoa and Trujillo. This last was seen by
Cortes in 1.524: "There was a mighty and haughty lord who
commanded 10,000 people or more . . . the Maya traded for
birds, feathers, salt, and achiote."

From here the Maya skirted the treacherous Mosquito
coast, full of shoals and cays-where Columbus floundered
on his last voyage in 1502-down to the San Juan River in
Nicaragua (the same river for which William Walker and
Commodore Vanderbilt contended in 1846, seeking for con-
trol of the Nicaragua Interoceanic Canal). There a trading
station was maintained. Their canoes, we know from his-
torical evidence, were poled up the San Juan River well
over a hundred miles to Lake Nicaragua. "Other nations,"
stated a Spanish historian, "traded in the province of Nica-
ragua especially those [Maya] of Yucat5n who came
by the sea in canoes." The Spaniards immediately went thele,
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guided by Maya traders, ,,because gold was carried from
there."

After e.o. 900 the Maya seemed to have extended their
commerce to Panama, for from that time on gold frequentlv
appears. Emeralds, if the Maya had them_anO the wriier ha"s
seen none which are really emeralds-would have come from
the same Panamanian source. The gold-working Indians
about Cocl6, in panama, traded wiih the Chibchas of
highland Colombia who __exploited the e-erutO_proOucing
Iands about Muzo and Chimor, then the onty .ourca-o?
emeralds in the New World.

There is no evidence of any direct Maya penetration into
South America. No pottery has been tound in South AmeriCa
which is unquestionably Maya. Finally, there is no hint in
the traditions ^of_ any.southern culturei that they were even
drmly aware of the existence of the Mava.
- The Maya navigated to islands only if those islands could
be seen from land. Cozumel-its real name was Ah_cuzumil
peten (,Swallow Island)-lies close to the mainland. yet as an
arm of the Gulf Stream runs between it and the mainland,
sailing is treacherous. When Captain Montejo tried on one
occasion to force the Indians to make the run when the sea
ya-s ligfr, they refused. The water was homoc-nac kaknab,
it boiled -y:l]ow. It is just this homoc-nac kaknab that kepi
Carib and- Maya- from any certain contact. Nothing Antillean
has yet been found in Maya graves. Howevei, as evi_
denced by the instance of the Jamaica woman and the famous
castaway Aguilar, there must have been enough casual con_
tacts to make the Maya aware of ,.something 

out there." It
is even pos,sible that Carib canoes occasion-ally came pur-
posely inlo Maya territorial waters; many of the-coastal cities
were walled for some reason.

Archaeological evidence shows that trading voyages went
I far nglh as Tampico, to the Huasteca, who spokJa Maya
dialect. Bitumen,_ which-was widely used for bbat caulking,
at that time could be obtained only from oil seepages, an!
the latter were in Mexico. The Maya also used bitumen in the
preparation of effigy masks. Huasteca-made spindle whorls
for making cotton thread are found in Maya-graves. Even
Tikal, which seems so hemmed in by jungle, yiJlds sting-ray
barbs, seaweed, and shells from the pacific; pilenque, p"earls
from Margarita; the well of Chichln Itzi, gold 

^from

Panama; and other sites, pottery from Veracruz.
Evidence of their use of the sea roads considerably changes

the tribal portrait of the Maya, who are so often pictured-as
cloistered-in.their green mansions,and occupied- only with
the nretaphysics of time.
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36. Glyph-Writing

"The Maya," said a sixteenth-century writer, "are com-
mended among all other Indians in that they have
characters and letters with which they write their histories
and ceremonies." And Diego de Landa agreed: "These people
made use of certain characters . . . which they wrote on their
books." Maya glyph-writing was, in all of its aspects, the
most advanced in the Americas, even though it was not
unique. Many tribes of Mexico had a form of writing al-
though not in so advanced a form. It is fully possible,that
the Olmeca, who were the northern neighbors of the Maya'
were the originators of glyph-writing.

What Maya writing really is, is disputatious. For long- it
remained an utter enigma until Bishop Landa's manuscript
On the Things ol Yucatdn was uncovered in 1864' He
thought that tiere was an alphabet in Maya writing. What the
Maya informants gave the bishop was no ordinary alphabet at
all.-When he asked for a letter, his informant drew "a glyphic
element resembling the sound." For example, .E (pro-
nounced "ay" in Spanish) was in Maya be, which means
"road": so the artist-informant drew the ideograph for "road,"
a pair of parallel lines representing the sacbe. When the out-
lini of a human footprint was drawn between the parallels,
it was the glyph for l'travel." The discoverer of the Landa
manuscript was tne diligent though erratic scholar Charles
Etienne Brasseur (the title "de Bourbourg" he had dis-
carded with the fall of Napoleon III), who had held an ad-
ministrative post under the ill-fated Maximilian of Mexico.
He rushed into print with Landa's book and tried with fervid
imagination to use it in reading the Troano Maya Codex which
lay in Paris. The result was catastrophic. A sentence read:
"ihe master is he of the upheaved earth, the master of the cala-
bash, the earth upheaved of the tawny beast; it is he, the
master of the upheaved earth of the swollen earth, beyond
measure, the master of the basin of water . . ." All attemPts
to read Maya glyphs with this "alphabet" have been dismal
failures; still, Eric Thompson believes that what Landa re-
corded still is as close to a Maya Rosetta Stone as will ever
be found.

Maya writing was ideographic, thought William Gates, a
195
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very lucid writer-scholar. It had system; there are main
elements, names of things, words of action (which imply
verbs). There are a number of adjectival glyphs, such as
those representing colors, and a set of minor glyphic ele-
ments wholly undefined, which could be "very necessary
parts of a written language." Gates set out to make a tabula-
tion of Maya glyph forms, a sort of Maya dictionary (which
is not too highly approved by scholars now because casting
the glyphs into type, it is felt, reduces their value for
students); the work was left unfinished at his death n L94O
and his materials were dispersed.T2

Maya writing is ideographic, since the characters stand
for abstract ideas. It also has rebus-writing elements. It is
pictorial and symbolic but not syllabic, yet there is a con-
siderable amount of phonetics in the writing. Aztec writing
was simpler in form, and was capable of iconomatic punning:
a grasshopper, chapul, is drawn on top of a mountain, tepec,
resulting in the word "Chapultepec" which can be easily read.
The system was exact enough so that the names of every Aztec
city, village, province, and chieftain are known, whereas
among the Maya not a singie glyph has been identified that is
associated with any person or place. It is known that the Maya
had their own names painted or tattooed on their arms or
hands. If in the future glyphs that "identify" are recognized,
then one may have the material to read a Maya sentence.Ts

The Maya glyph was self-contained. It filled its appointed
place. There are glyph-compounds. The main element has
various affixes which modify it and extend it. A prefix could
be placed to the left or below a postfix, to its right or below;
where it was placed depended on the space that was being
allowed for it. William Gates, when redrawing all the
known glyphs that occur in the three surviving codices, found
that there were many different types of affixes, subfixes,
prefixes, and postfixes. Some were pictographic, others sym:
bolcal. He found numerous minor elements which in their
way are the traffic of Maya speech.

Of this extensive corpus of Maya texts, 60 per cent re-
mains undeciphered. Those glyphs which deal with dates and
calculations can be read; those that deal with ritualistic mat-
ters and history cannot.

Since much of the preoccupation of the Maya was with
calendrics, calculation was well developed, Our counting
system is decimal. Theirs was vigesimal; twenty, the num-
ber of toes and fingers, became the base. As numerical sym-
bols the bar (-) had a value of five and the dot (o), a value
of one. They counted in groups of trventy. Twenty was repre-
sented by a shell (the symbol of zero) with a dot over it. In-
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dependent discovery of the abstract zero gave the Maya a
system of place notation, and with it they were able.to calcu-
late immense sums. As a system it was far better than the
Greek, Egyptian, or the cumbersome Roman method. The
early Spaniards were most impressed with the facility the
Indians had for counting cacao beans, which were not sold in
dry measure or weight but counted bean by bean and sold in
lots of from 400 to 8,000 beans, which could be calculated
very quickly.

Maya scholars, having worked out a method of deter-
mining the dates from the glyphs, have had many of their
deductions confirmed by the carbon-l4 system of dating. Of
the greater mass of glyphs, beyond those of calendric signi-
ficance, little else has been deciphered; and the best minds
admit that they have reached a stalemate. We are all in the
dark together. The only difference is that while the scholar
keeps loudly knocking at the door, the ignoramus sits quietly
in the center of the room.

Yuri Knorosow, a member of the Russian Academy, has
announced that he possesses a "key" to the Maya glyphs.
While those who have long worked on the subject state
that "it is hazardous to estimate the number of glyphs be-
cause most of them are compound, and mostly undecipher-
able since there is no alphabet," Knorosow ?a has no such
qualms. He seems to have carefully studied all the literature,
and the most famed of Maya codices, the Dresden, is in
Russian hands. He states that the number of Maya glyphs
amounts to 270, of which "1.70 are generally used. He places
them in three categories: the ideographic, which are mostly
self-explanatory; ttre phonetic, which appear most often;
and the determinative, which are rare and not meant to be
read. Knorosow asserts that he is now ready to "read" all
of the existing codices. Those who have given much of their
lives to the study remain rightly skeptical about the Russian
Maya experts. But the Russians have been the first to se6
the other face of the moon. Can it be that they will show us
the other face of the Maya?

It is a historical fact that almost all of the pioneering in the
deciphering of the texts of "lost civilizations" has been done
by nonprofessionals, that is, those who were not primarily
trained in archaeology and did not gain their livelihood by it.

Jean-Frangois Champollion was only nineteen and cer-
tainly not an archaeologist when he used the Rosetta Stone
to decipher Egyptian texts. Georg Grotefend, a simple
German schoolteacher, unraveled the Babylonian cuneiform
writing that looked "like bird tragks on wet sand." Diego
de Landa, who gave us the clue to the Maya glyphs, was of
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course a friar; Juan Pio Perez, who worked out the Mava
numerical system, was a local administrative official in
Peto. Yucat6n.

"I have discovered the secret of the shua and Katun count
. . . I determined the character of the great cycles"-in this
manner J. T. Goodman announced his discovery of the reduc-
tion of Maya dates. A newspaperman, he was the editor of the
Yirginia City Enterprise who gave Mark Twain his start as a
journalist. Goodman had never seen a Maya. Nor had Dr. Ernst
Fdrstemann, the librarian at Dresden where the famed Codex
lay. Developing late in life an interest in Maya hieroglyphs, he
worked for fourteen years until he "had wrest the secret of
the Maya calendar from codex and stela." Benajamin Whorf,
professionally an insurance actuary in Connecticut, was an
authority on American linguistics. And to shift the archaeolog-
ical scene but not the theme, it was only recently that Michael
Ventris, a young English architect, succeeded where all
other scholars had failed in unraveling the Cretan linear
script, which he long insisted was really primitive Greek.
The talented nonprofessional is an important figure in ar-
chaeology because, of all the art-sciences, it is the one that he
cau enter without an academic gown.

&8
37. Literature

The Maya had books. Mentioned earlier was the chronicler
who thought that they were to be commended for three
things: absence of cannibalism, lack of interest in sodomy,
and the writing of books. These were naturally not our kind
of books; they were in effect illustrated glyph-texts. But
the fact that they had books astonished the Spaniards most.
When young Bernal Diaz thumbed through them in .a
Totonac temple at Veracruz he saw "many books doubled
together in folds . . . it gave me much to think over.
I_ do not kno-w precisely how to describe it." And among the
things sent back to Carlos V along with gold and feather
ornaments were "two books such as the Indians use." Many
of. the scholars in Spain were "wrapped in astonishment,, at
this proof of high culture. For noi 

-only 
the Maya but the

Totonac, Aztec, Mixtec, and almest all other Indians of
high cultwe had books. The Maya, however, carried their
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books over the longest period of time-perhaps as long as
800 years.

,q.i ttre time of the Spanish conquest, almost every large
center in Yucat6n had its depository of books. As late as
1697 a Spaniard reported seeing records still being kept in
hieroglyphic writing at Tayasal in El Pet6n.

There cannot be any doubt of the extent to which books
were used; the comments left by Spaniards are unusually
fulsome on the subject. "The natives had lwritten] charac-
ters and understood one another by means of them." Said a
report to the king of Spain: "These Ah Kines had books
of figures and they knew what happened many years
before." Diego de Landa confirms all this. The Maya "knew
how to read and write with letters and characters with which
they wrote and drawings which illustrated the meaning of
the writings their books were written on large sheets
of paper doubled in folds, which were enclosed entirely
between boards which they decorated, and they wrote on
both sides in columns following the order of the folds. And
they made this paper from the roots of a tree."

Maya paper was made of bark pounded froqr the inner
bast fibers of ficus trees. The bark was pulled from the tree
two palms wide and as long as twenty feet. It was soaked
first in water to soften it and to extract the heavy white
sap, then beaten with a ribbed beater. This action stretched
the fibers so that a piece of bark twelve inches wide was
extended to paper forty inches in width. It was beaten
until it was, as a Spaniard said, a "leaf the thickness of a
Mexican real of eight," that is, two millimeters in thickness.
This form of papermaking is widespread; the methods; in-
struments for beating, and species of plant involved are al-
most identical in widely separated alsss-1trs Amazon, Africa,
Polynesia, and Easter Island. The author, who wrote the
first book on Maya papermaking,?s thought then that rl?e
Maya were the earliest American papermakers. He is now
not so sure. The craft, like so much else, was practiced by
most of the tribes of Middle America.

The Maya used bark paper as clothing before they learned
to weave cotton cloth. Their priests continued to wear bark
paper clothes even after they had weaving. Making clothing
out of paper has an old cultural history.+

* Fiber sources were not available for European paper until men
began to wear linen underwear, The cast-off garments were eagerly
sought by thirteenth-century papermakers. The Abbot of Cluny on a
visit to Italian paper mills was shocked: "God reads the book in
Heaven . . . but what kind of a book? Is it the kind we have in daily
use, a parchment made from the skins of goats, or is it the rags of
all cast-off undergarments . . . and some other.vile material?"
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This Maya paper (huun) had wide usage; plans for building
were made on it; it was used in puzzling out the intricacies
of glyphs; designs on stelae were worked out on it before
carving. We know the Maya had maps. Their contemporaries,
the Aztecs, used amatl paper for.land charts, tribute charges,
histories, and genealogies; paper itself was an item of tribute.

A Spaniard who saw the Itz6s' books in 1697 gave a
fully accurate account of their size and appearancet "Books
of a quarter of a yard high [i.e., nine inches] and about
five fingers in width, made of the bark of trees, they are
folded from side to side to another like screens. These are
painted on both sides." 76 The physical appearance of the
three surviving Maya "books," in particular the Dresden
Codex, fits this description. It is made from a single piece
of bark paper beaten from the fibers of the copo (Ficus
padiofolia). It is 8 inches high, 126 inches in length, and
folded like a screen. It was sized by means of warm stone-
irons (such as the Mexican xicaltetl) , which would have given
it surface (the Renaissance papermakers polished 

'their

handmade paper with an agate stone), or it may have been
given a sizing with a mixture of lime and the starch yielded
by a plant similar to manioc. Diego de Landa remarks about
their giving it "a white gloss upon which it was easy to
write." The paper was folded into a book by doubling the
paper screen-wise; each leaf or page measured 3 inches-wide
by 8 in height. The ends were glued to wooden boards
presumably carved with glyph titles. A Mexican codex that
survives is similarly bound and is ornamented with inlaid
jade on the order of the jeweled bindings of Europe's Renais-
sance. The Dresden Codex has thirty-nine leaves painted on
both sides, or seventy-eight pages. These pages are the "folds
of the katun," of which the codices speak. The Maya priest-
scribes worked with brushes made from bristles of the wild
pig The colors used were dark red, light red, black, blue,
yellow, brown, green, and a lustrous black.
- ThrT_ is_no precise date on the beginnings of the Maya
book. The Maya after e.o, 889, for reasons unknown, aban-
doned the practice of erecting dated carved-stone stelae.
After this, it is deduced, they kept similar records on a more
obedient medium such as paper. Sometime around 8g9,
then, it is conjectured that the first Maya book came into
being.

The Dresden Codex is the finest of the three surviving
Iv[.aya_ books, and gets its name from the Royal Library ai
Dresden, where it was brought from Vienna in 1739. The
precise provenance of the book is unknown, but since its
latest date corresponds to A.D. 1178, Dr. Thompson believes
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it was a new edition made about the twelfth century from an
original executed in the classic (e.o' 323-889) period. The
contents (admittedly only half of the glyphs can be deci-
phered) are in the form of a divinatory almanac, dealing
*ith wo*e.r, childbirth, and weaving. There are multiplica-
tion tables for the synodical revolutions of the planet Venus
and prognostications. The book ends with the sky god Itzam-
na, as a celestial monster, pouring water out of his mouth
and destroying the Maya world by flood. Of the three codicee,
the Dresden is astronomical; the Tro-Cortesianus, astrologi-
cal; the Peresianus, ritualistic. They present almost nothing
that can be regarded as history.+

The Spaniards said the Maya books treated "of the lives
of their lords and the common people" and spoke of "the
history they contained." Seventy years after the conquest
and the burning of the books, a Spaniard still spoke of
seeing "books" painted in color, "giving the count of their
years, the wars, epidemics, hurricanes, inundations, famines,
and other events." And as late as 1697 an isolated \tz6 ebief-
tain knew all about the history of Yucat6n because "he
had read it in his books." It has been stated that "their
hieroglyphic literature seems to have covered nearly every
branch of Maya science," but there are no examples of it,
That they regarded their books as most sacred is shown by
Landa's remark: "The most important possession that the
nobles who abandoned Mayap6n [on its destruction] took to
their own province was the books of their sciences."

Learning was aristocratic and belonged only to the ruling
classes, for "priests were the key of their.learning. .. they
employed themselves in the duties of the temples and in
teaching their sciences as well as in wdting books about
them." Although their interest in their own genealogy was
intense, no personal names or names of cities have been iden-
tffied in the old Maya glyphs. Yet we know that there we.re
painted chart-maps, and it is stated as a historical fact in the
Popol Vuh that when the Toltecs journeyed toward Yucat6n
they "took of their paintings, in which were recorded all the

* The other two surviving Maya codices, the Codex Peresianus
and the Codex Tro-Cortesianus, are respectively in Paris and Madrid'
Tho Peresianus is so called because the name "Petez" appeared on its
wrappings when it was found in a chimney corner of the Bibliothd-
que Nationale, with a basketful of other old papers, in 1860. The
Tro-Cortesianus, discovered in the 1860's, was found in two pieces (the
Troano and the Cortesianus), each in a different place in Spain. It is
composed of 56 leaves of 112 pages, and when extended is 23/z feet
long. A late Maya product (c. 1400), it is crudely done and con-
cerned with divinatory ceremonies. The codex has many illustrations
of Maya crafts-weaving, pottery, deer, snaring-all instructive to the
ethnographer.
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things of ancient times," and that the highland Maya received
u tizbal tulan, tbe paintings of ancient Tula, last capital of
the Toltecs, "in which they wrote their histories." In fact,
the similarity between some of the buildings at Chich6n
Itzd and Tula, 800 miles apart, is so exact that the archi-
tectural data could have been transmitted in no other wav
than by drawings painted on paper. They had, in addition,
books on medicine, eighteenth-century copies in European
script, undoubtedly first translated from the glyphs into writ-
ten Maya. Jos6 de Acosta, who traveled widely in Peru and
Mexico (1568), wrote: "There used to exist some books in
which the learned Indians kept . . . a knowledge of plants, ani-
mals and other things." However, they did not use their glyph-
writing for contracts-3'in sales and contracts there was no
written agreements"-and this was a source of confusion and
friction, which often led to war.

The Aztecs, whose writing was less developed than that
of the Maya, kept precise accounts of tribute and income,
maps of property, and a detailed map of Tenochtitl5n. We
know the correct succession of their leaders and the names
of all the ancient Aztec towns and provinces. (The Aztecs
also left behind an impressive literature, which was set
down by Aztec-Spanish scribes in the sixteenth century.??)
As for the Maya, it is not until very late (after t.o. 1250),
that we even know the names of their "kings." Even the In-
cas, who had no writing, had a quipu string recorder; this
acted as a mnemonic device which gave them and now us a
chronology of their history. It could be possible that Maya
glyph-writing is not really a written language at all, but rather
a mnemonic device by which with dates, glyph pictures of
gods, and symbols the reader had his memory jogged. The
fact that they had songs in meter raises this question. The
early Greeks, guided by mnemosyne, sang in meter the history
of things past; the lliad was long chanted before Homer set it-
down. The druids employed bards to record in mnemonic
rhyme their chronologies and treatises on geography, the sea,
and the technics of husbandry. Henry III employed a
versificator regis to chant rhymed chronicles, epitaphs and
the like.

If Maya "books" covered fields other than those of the
extant codices, we will never know, because the Spanish
friars destroyed them. Says Diego de Landa flatly, "We
burned them all."

It was decreed that idolatry must be stamped out. Diego de
Landa himself signed the auto-da-\6 in L562. As part of
the Spanish religious program, all Maya "books" were seized
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and brought to the town of Mani.* l'We found a large num-
ber of books . . ." wrote Landa, "and they contained nothing
in which there was not to be seen superstition and lies of
the devil, so we burned them all, which they regretted to an
amazing degree and which caused them much affiiction."

This is confirmed by a historian writing in 1633. In Mani,
Landa "collected the books and he commanded them burned.
They burned many historical books of ancient Yucat6n whiph
told of its beginnings and history, which were of so much
value." Jos6 de Acosta, that learned Jesuit who traveled in
Peru and Mexico in the springtime of that world, was angry
at this iconoclasm: "This follows from some stupid zeal,
when without knowing or wishing to know the things of the
Indies, they say as in a sealed package that everything is
sorcery . . . the ones who have wished earnestly to be informed
of these found many things worthy of consideration."

Diego de Landa carried out this work thoroughly enough;
of the hundreds of "books," only three somehow escaped
this holocaust.

Maya texts are known, in the broad, and of what they
generally treated. It is doubted, even by the best informed
scholars, that historical events were recorded on the monu-
ments.

This is a typical example of a Maya text found on a su-
perbly carved stela at Tikal: "6 Ahau 13 Muan, completion
of the count of 14, the completion of the tun." Its concern
is calendrics. There is no mention of the name of the city,
the ruler, or any historical events that occurred during "6
Ahau, 13 Muan." Such is the nature of inscribed texts else-
where among the Maya.

How very different are the records of the Middle East'
which are tautological, chatty, and informative, as for ex-
ample The Sixty-Two Curses of Easharhaddon.Ts In Maya
terms this. Assyrian talking tablet is miniscule (18 by.l2
inches). In style it differs not much from the tablets at
Palenque: king-gods thundering down to kneeling vassals.
In May, 672 e.c., Easharhaddon, king of Assyria, swore his
vassals to a covenant and called down on them an awesome
array of curses if they violated it. He demanded that his son
Ashurbanipal be his successor. The tablet is alive with furor;

* "And this witness being in the said pueblo of Mani and
Homun, saw the said friars suspend many Indians by their arms, and
some of them by the feet and hang stones from their feet and whip
them and spatter them with tapers of burning wax, and mistreat
them grievously in such a way that afterwards, at the said time,
when as he has said they were given- penance and brought forth in
the said public auto [da-f6], there w[s not a sound place on their
bodies where they could be whipped. . . ."
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4" u"Iy names clang-like the_crash of cymbals: '.... may
Sarantium, who gives light and seed, destroy your name and
land . . . may Isthar, goddess of battles and-war. smash vour
bow ." and so it goes on until sixty-two curses are ut-
tered. Out of it come dates, history, people, character.

What is there of the Maya in those glyph-texts, such as
this, that have survived? Something such as this:

Katun 11 Ahau is-set.upon the mat: is set upon the
throne. When the ruler is set up: Yxcal Chac sits face
to their ruler.

The fan of heaven shall descend: the wreath of
heaven, the bouquet of heaven, shall descend.

The drurn of the Lord 11 Ahau shall resound; his
rattle shall resound.

When knives of flint are set in his mantle: on that
d_ay__there shall_be the green turkey; on that day there
shall be Sulim Chan; on that day there shall be Chakan-
putun.

_ T,h"y _sh,all fipd their harvest among the trees: they
shall find their harvest among the rocks, those who hav6
lost their harvest in the katun of Lord 11 Ahau.?e

Such is the nature of the inscribed texts found throughout
Mayadom. Only on the very rarest occasions is there any-
thing other than this almost pathological concern with time's
passage. Years were burdens carried by the gods, who were
good or malign; none indifferent. The bad could be influenced
by appropriate ceremonies, and it was "possible to ease the
woes of Ix and apply balm to the ills of Cauac." Like our-
selves, the Maya judged human actions by the pain and
pleasure they caused them. That which was carved on Maya
monuments was to influence the gods, but it was scarcely
what we think of as literature.

In addition to the three surviving Maya codices and the
vast corpus of Maya glyph-texts on the monuments, there
are the Books of Chilam Balam (the Books of the Jaguar
Priest).8o There are many of these. The text is Maya written
in European script. The 

-dates 
of their compositiori vary be-

tween the first half of the sixteenth century, when the Maya
conquest was a fact, and the late eighteenth century. The
themes are of a similar tenor to that which has been deci-
phered in the Maya books. Maya priests dictated from the
books that had escaped the burning to a bilingual scribe who
set it down in European script in Maya. They are not chron-
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icles in our sense. As to whether they are literature, let the
books speak for themselves' The opening lines of one of
them read:

This is the order of the Katunes since [the Itz6s]
left their land, their home of Nonoual.

Four Katunes stayed in the Tutal Xiu, Ahua-10
Ahua [e.o. 849-928] at the decline of the Zuyua.

In these books there is much on the "language of Zrtyua,"
a cabalistic form of speech used by priests to determine if
those of their kind were "worthy" and knew the details of
rituals. One will notice how antiphonal is the text. It sug-
gests that much of Maya literature was oral, like that of all
earlier cultures.

There are few surviving chants, history chanted to meter
and drum beat:

A tender boy was I
at Chich6n

When the evil man
the army master

Came to seize the land
O at Chich6n ltz6

godlessness was born

Yulu uayano
I Mix was the dav

when he

When he was taken at
Chikin ch'en

Behold how I remember the
the song

Godliness was favored
Yulu uayano

We know that the Maya had dramatic presentations.
Dances \,vere many, reaching into hundreds of distinct chore-
ographies. Rhythm was considered so important by the Maya
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that a drummer could lose his liberfy or perhaps his life
for a wrong beat,

This is one of the songs of the "Dance," which Diego de
Landa once witnessed and thought "worthy of seeing,':

Take three light turns
around the painted stone column
where virile is tied that
boy, impollute, virgin, man.
Take the first; on the second
take your bow, place the dart,
aim to his heart; you need not
employ all your strength to
pierce him; not to
wound deep into his flesh
and so he may suffer
slowly, as wished
the beautiful Lord God.

Eric_ Thompson, that most literary of Maya scholars, has
praised the. mythopoetic qualities of Maya verse, calling at-
tention to its free use of iamlls and the iepetitive antiplional
rhythm similar to the Old Testament. The Maya told their his-
tory in cadence. Verse is one of the most ancient of forms
among all people, and was originally a clumsy artifice to aid
the memory of people who could not read. 

-If 
one finds it

hard to believe that a mnemotechnical expedient has been
transformed in the course of time into a beautiful poetry, it
is enough to reflect that in Greek architecture a Uea- iaia
upon wooden pillars became the architrave of the temple and
the other end of the framing of the roof became the^marble
triglyph, or that the simple Maya house evolved into a temple
such as that of Tikal, which soars to 239 f.eeI in height. But
to liken the cadence of Maya verse to the powerful inythms
oJ the Old Testament goes too far. The fault belongs not to
the Maya but rather to ourselves, who have labeled them the
Intellectuals of the New World.

The Maya have been the subject of much romantic miscon-
ception. Ever since Chateaubriand in 1791 sat on a river-
bank with some Indian girls of the Natchez tribes and, be-
guiled by his longings and vexations, conceived his two
Floridians, Atala and Celuta, the "noble savage" theme has
kept the stage. This imaginary exoticism has entered the
bloodstream of American proto-history, where it ferments
into an intoxicant that every new generation drinks.

Maya literature was symbolical and abstract. It was anti-
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social, because only the initiate could understand the value
and meaning of its symbols. What has one when the glyphs
are translated? The Maya says nothing of himself or his
history. A mere date is fleshless; it lacks blood and passion
unless it is connected with meaningful human events. Time
knows its business. What is abstract and symbolical in
literature disappears; all that is purely sonorout vanishes into
the air.

58. Xul-The End

The Maya, first of the Sun Kingdoms to feel the weight of the
white man, were curiously enough the last to fall under that
weight. For there was no escaping the wave of the future,
once Columbus noted the presence of a very superior people,
"Maian," in 1502. The Spanish persisted. The relationship
was violent from the beginning. The Maya were fierce war-
riors; they gave no quarter and asked none. When the re-
port reacled the Spanish governor a1 Qufa-"\rye have dis-
iovered thickly peopled countries with masonry houses, and
people who cover their persons in cotton garments"-more
ionquistadors poured over to break a lance; hundreds left
their bodies on Yucatec shores.

When Cortes arrived he gave a practiced military eye to
the inhospitable shore and, somehow sensing that there was
little gold, remained only long enough to pick up the cast-
away Aguilar. In 1524, Mexico having been conquerqd ryd
organized, Cortes sent Pedro de Alvarado to undertake the
co-nquest of Guatemala and dispatched Crist6bal de Olid
to ientral America to sniff out the tribute channels of
the Aztecs. Instead, the latter set up an independent govern-
ment in Hibueras (Honduras). So Cortes set off after him,
making the famed trek through quagmires and rivers and
jungles. He cut a wide swath through Maya territory,.meet-
ing little resistance. It was known that the Aztecs had been
toppled and that he, Cortes, was the toppler. The Maya were
in awe of that small, energetic man who, undismayed by
the terrible geography of the land, came down upon them
replete with mistress, falcons, buffoons, and jugglers.

In 1527 came the turn of the Maya. Francisco de Mon-
tejo, who had played his part in the conquest of Mexico (it
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was he who had carried its treasure to Spain), used this to
advantage; he emerged from an audience with the kine with
a contract to conquer, settle, and convert all Mayadoir. He
arrived in Yucat6n in 1527 with 380 men, 57 horses, and
high hopes. Montejo was, says one who knew him, .,*iOOte-
sized and with a merry face. He was fond of rejoicings but
was a businessman; and a good horseman. When he came
over to Mexico he may have been about thirty-five. He
was liberal and he spent more than his income warranted.
. . ." The lives he would spend were even more unwarranted.
The party settled at Xelha, where skirmish and siekness
whittled away his forces. He then moved up the north coast,
encountering one large Maya city after another. At every
turn the Indians attacked, chewing up his small troop.

pvgn 9o, Montejo was attacking a people completely dis-
united, for they were as much at war with themselves as
with_ the Spaniards. Even the example of Mexico had brought
the Maya no unity. MayapSn, which ruled most of yucat6n,
had collapsed, and the land was split up into warring fac-
tions. In 1467 came the horrendous'hurricane that carised a
fearful loss of lives and devastation. In 1516, in the wake
of the first Spanish contact, came smallpox (mayacimil, the
"easy death"), killing thousands upon thousands. Family.ri-
valries caused constant intertribal wars. Despite all thii the
Maya routed the Spaniards. After trying to gain lodgment
without success in Yucat6n, the expedition sailed down to
Chetumal a! the great bay of Zarnabac. Here was a large
city of 2,000 houses. Cacao, honey, and canoe.building
were its interests. At this city, which traded with panama-,
the Spaniards found gold and, within days, war. They hoped
to be helped by the other Spanish castaway, Gonzalo Guer-
rero, but he would have none of them. As a Maya Nacom.
Guerrero prepared the thrusts and counterthrusts aeainst the
Spaniards. He soon tossed the would-be conquistad;rs out of
their foothold in Chetumal. They then embarked and con-
tinued southward to put in at Ulua, a Maya trading post in
Honduras. When knowledge of this was transmitted io Guer-
rero, he led a flotilla of war canoes to relieve that outoost.
He was killed by a shot from an arquebus, but his deatli did
not change Spanish fortunes. By 1535 there was not a white
man left alive in the whole Yucat6n peninsula. Those who
had not died or wearied of unsuccessful war had heard
the clarion call from Peru, where Francisco Pizarro was en-
gaged in the conquest of the Incas.

Montejo, full of years and scars, resigned from his title
and authority in favor of his son. Furicfrsly renewing the
conquest rn 1542, the conquistadors occupied half of the
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peninsula and founded their capital, Merida, within the
buildings of ancient T'ho. In 1,546 they put down with ter_
rible and indiscriminate slaughter those Maya tribes who re-
fused the yoke of peace, and the conquest was over.

The Maya were engulfed by the waves of conquest. Thev
had known slavery,. which was part of their social iystem, buit
their new masters improved upon it. Five hundred thouiand
free men were sold into peonage; ancient Maya centers were
destroyed; and the chieftains who did not submit were killed.
The priests were disposed of and their books burned. Their
learning died with them.

Still, the conquest was not complete. After the fall of
Mayap6n, one ltzd tribe moved, en masse, out of yucat6n
into the lakes of El Pet6n. This was in classical territory,
with Tikal only fifty miles away. There they lived unmolested
until 1618. The Spaniards became aware of them soon
enough. It was a Neo-Maya state and its mere existence en-
couraged rebellion among other Maya living under the Spanish
yoke. It was similar to the Neo-Inca state in Peru that, under
various Lord Incas, existed for sixty years after the Spanish
conquest.

ln 1622 Fray Diego Delgado, in search of martyrdom, of-
fered to Christianize the Itz6s. He was accompanied by
soldiers, who, not as delicate in these matters as himself,
cut a swath of destruction on the way to El Pet6n. Leaving
the soldiers behind, Delgado and a large group of Indians he
had converted to Christianity proceeded to the ltzd capital
of Tayasal, on friendly invitation of its lord, Canek. 

-But

when they reached the town, Delgado and his endre party
were put to death as a sacrifice to tbe ltz6 gods. Throughout
the century there were repeated attempts to entet ltzd
territory: they were repulsed. Construction was begun on a
Guatemalan-Yucatdn highway designed to bring two eco-
nomic units together. T[e It26s wele in the wa], and t]at
decided their fate. "I, Fray Andr6s de Avendaflo y Loyola
. . who had no other wish than to sow in their hardened
hearts the pure grain of evangelical seed," set off to the Itzris
in 1696. After years of hardship, on his second attempt he
entered Tayasal alive. It had twenty temples, not unlike
those in Yucat6n, and numerous houses; other islands
were similarly inhabited, as were the immediate shores of
the lake. Avendafio, with a subtle play of dialectics-he
had earlier mastered the language and glyph-writing-finally
broke down the llzis' mental resistance to Spanish contact;
they agreed to come peacefully into the Spanish fold.

January 1697 found Martin de Llrsua, governor of Yuca-
t6n, with his soldiers at the farthest point of the new
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road. On March 13, a force of Spanish soldiers crossed the
lake in a large galley to accept the peaceful surrender of the
island capital of Tayasal-or to make an assault on it.81
As it made its way, a canoe flotilla of 2,000 armed In-
dians encircled the galley. The soldiers were under orders to
withhold their fire, which they did even though provoked
by accurate arrow thrusts from the Itz5s. But near the shore
of Tayasal a soldier, wounded to fury by an arrow, fired
his arquebus at close range. At this, the other soldiers fired,
and the lake soon was strewn with Itz6 dead. As the troops
landed, the remaining Indians fled. On March 14, 1697, the
Spaniards formally took possession, in the name of the king,
of the last living city of the Maya.

The Maya had endured as a cultural entity for 3,700 years.
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78. Transcribed by Donald J. Wiseman, Asst. Keeper in tle
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79. Aq translated by R. L. Roys, Tfte Book of Chilam Balani ol
Chumayel, C. I. W., Pub. 438, Washington, D. C., 1938.
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de los Libros de Chilam Balam, by Alfredo 

-Barrera 
V6s-

quez and Silvia Rend6n, Mexico, 1954.
81. See P. A. Means, History of the Spanish Conquest of Yucatdn
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